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INTRODUCTION

it without rashness to be the supreme object
and governor of men to bestow himself
creator
of God as the
upon them or be inwardly communicated to them. For this
men are constituently made, even as an eye is made for the
light. In a certain first view of things, observing chiefly
the bounties of the world, one might guess that God's prime
object here is the preparing of growths and fruitages that
will grow men,.growing animals for their sake; but in deeper
second thought it will be seen that he is building for mind,
to make himself the tight of Íntelligence, the friend of
guidance, the supreme ioy of love. Physical production
plain'ly enough is no main'purpose with him. He glasses
himself on every side in obiects and forms related to mind.
By music and fragrance and color he wakens the sense of his
beauty. By unnumbered and persistent ways of, discipline he
trains experimentally to the knowledge of hiniself.
l^le may assume

Apart from the attention

it

role of

symbol

Spirit in Man, p.

has received

language theory, no attempt has been made
meaning and

The

t3

in the context of his

to come to teims with the

in the theology of Horace Bushnell.

This

is surprising, considering the centrality { the concept in Bushnell's
thought, its obvious relation to his own religious experiences, and the
apparent tension between symbol and truth which underlies all of his
major theological statements.l And in a sense, one can almost say that
Theodore Munger,

initiator of a great legacy of misinterpretation,

hinted at a dimension of Bushnell's thought which has not been expìored

.2
stnce.

For

are divorced

rr is not so much that the natural and the supernatural
from one another, but that all reality is an embodiment of

-t

-2.ù
the divine, that the whole universe

is

one vast synbol

of

God.

Bushnell nowhere defined the crucial term "symbol", and he used

the word synonymously with several other terms, such as "metaphor",

j

¡'figure", 'lform"r "image" and "type".
tooking

for his meaning of

symbo'l

Perhaps the best p'lace

is with thê difference

to begin

between the

r synUãtic consciousness that

,
:
;
:
:

part of Bushnell's Puritan heritage had been lost to the
mlnd

after

imagery

did not see its recovery in the "contrived"

Edwards, Bushnell

of the New Eng'land left. If there were no mystics among the

.According to Bushnell, symbots could not be understood on the ìevel of

.

nature: "the roots of the known are always
which the

infinite

and unknown looks

,.ì.

in the: unknov,,n". Every
of mystery as a face

.

into that holy and dark profound which it is opening.
This does not mean, as we witl see in Chapter 0ne, that man is
r

r

r

l

?-

--

l

t-!-t-

Ja

:-

on the basis

of his

all

other

symbolic imagination--his capacìty to

and "supernatural'!-are part of an organic theory, according to which all

.

systems operate

in

by embodiment, that

r

r

r ---

is,

------r-J-^-

--t^^r^

--r

that
!L-

ultimately, the meaning of any symbol can be known only in terms of

the

whole.
synrboì

ì

1,,,..,,,,

t
;,,,,
i.;

:.:: ::

by bodying forth symbols

terms of one grand and overarching whole, and

In'other words, the

l

forms

.

live

l

-----:-^-

both
generate and interpret synbols. Bushnell ls.definitions, of "nature"
of tife

supêFnatural powers

!

i

through

out upon us, tempting us to struggle

not a synbol-maker. Indeed, man is distinguished from

I
i

New England
:

genuine synbol stands out from a background

I

was

is grounded in the Reatity

which

it

represents.3 This leads us to two fundamental dimensions of Bushnell!s

i .;..:

t :::.
i'r.':,r¡i
.

:1:a!:1::+1.1.1-,j:i

-3symbolic theory: analogy and

relationality.

The correspondence between

truth is not arbitrary, but "prepared". This principle of
analogy applies not only to human language, but to alJ objective rea'lity'
symboì and

to all "things

and

worlds". It gives Bushnell's

scope, and what he called
One aspect

of

its

analogy

s¡mboïism

its

unlimited

"moral" meaning.

is mystery--that the correspondence
ln never

between

know what beìongs

to the symbol and what to the significance, but we can' through the
universal presence of the form-element together with the discerning
powers of insight, achieve a gradual spiritualizing of the symbolic
world, Thïs is our experimental training to the knowledge of God, the
-

.

i

.

t.

!

- ?

La

-

--*L

life-tong dritl in forms and images, prepared fofi,tfre future benefits
uses

and

of the practice.
The deepest meaning

of

symbol

is as vehicle of God himse'lf. God

in a symbo'lic reality for the purpose of restoring a lost
relationship, and ultimately, the role of the symbol is-to conduct souls
insphered us.

under sin back to God. Symbols are vehicles of God's own feeling, of

the divine beauty and goodness and
,symbol opens

one

of

love.

to us is a perrsonal Being,

corrnitment and

trust. It

And

as the truth which the

'to.the sytnbot'is
is our embracing of the supernatural
ouïr,.response

through the symbol that brings the inward communicat,ion of

God.

It is the thesis of this paper that Bushnell's theology can not
be interpreted apart from his synbolic

said, whether

it

be a proposition

of

theory.

Any

language, a

revelation'

he

vision or "a divine

life in the flesh", takes place under conditÍons of symbol or form.
of the thesiS are concerned to examine
of God in Christ in'terms of this basic theory;

Chapters Two, Three and Four

Bushnell!s understanding

r.r'..' :..rl':il

4in particular, in the light of an apparent tension which surfaces from
within this theory and which is evidenced in Bushnell's theology in
terms

of a shift, or a gradual

movement, which comes

to a rather abrupt

in the 1870's. It is the purpose of thÍs paper not to "explain"
that shift, but to put it in the context of Bushnell's symbolic theory,
and further, to illustrate how central thaÌ symbolism is in Bushnell's
doctrines of the person and work of Christ.
c'limax

CHAPTER ONE

Man and

(i)
'

Nature: "God's Moral

Economy"

Recovering the supernatural and the symbolic

Notwithstanding the interpretation of Theodore Munger, Horace

Bushnell did not come down to Yale breathing some sort
mystîcism bred

T

in the freshn free air of Litchfield.'

of natureAbout four years

before entering college, while tending a carding machine, Bushne'll
penned,

of

a half-sentence at a time, an expositjon of the ninth bhapter

Romans.. Says Mary Bushnell Cheney

throughout

is strictly

of this

ess.ay: "The method
f.-

Togical, and has no traceìf the spiritual

insight which later characterized his thought on these and kindred
subjects.

t
t'a

i

Cheney sees

this youthful essay as one of the

many evidences

that Bushnell was, prior to his college days, striving and straining'to
adapt himself

to the arid religious orthodoxy of the day. But as time

passed, and despÍte
He,would

later

see

his exertions, 'lmy retigious character went down".3

his own'experÍence in telms of the struggle faced

by "every ingenuous young person" who,

in his search after truth,

had

:

.to grappìe with the speculative logic of New England theology. Such,a
person, said

:

Bushnell

himself, through years of sorest conflict and gt oans of
private mental war that God only does not frown upon; or
else, in fault of any such persistency, to settle back into
the more facile embrace of a confirmed and scornful
i nfi del i ty. 4

-5-

-6first glimpse after truth came in l83l white he was
tutoring at Yale. It was, says Cheney, "the most important crisis in
his life".5 Through the reading of Coleridge's Aids To Reflection,
Bushnell's

Bushnell was able

to

see beyond the confines

the possibilÍty of intuitive

of speculative ìogic to

knowledge.

habit was only landscape before;'but now I saw enough to
convince me of a whole other world somewhere overhead, a
range of reaTities in higher.tier, that I must climb after,

My

anal

if

possible, apprehãnd.b

Through Bushnell's own account

of

1831, given

in the autobio-

graphicaì sermon, "The Dissolving of Doubts", we can recognize the
nature and significance

of this spiritual awakening.

The sermon opens

:
with a description of the questions whÍch',were cðhfronting him and a
large cláss of young thinkers

in that "special'ly doubting age":

''

Science puts every thing in question, and literature distits
the questions, making an atmosphere of them. l,'le doubt both
creation and Creator; whether there be second causes or only
primal causes running ab aeterno in aeternum; whether God is
any thing more than the sum of such causes; whether-he works
by will back of such causes; whether he is spirit working
supernaturally through them; whether we have any personal
relation to'him, or he to us.. And then, when we come to the
matter of revelation, we question the fact of miracles and of
the incarnation- t^le doubt free agency and responsibility,
immortality and salvation, the gtility bf prayer and worship,
and even of repentance for sin./

Prior to.1831, Bushnell had, like a true son of the
mode, harnessed

homespun

all his mental energ'ies into the settling'of

these gr.èat

questionS'reasoningwithrest1essurgency'''thinkingofthisand
thinking of
him

that".

But such attempts "to find" the ,truth had brought

to a dead end, to what he catled a i'painful vacuityrr.g
lily very

thought

difficulty was that I

for every thing else,

:

was too thoughtf,ul, substituting
and expecting so intently to dig

-7

-

out a religion by my head that I was pushing it all the
while practically
- away.. Unbelief, in fact, had come to

b. *y ätement.9

In l83l, Bushnell resolved to "begin at the beginning'i, to stake
his life on the universal law of right.lo In judging the meaning of
this experience,

commentators have been

less inclined to note the touch

of Coteridge than the Ínfluence of Scottirî.orton sense realism or
Calvinistic moraÏism. A1d in al'I, the estimates given of l83l as a
"conversion" to duty rather than to faith, miss the full meaning of
this
'

experience for Bushnell's future tife and thought.l
:
':..r'
For in 1831, with a deliberate dedication to moral rectitude,

first became experientially aware of a uhigher sense", what he
would later call "imagination"" l,lith his consciiìs commitment to a
right God, he first "dimly felt" the reality of God; with hìs resolution
to settle himself practically in the great first law of ri1ft, came his
first apprehension of Christianity as a "practical truth".12 In terms
Bushnell

of his later theology, Bushne'll's surrender of will ,had*.on.*r'runtly
revitalized his Í.ntuitive

:

'

sense:

this is the po!,Jer of the will, as regards our motnal
recovery. It may so offer itself-and f,hã subordinate
capacities to God, that. God shall have the whole man open
to'his dominion, and be able to ingenerate in him a new,
divìne state, or principle of action; while taken as a
governing, cultivating, and perfççting power in itself, it
has no such capacity whatsoever. lr

And

It is

then

in "that subtle gleam of

sympathy",

or in the

assurance

that "A Being so profoundly fett, must inevitably be", that Bushnell
intimates the nature of his revelation of l83l.ì4 'iThe Dissolving of
Doubts" provides several
some

of Bushnell's

own "aphorisms", and these show

results of his mind's "new conditions".

The grreat questions were

l:::i

-Bnot gone, but he had a
Bushnell's

:

:

neb, way

of approaching them. Hereafter,

life is marked by a growing

sense

of inner

peace, which

would carry him through years

of illness and accusation.

wrestle with the doctrines of

trinity,

the end of his

life,

He would

incarnation and atonement to

but never again would he be afraÍd to "hang

up

'.]....;;'''questionsand-letthemhang',.15
A soul thus dissoïved of doubts, wrote Bushnell,

"will

undertake

.l,

i

.

, new experience, and

will,

by and by, master

it".l6 tt is significant,

'

:

then, that as early as the year following this experience, Bushnell

first

to what he called "th'e great question of,the
age"--the concept of nature.lT The meaning of nÀtur., the relation of
addressed himself

nature to

i

God and

of

man

to

every enlightened American

God and

in

:

nature, were issues challenging
.

the mid-nineteenth century, and specifically

-:'threateninginheritedChristianity.l8
1
1

realm

i

of nature ("inert

and powerless, never

truty acting, but on'ly

acted with or upon") from the realm of mind ("agency

itself,

power

acting

i,,ir.',
l::l:_"

'

.
,'

' later time, Bushnell pencilled in the margin of this manuscript: "This .
article shows the ferment out of which my Nature and Supernaturalism
lq
grew into shape thirty years after."'"
, ''

I

These

rrelaboration

r

early definitions are consistent with Bushne'll's

of the themes of

treatise, Nature

nature and supernatural, given

:-

,

.

:later

,

: ,-

..1
.':.:

in the 1858

and the Supeïngtural as Toget-her Constittlting tþe.0ne

:

and

in several

shor.ter selections, such as "Progress", ôttd "science

and

:

iii.,

l,'...'..

,

-9Religion".20 They indicate a fresh expression, a neu¡ approach to the
questions, and one which

is

basic to Bushnell's entire theological

reformulation. But the significance of this
sured only against the

.

permeated the ¡irind'of

overall naturalism of the

"From the

Bushnelt,

"it

first

has been

a grand issue of

life

knowledge and community.

presuppositions

firstn the belief that nature, as

is itself thelsingle

belief in the essential

all

it in the two fundamental

underlying naturalistic philosophy:

second,

'.

ì.

his attack against

a physical order,

day.

the age, that 'linsidious form of unbelief" which

threatened to undermine the foundations of
And he focused

neu, approach can be mea-

and whole sphere

goodness and

of realityt

perfectability of

man.

or birth-time of frîOern science", wrote
clear that Christianity must ultimatety come into
moment

and death

with

it, or with the tendencies embodied

in its progress".2l l.lith the successful

demonstration

of the workings
.

of cause-eff,ect, the mechanical model was becoming normotive for all
reality, such that nothing could be true unless proved by the scientific
method.

It

was

:or relati onshi

a

scheme

alien to any concept of

p.22

freedom

or persona'lity

L

There-had developed, said Bushnell,

"a skepticaì tendency

by

i

modern science, which has

for the time, in
set the taws of nature,
.
r;

prominence, as

. .,.

such

..

to operate a real suppression of thought i'n'the spiritual

dir,ection"-23 The abuse lay not so much in the apprehension of nature

in !'the assumed universal extent of nature, by which it becomes a
fate, an all-devouring abyss of necessity, in which God, and man, and
all free beings are virtually swatlowed ,p.'24 This is the "new'
as

infidelityt'

"¡t.h.can

allow no supernatural or spiritual dimension,

..i

-10nothing

distinct or apart from "a world as being a worl d".25

in nature, and profoundly engrossed with her phenomena,
confident of the uniformity of her laws, charmed with the
opening wonders revealed in hêr processes, armed with manifold
pôwers-contributed to the advancement of commerce and the arts
by the discovery of her secrets, and pressing onward still in

Busied

the inquest, with an eagerness stimulated by riva'lry and the
expectation of greater wonders yet to be revealed,--occupied

inthismann'er'notonlydoesthemind*ofscientificmenbut

of, the age itself become fastened to, and glued down upon'
nature; conceiving that nature' as a frame of physical:order,
is itself the system of'God; unable to imagiqÊ any thing higher
genera:ì to which s subordinate.¿o
ana
.
.

!,lhi

1

e the

,

new geol ogy evi denced thi

s

secul ari

ty of

,i','

nature ,

the
view of man and history. Since progress ruled all ìife, man's

biology's'"developnent theory" posed an even greater threat:io

Christian

.:

story was also one of ascent- His progress hingäìd not on the action of

Ín history, but on the fonvard thrust of natural causes. His imperfections would soon be abolished through an inherent proces! of linear
God

deveìopment,, There

are, said Bushnell, no sins, for there is nothing

"t
to sin against- Evil is good in the making, and man is on f,it
"ãt'to
all that is virtuousrand true. Bushnel'l cited New Eng:land Unitariani,sm
as a case

in point:

:

'Denying human'depravity, the need of a'\upernatural grace
also vanishes, and they set fsrth a religion of ethics, '
instead of a, gospel to-faith. Their word is practically,
not regeneration, Uut self-culture- There is a good seed
in us, and we ought to make it grow ourselves. The gospel.
proposes salvation; a better name is development. Chrìst
is ä good teacher or interpreter of nature, and only so a

:

the world so as'to punish sin and reward virtue; therefore'
.any such hope of forgiveness as expects to be delivered of
thä natural effects ót sin by ã iuþe.natural and regenerative
experience, is vain; because=it implies the failure of God's
juitice aná the overturning.of a natural law. Whoever is
delivered of sin, must be delìvered by such a life as finally
brings the great law of iusticBTon his side. To be iustified
freely by grace is impossible.¿/

:'::'':'::'i-t

-il
ÌlJith such ominous perceptions

all

around him, Bushnell embarked

on Nature and the Supernatural, where he upheld and elaborated

distinction

between matter and mind

natural".. To tift

man

in

terms

his

1832

of "nature" and "super-

out from nature, and recover a view of

man

as

a

::':

creature of freedom, he followed Coleridge's distinction between "povrers"

"things"- And again, like Coleridge, he located the seat of personal
freedom in the human wil1.28
Nature, Bushnell defined as "that created realm of being or

and

:

substance which has an

under and by

its

acting, a going on or process from within

own laws

:'t'

i,',',rt,:.

:.

itself,

,

. " . a chain of causes and effects' or a

schemeoforderlysucceSsion,determÍnedfromwithintheschemeitself..'29

Thesupernatural,ontheotherhand,hedidnottþnfinetothedivine.
I

Al1 beings, persons, or "powêrs" are su'pernatural, the basis for
designation being the

this

',

'''.'''''.'.'.

will.

I

is thus distinguished from all other forms of organic life
in that he is a being supernatural, a creature of lfr.eedgm
i *ho is'bóth
in nature and partia'lly sovereign over it.
Man

stands out clear and sovereign as a bei-ng supernaturalo
his definition is that he is-an original poWiìr, act'ing,

and
not

'soulbutthewi]Iareanature,andasnature,operateundertheir.own
fixed laws of causality, partia:lly subordinated to the uses of the will
and

its

sovereignty over

their

':''r' ''

i

i

I

:,,'.,
'',;,", '

i..Ì,.,

changes and processes.

In certain parts or departments of the soul itself, such-asmemory,appetite,passion,attention,imagination'aSsociation'
disposition, the will-power in him is held in contact, so to
::..

.12-

'

by laws of cause and effect; for these faculties are partly
governed by their own laws, and partly submitted to his
governing will by their own laws; so that when he will
exercise any control over them, or turn them about to serve
his purpose, he can do it, in a qualified sense and degree,
by operàting through their laws, As far as they are
concerned, he is pure nature, and he is only a power superior
to cause and effect at the particular point of volition where
his tiberty culminates, and'where the a{grinistration he is to
maintain over his whole nature centers.rl

It is not necessary, then, "to go hunting after

marvels, appari-

of the laws of nature, to find the supernatural; it
meets us in what is least transcendent and most familiar, even in
tions,

suspensions

ourselves."32 Bushnelt calls self-determination "the central attiibute

of all persona'lity", imparting to man "what is personal in character".
It is by virtue of his will. that man is what BusþelÏ calls a "moral"
being,. and life is what he caìls a "morat" affai¡=:33 At the basis of
this term is not

some scheme

as a personality, a self who

of morality, but the understanding of

man

is unabìe to live in isolation from other

selves, It is a concept which comprehends man's freedom, his indivi\.
isra concept
And
it
respond
to
the
other.
duality, his capacity to
which 'abhor.s any'view

of

man conceived

in mechanistic

terms.

Hence'forexample,itisthatwetook.pnthenob]er
of character in man, with a feeling so
differentfromanythatcanbeconnectedwithmerecause'.'
and effec.t- In every friend we distinguish something more
than a distillation'ôf natural causes; a free, faithful
soul, that, having a power to betray, stays fast in the
inieériiv ór tove-and'sacrifice. l,lä-reioice in heroic

rdemonstrations

souls, and in every hero

far

we discover a

maiestic spirit,

tran,scending the mereìy instinctive and necessary
, It is no mere
actings of animal and vegetable life .
blood
in this
that
our
no
link
in
a
chain,
stirs
wheel,
rising
of
a
man,
have
is
man,
the.sense
we
manner; but it
a
great
great'above
qf
things,
alì
out of the level
things,
as being himsetf.34
how

,Jî...r

But man

is also part of

it,

acting through

environed by
connection

with

it,

13 -

nature

it".

he

is "in it,

that he is set in

such close

in the sense that

And

Bushnell sees as no f,ortuity but predetermined in

.'io"vita.lizingpowersareorganific,andlivebytheirembodimen.,,.'u
;.'
. J :,r:,',This
means that frorn his own point of liberty, man acts upon the laws
..':.....,-.:
' , of cause and effect in nature, thus bodying forth forms or symbols
which the mere laws

of

l

cause and

effect could not themselves produce.

iThatissupernatural.,accordingtoBushnell;whichiscapab1eofaffecting
. ..
:
:nature
.'
in such a way as to produce results, which by mere nature, could
not come to pass. And nature" in this view, is the medium through which
.

such supernatural

:
.

of'will

means, the coin

or curency system, for

supernatural?

in rejecting natura'listic
inherent

-ì

It is that which cornes down

And what is ,the
uþon nature out

distinction

:
1\

activity occurs

exchanges going on

monism, Bushnell thus makes a radical

.

supernatural. Yet'
an underlying writy of .structure: thìnEs

between matter and mind, natutoe and

in this duality is

andpowersat1ealwaysre]ated,theoneas',organ'','1field'',.'instrument'',
l'vehicle", "medium"; the other as "agent, or force, which acts*from

nn,
initiatìng trains of e,Ffect that ftow from itsel¡" 37

ìtself, uncaused,
.It. is this structure that makes all of life a "supernatural transaction"

r..:.,'
.:
:,
;:;:.:

,.::,:

,.
:

',,

or a "grand conversation of wills".

it is that we find ourselves embodied in matter
each other, in atl the endless complications of 1ook, word,
act, art, force, and persuasion; in the family and in the

And thus

,::

-'t4state, or trvo and two upon each other; in marriage,
fraternity, neighborhood, friendship, trade, association,
prrotection, hospitality, instruction, sympathy; or, if we
will, in frauds, enmities, oppressÍons, cruelties, and

:
'
,

,

The powers act on each other,
mutual temptations .
by acting on the lines of cause and effect in nature;
starting thus new trains of events and consequences, by
'which they affect each other, in ways of injury or
blessing- Th.ey speak and set the air in motion, as it
otherwise would not move; and so the obedient air, played
on by their sovereigntJ, becomes the vehicle of words that
conmunicate innumer.áUlâ

:

stings, insults, flatteries,

seductions, threats; or tones of comfort, love and blessing.
So of all the other elements, solid, fluid, or aerial--they
are medial as between'the powers, The whole play of commerce
in society is through nature, and is in fact a playi¡g on the
and obiects of nature by sr¡pernatural agents.rö
causes
.
'

In Nature'and thê Supernatural, Bushnell made his starting point

man, not

God.

He defined man as

a supernatural being through illustra-

i

tions of.his relation in freedom to nature. And'having provided this

familiar model, he saw no difficulty in the transposition to
supernatural

"that

activity. "Is it

God should do what v',e

God's

then a thing incredible", he asked,

are doing ourselves?

If

we act our super-

natural tiberty into causêS, without infringement of syÈtem; cannot
do the

same?"39
And if we say that man is a moral being at the

God

\

point of h'is will

,

'L

of the supreme liberty of God? God wi I I not b'e
the Deist watchmaker sleeping away his "deaf and idle eternity", but an
'':
.Agent, the Living God, who has made the world open to his access and
permeable by his will, so that through his relation in freedom to nature,
he may be ever going out to and for man. In this view, wrote Bushnell,
how

are we to conceive

is present always to nature, an imminent fomentation,
working always in strict system with it, and doing, pari passu, iust what
nature at her given stage of progress may be ready for, and asking for
"the supernatural

'the fu I f i I lment of 'her true i dea. "40

-

t5 -

this transposition to the conception of God's re'lation to
nature in turn elevates nature to the status of a "universal mediumt'
open to the commerce of all powers; in fact, an instrument of God's
And

personality or a vehicle of divine intelligence.
And'so also science

'

itself,

having learned

to ïook after

mind

nature, not as a mill operated by fate, but as a chariot

wheeled by God's suprerne liberty, will itself grow warm and
'free, as it gets more conversant, through nature, w'ith the
Supernaturral Mind, and wi,ll make its highest reaches of
discovery in the poetic and ççligious imputses, by which it

witl

then finalJy be

(ii)

lifted.al

"Unnature" as symbol

of

sin
ì*

to the theotogical crisis in New Enþland in the nineteenth
century was the debate over the question of human depravity. And white
: . it is important to recognize the wide diversity of theories put forward
Basic

.

through long years of controversy,

it is

perhaps equally

significant to
' ''--

'

'. point to sqne common denominators. For whether one's source be'Bennet

1...

Iitt ¡'; t'

'

r'

Tyler's pamphlets, or Nathaniel Taylor!s "Concio ad Clerum", or l.lilliam
Channing's "Unitarian

presuppositions
in essential'ly,sub-

Christianity", certain basic

.- 42 Each is inclined to view human hature
prevail.--

:.

stantialist terms, from the extreme of a nature that is entirely

depraved

' to one that is basicalty good.43 It was this concãption which-Bushnell
challenged in his first major publication, Discourses 0n Christian
Nurture]44

Two attendant conceptions he continued

his ìif,e: this view of
and

its

human

to

chatìenge throughout

nature is. essentialty indl'vidualistic,

is a moralistic view of ,in.45
As Bushnell put it, sin was understood in'terms of "misdeeds",
corre'late

,

_

-16"this or that particular act of wrongu.46 And while all wrong acts
presuppose sin, we must, he said, probe "back of the acts" to a state
which they represent and express, in order to understand sin as "a
lost condition", "There'are", wrote BushnelIo "different kinds of
vice, but only,one kind of sin; viz., the state of being without God,

'

or out of allegiance to

God".47

In the original

scheme

of things, man was created to be a complete

being by reason of his continual inspiration:or participation of

This

is

God.

the "true normal state" of man, continually inspired by God,
.
.

"conscious always

of

1

God as

.

..

.-

of himself, actuated by the divine õharacter,

exalted by the divine beatitude.,"48 Bushnell did :'not frame his understanding

of sin in

experience

of inherited depravity;läach man has to
his own falt. The choice of wrong, for Adam and for every
terms

:man,

is a willful and free for^saking of God, a turning
, the soul's love. This is the meaning of the fall:

áway, a Change

in^

-

It is not that man fell away frsn certain moral notions,
or laws, but it is that hê fel'l away from the personal
inhabitation of God, lost inspiration, and so became a

dark, enslaved creatuçç,--alienated, as the apostle says,
from the life of God.+Y
r+

The very seriousness

.\,

of sin, the "very sin of the sin'! is that

it is against God and all that comes from God- There is no disguising
the fact that sin comes out of man's will as a power transcendìng natur.e;
ta consists in a determination to

have our own way,

a casting off of the
..-::.,'

witl of God and setting

up

..,

:':...,'''.: ii

of our own will; it is, in a word, "self-

di rection" .50

of all right relation, for it is
our only right relation to live as in God, conscious of God,
penetrated and filled by the divine life,'even as the stars

l'le cannot be righteous out

r\1.'j

-17filled with his orderly will and turned'about by his
counsel. But our sin has taken us away from God. In it
we pass into ourselves, take ourselves into our own hands
and undertake-lo shape our ourn wâyr as we do to accomplish
are

our

own ends.5l

at creation as
.'constituentlyperfect''byvirtueofthefactthatheis.inspiredby
Now

God,

this

while Bushne'll set forth a view of

man

is,

nonetheless,

man

in a state more negative than positive

in regard to character. Bushnell stood against a substantialist view
in saying that man's character is not given at creation, but only
"formed historically"; man begins life without 'lcharacter begun by
:

action"; "ready", but "weak". His faculties are perfect and he is
spontaneous to the good, but his will is yet untrained or unschooled.S2

Iies the weakness which BushnelI Iabelte¿i¡an's "conditÍon
privative", by virtue of which his sin is "certain", while not necessary.

Herein

is only inchoate, or
incomplete, lacking something not yet reached, which is necessary to the
probabTe rejection of evil".53 0r, considering the first man, Bushnell
gave a fuller description:
This condition he described as "a moral state that
'

Fâ

is a per fect structure,
parls
having all his
in'a-balance of harmony, opening to
goodness and God as a flower to the morning light, He is
yet, with all his happy and pure inclinations, unestablished
Considered as being simply made, he

in anything happy and pure. Nothing good is confirmed in him
or set on a footing above temptation. He has no experience
and, so far, no character grounded in experience. He is
,-cur"ious and wants to know the unknown. He wants even to know
disobedience, and has no sufficient countercheck of bitter
experience to keep him frorn the trial of it. He knows it is
wrong in principle, but the paìns, the necessary hell of wrong
. that will be its effects, the knowing good and evil, is a
mystery to him. Therefore with all his high native instincts,
as created in the image of God, he is practica'lly weak, a

beautiful and glorious creature, but still weak as a character.
He looks on the captivating tree, wonders what is there, craves
isand finallv. savs, I must know what

lffirt;äol:1i3,tÏtl

it

;:,i,,,:.:.

-18Innocent, holy, aurare of obligation, yet weak because they are

free, and left to act originatively--such is the condition of all
and

of

when
And

it

each individual man standing on the verge
comes,

will

mean

men

of sin. Deliberation,

fall of man's "weak" holiness.
positive accounts for sin, and we

inevitably the

yet we cannot say that anything

:""

are1eftwonderingatthe,,profoundmyster}thatoverhañgsthequestion

in evil, onìy after he
has known "the discord, bitterness, remorse, and inward hell of wrong"
will the fascinations of mystery no longer tempt".56 It is for thís
But only after a man has experimented

I

'

'tt-...

,:;,'"

:,

l

?-

that Bushnell called life a "drill-practice'!, ô "trial" or a
Idiscipìine"; it is a "training of consent" whicfi'is appointed by God

reason

i

:

ottopunishortotanta]izeman,buttoformandconsolidatecharacter

in him.

.

l

'

or previous to it,
or not completely
finished creature, iron not yet converted into stee:l, or
steel not hardened and tempered to its uses. And this is the
object of his probation; it is not to break him if he will
break, but it is to strengthen hìm finally that he may never

Hence
ence apart from what is called probation
man is to be looked upon as an incomplete

:

i
i

i

:

ì.',,,'

'

:.:.

: :.:

of sin are not triviat--in its depth and all
.''
pervasiveness, sin disorders alt of man's existence. His'souli his body,
The consequences

III

all alike
shattered into a condition of "unnature". In one word, we may best
his social

life,

'

and the physical world around him, are

i.::,,:r,,',
t,i.:l'i.:".ì
i'ri'':':;r'rrr

describe the consequences of sÍn as "de-formation"

In its

normal

state, Bushnell described the soul as an harmonious

instrument which includes the

wilì or supernatural power, together with

,:.:¡.,.,
!:..i1, :..
,

- l9 all

the faculties that are subordinated to the

likened the soul to a

fluid

whose

by

their laws.

He

"fom" is the conscience. 0r he used

the analogy of a crystal whose order
law of

will

is determined by the immutable

right or of love.

it follows that, if the wilt breåks into revollt,'
the instrument is mistuned in every stling, the fluid
shaken becomes a shapgless, opaque mass, without unity
or crystal line order.cö

And then

Exactly this

in the normal state or ot:der of the
described as the "motions of sins". By turning

fatal

soul is what Bushnell

breach

:ì

away from God, man

disjoints his very nature, dissolves "the

order and harmony" of the soul,lso that

it

ceases

integer".59

primal

to be lfa complete

;,

Every sin reacts upon the agent as a breach of his internal
harmony. Being an'act against God, it is an act against the
organization of the soul as it comes from God. Accordingly
it breaks the originaì þ¡rmony, shatters the order, defiles
the purity of the soul.bu

of the soul can escape the disordeÉ'provoked by the
misdoings of an evil will. Bushnell used the metaphor of disease, or
of poison coursing swiftly through the bod¡ to illust¡nate how sin leads
to the death of the self. In the state of separation from God, man
No capacity

"dwindìes

painfully

and becomes a mere

dry point, position without

màgnitude".6l His perceptions are discolored, his judgments ovemun by
passion, his reason at war with appetites, his

Alt the powers that
and

should be strung

flung into hopeless confusion.

gnaws and damns man

relentlessly.

the tragic sentiment" in the

in

faith the slave of

harmony

Meanwhi

sense.

are loosed from each other.

le, the conscience disturbs,

There are, said Bushnell, "abysses of

human drama,

foreign to existence on the
ìi.-"v1.

". -.

.20level of things. A tacit

sense

of

blame haunts the world and drives

it

its rest. t,le are "plagued by the foul demon of guilt" such that
"humanity is itself the sign of a bad conscience".62
Despite this overa'll denaturing of man's soul, he is stitt a
creature made for religion. No'consequence of sin, Bushnell insisted,
from

of the traditioial view of "total depravìty".
No law of the soul's nature is discontinued by sin, nor is any capacity
can be understood

in

terms

53 Man
proper to man fully taken avúay."
been given a
Mun has been

spiritual

nature

with a capacity to be permeated, itluminated, guided and exa'lted by God.
And he has also been given a

apprehension, "the power

spiritual sense, the power of divine

of distinguishing

festation or immediate witness of God".64

God and

receivïng the mani-

Bushnå']1

said that

man under

sin has still this intuitive capacity; he is an "inspirable" creature
whose

religious capacities

have been stunted and

partially

disabled.

All his capacities of love and truth are in him still,
only buried and stifled by the smoldering ruin in which
'he lies. There is a capacity in him still to be moVed
ànd drawn, to be charmeä and"melte¿ ny the divine love
and beauty. The o'ld affinit¿5lives though smothered in
selfishness and lust .

,

is

reality of the
soul's disorder, in the fact that despite its being an organ of sight,
it can'see only through tears. The will, by which the disorder was
,And

here, said Bushnell,

wrought, cannot, unassisted, repair
Considered as

the'mo9t,profound

it.

lost inspiration, then, sin is followed by a real

deforming process with the

soul. This "subjective" disorder has an

objective antithesis; for sin has also what Bushnell called ldynamic"
consequences

without.

As the revolted

will

throws

all of man's faculties

into disarray, so a'lso does it disorder everything in the realm of

nature

il:r'il-åìL!,1/i¡
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or matter.

When

to act, against

the power called

to act as

he was not

out of

the laws, combinations, chemistries, and conjunctions of nature,
the results are

new shapes,

his

and

signs, quantities, positions--the "furnÍturef'

of sin--"a face put on the world which God'-never gave i¡".66
asked Bushnell, "can

made

all unity and harmony, then new
The revolted will continually plays itself into

God, breaking

forms are produced.

man begins

human

"What",

disorder be, but a propagating cause of

disorder? what his deformity within, but a soul of deformity without,

in the suroundings of the fietd he occupies?l'67
And so it js that man is putting out s¡mbols, "casting forms
and figures" for every sort of sin. "There is no concealment; everything
is out in visible shape, and is going to be",68 ine wnole creation is
visibly groaning under sin. Every department of life is somehow changed
and

put into disorder.
t¡lho,

drunkard,

fit

for

example, looking upon the form

fails to see how surely retribution

of a gormandizer or a

representg sin with

a

figur.e of expr.ession? The abuses of the soul are abuses also of

the body; as the body

is

the soul's organ,

damage

in the soul is

pro-

in the body" "The fortunes of: the body must, in this
way, follow the fortunes of the soul, whose organ it is."69 And we have
visible tokens of sin all around us in the fevers, diseases, plagues
and pestilences of the world.
Thenn as society is made up of souls and bodies, that also becomes
an element of discord, a pitiless and dreadful power, infested with lies,
pagated as disease

fears, frauds, enmities, jealousies, deeds of oppression, injustice

and

is, in a very important sense, an organic
whole, and because the porver of sin is so all-pervasive, no man stands
persecution'

Because humanity

5:iä::r:sij:':g::ijrìtr-.ji;4:fìÌ

,Éi:fi:li:¿!ix::$ir:.i4i7.,-iÌ:l¿

L*+:,:i:i;lj;,:Ì..:Ìiii.d
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in the state of sin. And while it is true to say that each man,
like Adam, must face for himsetf the mystery of Íniquity and temptation,
it is also true that the sin of one man means the social lapse of the

alone

race.

If

are units, so also are we a race, and the race is
one--one famÍly, one organic wholet sueh that !þe fall of
the head involves the fall of all the mêmbers./u
we

Sociçty thus

falls or goes down as a unit, and we find humanity

broken,

disordered and plunged into unnature by

sin, a brotherhood of corruption,

a solidarity of bad wÍlls witnessing.to

its woes through apposite

of destruction.
Nor can the state

.:

of sin exist apart t.T*its obiective

tokens

embodi-

in the physicat or material world.. In this'sense, the consequence
of sin is a vast unnaturing of man's environment. The world is "groaning
and travailing in pain togethen with man, in the disorder consequent on
his sjn".71 Therefore, while naturalism grounded its denial of sin in

ment

naturels' beauty and perfection,'Bushnell could not,,defiñe nature: ilpctrt
from sin.

In what is called nature, u¡e find a ìarge admixture of signs
:or objects, which certain'ly do not,beldttg to an ìdeat state
of beãuty, and do not, theiefore, represent the mind of God,
whence they are supposed to come. The fact is patent every
where, and yet the superficial and hasty multitudes appear to
take it for granted,-!hat all the creations of God are
beautiful of-course.TZ

:

tlhat can these signs and objects be, but a mirror of man's sin,
forms through which nature represênts man to himself? What is nature
as unnature, but "an image under which he may conóeive himself and

fitly

in language"?73 "Given the fact of sin", Bushnell
wrote, "what we call nature can be.no,meFe embodiment of God's beauty
represent himself

-23and the eternal order

of His mind, but must be, to

some

wide extent,

a realm of deformity and abortion; groaning with the discords of sin
and keeping company wìth
Tokens

all

it in the guilty

pains

of its

apostasy".74

of deformity in nature are not only visible objects,

of taste and smell; "diseasement" of the sensibitity; "dis-cords" õf sound;. "dis-tempersr';
but

disgusts of sense: "dis-gusts"

f'dis-proportions"; "dis-tortions"; "dis-locations"; "de-rangements".75

it is that the wortd itself is a kind of consòience without
physÍcalìy representer¿".76
in the things of' sense,
sense. "a bad conscience phvsÍ<

And thus

"If

we descend

into sin,

retributive action,

and

!,,e

set the causes of nature in courses of

this reveals what is in our sin""77

Symbols of

fill all tiers and orders of substance up to'-1h" stars. And in this
sense, nàture is indeed a "fit field of exercise" for manrs training of
will" and finally, even an organ of salvation for us. For we could not
carry on our moral training if we were not insphered in conditions that
sin

reflect,

express and continualìy

raise in us the idea of what we are.

l,le could never have any just opinion of moral retrìbution
as, inexorably connected with moral conduct, unless these
gaileries, dówn which we go, lvere hung with just so many
unsightly figures and objects of disgugt. Sin will get fit
discipline here only as it occupies the*house it builds,

scent

ót lts

own low praätice.78

l

(iii)

Nature as'symbol

of

providence
:

Looking

writhing

out, as he did,

members as

upon such a spectacle

of groaning,

the world exhibits, Bushnell could yet reconcile

the disorder with the perfect fatherhood of God. Despite the state of
"unnature" which he saw within and without, he affirmed order, unity,

-24_
system, plan, the ideal, the whole. "Truth
comp'lete, universal system based

If

we

call

has

in God's all-comprehensive intelligencel'

our present state "unnature", ôs truìy we should

then we have yet stopped short

that

is one", he wrote, "a

of a higher and more significant truth.

:

a t'moral frame". To know any forñ, said Bushnell, be it object,

or experience, or event,

we must see

it in terms of eternal providence,

intermsof,,therealityandgroundofa:llrealitiesandthehighest
possibility of knowledge",80 The reality and the value of all forms.and
objects consists not in what the things are in themselves, but in what
they signify, prepare,

rel,r.r.r,t.8l

symbolism
This means that the s¡4nbolism

:..: :.:
.":..,,::

:

1..t..,

of

in a religioùs context, where alone
we can find its true mèaning- l¡le must look at things temporal -as
"signs" or "shadows" of the eternal; or in other words, we must see the
affairs of time as "preparations of eternity","'
to

a.

.

I

-...'.

higher ptan? Disorder and unnature are real'ly order

..i .. :

false fact, ,in.83 Though man, through his sin,
:
has stamped his mark on creation, God's typglogy overarches and.includes

this actìvity,.such that all forms of unnature are in a higher sense
par-t of system, and working to unity. It is the law of God's end, the
moral perfection or holiness

of

to the fabric of history, but the frame of order and counsel
which alt things "con-sist", or come together into system. It means
understand the world

until

made

we

rï,.,,.,,,.;'.: '

::: :.:

-.,.
r""."

,

':..

God's being, round which,all crystal'lizes

added on

that the whole creation is

I

and

nature, chastising the

:

.,'.,

i

must ultimately be pìaced

,according

-

for Christianity,

and

by

that we do not

"distinguish the interweaving of

grace".8s

,

-25For Bushnell, then,
cance, some meaning

in

terms

such thing as empirical

divine purpose.

al'l that is

bears some spiritual

signifi-

of God's redemptive plan. There is

reality apart

no

from moral meaningfulness or

It is the same perspective

by which the Puritans

saw
1,.r,',,4Ì,t.

all of I ifã

as simul taneously spi ri tua'l through

God'

s

speci

al over-

"'""''"."'

rysical

postulate that

all

form providentially represents

spiritual reality
truth.',0ntheonehandisform;ontheother,istheform1ess.The

or
i ::

'

'l'::'

firstrepresents,andissomehowfetlowto,theother;how,wecannot
discover."86 The universe

;'''r

is not a merîe jumble of fortuities, butla

I

greatcircleofuseswithmanatthecenter;itproceedsnoton1yby
effect, but for a final cause that has''ò""n from aìl eternity,
andthat-is,,toform'l,manincharacterbyrestoringhimtohiS,,true

cause and

:

j_

.

normal relation".

r.

l

'Bushnelt said¡ then, that God "p]ans" from before the foundation

..ofthe.worldtorecovermanfromhiscertainlapseinto*sin.Hewou]d

i"

fall that man might be schooled in his
liberty and so realize "the perilous capacÍty of character",87 God has

even say

that

God

"allows" the

.

createdtheworldforman,ashehascreatedmanforagreatetet.nity;
so that when man falls under

sin, "everything bendsito his fortunes and

.

'

.,;.,,;,:,
,-,,., ...j
i

::::

:: -.:

-t-:.:.:.al

':::

:::

becomesanoperativegraceforhiSt1ecoVeryi'.88Sinin.thisviewisno
mere

casualty, but "that centra'l fact about which the whole creation of
moral government, revol ves" .89

And redemption

i"

.',. .-

is no afterthought of probation, but the essence of it.

Into this

scheme

of reality, Bushnell resolved the apparent

discrepancy between the f-indings
account :of paradisaic

history.

of geologr'c science

How can

and

the biblical

the disorders of nature

be

Ì.,1i;',,.:,

of sin when the rocks open their tombs and display
myriad deformities which were in the world long before the arrival of
explained as symbots

man? BushneTl answered with what he called the "anticipative consequences"

of sin--tokens,

forms

or

symbols put out by God into creation

as both rnarks of divine intelligence and prophetic
Because mind works under

ordered by inte'lligence

will

relate to future events..
system

types.

l

conditioni of inte'lligence, every plan

disclose from the beginning marks that

And so

v,Je

see the

unity

and harmony of God's

in the fact that prior to the appearance of man, God has set

nature with types of man's

sin.

Long ages before

the arrival of

the whote creation, animate and inanimate, !'was groaning, in
and degrees, from the rocks upward

the great, sad history to
And what can we look

come

.

.

.

all

man,

orders

prefiguçing and synbolízing

. . .". 90

for, in this view, but that God's

premeditations about sino the images it raises, the
counsel it requires, the deaths and abortions it works,
and the new-creations it necessitates, will be coming
into view, in all the immense, ante-dated eras and mÍghty revolutions of the geotogic process? By the
mere unity of God's intellectual system, they ought to
appear, and, when they do, they will as truly be
consequences of sin as if they wçre mere physical effects,
subsequent in time to the facts.vl
Þ

of si'n faithfully prefigure to man the fact of his lost condition- In part, they are evidence
In part, the anticipative

consequences

of the intelligence under'lying a'l'l reality. Beyond this, Bushnell found
in them a deeper dimension of meaning and grace. "It is the whole
endeavor of his management to be known".92 It is for this reason that
things temporal are related as signs and images to the truth of

God.

if God is to be himself revealed, he has already thrown out symbols
for it, filling the creation full of them, and these will be playèd into
"Thus

l:

l:,.;irìtuì
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metaphor".'" This affirmation lays
symbols

open the view

that the anticipative

of sin are given to man by God for the purpose of mediating

knowledge about

God

is potentia'lly redeemable means that he is
'
capable of knowing God again by an immediate knowledge--but also that
his redemption will be possible only as he-is first affected with knowledge about God and about his need for God, This is the function of
atl knowledge which God mediates to man through nature, history and
al.l the forms of life. "The inherent use of all medial knowledges
is that they bring us in, to know God by an immediate knowledgsri.94
Holding this view of truth, "as presenting itself always by
images metaphorically significant, never by any ôlher possible means
oÃ
or media"," Bushnell could recognize in the findings of geology a grand
reference to "last ends" and the condítions of trial and experience
through which these ends are to be reached. For if the world has been
' disordered by sin, so has God "anticipatively disordered for the sake of
To say that man

:'.

:

"''

:,:.t'
,..:j....j.

:'::

';:'

;

J.
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]

I

.ì

order,,.96SohasGodpreparedthecreationwithmorattype.sthatman
might sense the hand of God'at work, that he might perceive the

nature'

f,,,,:.,
::::
'

For, in being set with types all through and from times
most ancient, of suffering and deformity, prefiguring,
in that manner, the being whose sublime struggles are to
have it for their fietd, and showing him, when he arrives,
how Eternal Forethought has been always shaping it to the
mold of his fortunes--thus and thus only could he be fitly
assured, ín the wild chaos of sin, of a¡y such Counsel, or
Power, as can bring him safely through.v/
The overmastering idea

God's

is

the training and restoring of souls.

original plan cornprehends a supernatura'l

economy

that

through disorrder to bring sou'ls out into the established

will

work

liberty of

holiness. Seen in this light, history, like nature, must be a field

ofexercise,tria]ordiscip1ine.Godmustbeworkinginhistory
: thr.ough retribution

and

correctjon, so that history becomes-for

each

individuat soul a "minister of salvation". Apart from this, the

human

story can be seen only as a current that runs nowhere, having neither

dignity nor law, a mere rolling on of eras, the accountlof which is,

for the greater part, lost to oblivion.
t':; -:

All history is the traÍning of God, who by love and judgment
is working salvation . ,
The world and its affairs are
not otherwise intelligible. Life is a riddle forever
inexpìicable, íf it be not solved in this way
. It
has no meaning till we can say that God is in it with a great
design ulteriór"98

is history un o"þn of salvation for
seen as the training of time.. Not only is Christianity typed in the
rocks of the worìd, in the whole frame of creation frcrn the heavens
downwardn but it is prefigured or prepared in pre-Christian history
But even more than this

.j

'

us,

.

...':'':

of a single people and the objective forms of their:
ritual. "History itself", said Bushnell, "is but a kind of figure,
having its greatest value, not in what it is, but in what it signifies.u99
through the story

'History preceding the gospel is
preparation"

of

pervaded b¡>.analogyr

of time for the fullness to

come,

ô "visible

a "providential pro-

of the "interpreter of
all",l00 And history after Christ can be seen only in terms of the
-_
- "new formationt' of man according to the p'lan of goa.]Ol The will of
God, in short, is at work in history, governing in the interest of
cession"

Chri

sti

ani

symbols moving toward

the ascendancy

ty.

And

just

in history.

The

here we can glimpse Bushnell's understanding

world, or what we cal'l creation,

of

progress

is not so much a

I

-29_
fact as a process, what Bushnell called a "conatus", "struggling
.:
up concomitantly with the powers that are doing battle in it for"

completed

character; falling wÌth them in their

fall, rising with them or to

rise, to a condition, finatl¡r of complete order and beauty",102 Progress in history is not development, and the deformities of'the'world
are not incomplete or partially developed ìruits. There is no such
thing in history, Bushnell v,Irote, "as a progress without a God".

transition in the events and objects of the world is but evi-

outward
dence
and

Any

or form for the work of

God

in

shaping character

within,

"shaping

writ'ing out a soul-history correspondent".103

In the final analysis, Bushnell's moral-economy scheme provides
the metastructure accordÍng to which he defin., åi."ything. The true
meaning

of nature, for

symbolic

use.

example,

is not its

objective reality, but its

The true meaning of system comprehends a moral dimension:

the real wonder of system, said Bushnelì,
constancy and order made flexible
And the true meaning

to

is not stability

but counsel,

use and expression-

of science, in this view, is religious

quest. Herein lies the distinction

between what Bushnetl

called "atheistic

science" and true science. The former i,s eimposed upon by nature, not

instructed by
measure,

of

it;

as if there could be nothing greater than distance,

quantity, and show, nothing higher than the formal p'latitude

thingsrr.l64
For to know matter simply as matter, laws simp'ly as laws,
or even to know the mechanical and physical uses of things
and nothing more and higher, is indeed to miss of all that
is most significant and loftiest in them. After all, the
great thing is
to behold the face of the Creator in
his works.- Thus it is and only thus that they are truly
comprehended. True science ends where the holy poet begins,
ctimbing.up through experiment and labor of reason into that

t:.::::
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.30which faith seizes by a divine insight. The philosopher
proves what the seer sees,--God, the inworking spirit of
all work, the dominatjng force of all law, the underlying
system of all systsrn. tuc

Atl the facts of science and all

the objects of scientific study, are

given as vehicles of grace, that

God

might disclose himself to

man,

that he might conduct man to himself. Only as the scientist is religious thinker, only as he has caught "the unity and composite wholeness

of truth"n only as he can see the world's solid structure

as subservient

to Christianity, will he be true to his high calling.

(iv)

Nature as language
ì..

Leonard Bacon recalled being

"sufficientl:y startled" by

the

of the Concio at the 1848 Yale Commencement; Hìs thought, said
Bacon, uJas "so far removed" from the "mental habits" of his hea¡rers,
that "they could only misunderstand i¡".106 Amos Chesebrough u,as

,preacher

present on t-he occasion at Yale, and though his closest-attention

given to the discourse, his reaction to

". . ..I

confess that

I

was more

rìras no

less equivocal:

mystified than edifi.¿".107 Within

two months, Bushnell had proclaimed

at Harvard, Yale and Andover,

it

was

his viåw, tn three major

addresses

and on each occasion the reaction had

been the same. Said Bacon:

If the first and second discourses were startling to many
a good man whose mind could move only in well-worn grooves
of thought, much more was the third. The hearets, and
those to whom the report came of what was heard, had
expected something new and strange--perhaps something of
ecclesiastical-disturbance; and some of them were not
di saPPoi ¡¡s¿. I 08

l^Jith considerable apprehension, then, and with more than ordinary

-31

interest, readers turned to the Preliminary Dissertation introducing
the published version of the three discourses, and identified by
Bushnell as

just

such an expl-anation as would assist his r.eaders in

his thought more fully,

these
one hundred seventeen pages set forth a theory of language which would
understanding

No simple

indeed prove to.be received by the publ'¡c

introduction,

ãs "the key" to

:,
:: :

Horace

Bushneì1. According to Mary Bushnell Cheney, these views of language
form the "foundation" orn the "key-stone"

"is

the key to

of

expression which marked his
¡s

I

!

.

','..,,:t,'",

Horace

Bushnell, to the whole scheme of his thought, to that peculiar
-F

:.

for the whole structure of

Bushnelì's thought, "Here", she emphasized,

.

::

,

,,j,

,,

manner

individuatity a word, to the man."109
individualityr--in

in his Preface, said Auihnetl, was not a fuìly
developed philosophy of language. The crux of his study was sernantics:
.
.t
power
'the'lsignif,icancy" of language, or "the
and capacity of its words,
taken as vehicles of thought and of spiritual truth-"110 If his hearers
' had been accustomed to the abstract language of an Emmo¡s or the precise
t{hat he intended

definitions of a Taylor, Bushnelì here offered
symboìs

only' of

language as an instrument

them a view

.

,

i

of words as

insufficient for the purposes

ir,'.,;,Ì

-

i:.:. ._::.:,:,:

of dogma. In short, Bushnell guided his readers into these three major
statements

literal

of Christian theology by first

denying the

of

possibility

:,
: ::'

:,,

::::i.t-:.,

.

in them. "There is no such thing", he wrote,
"as getting clear of form in human language."lll
representation

One

might 'anticipate, then, the impor^tance of Bushnell's

. of language for the overall interpretation
thought. Mr.

Chesebrough,

for

and appreciation

example, v¡ho was whol

ly

views

''..'
i't":-i:.

of his

puzzled by the

full of meaning and
consistency after he had probed the Disserrtation 0n Lunguug..llz But
obscurity of the Yale discourse, found.the

'

same

i'.

:'

"

-32it is well to remember in this regard, that Bushnell's

of his thought, is itself

language, rather than being the foundation
grounded

in his principle of correspondence or ana'logy. The concepts,

symbolism and language, overlap

identicat.ll3

.not

theory of

Out

in Bushnelì's thought, but they are

of Bushnell's víew of reality as syrnbolic or

meilial between supernatural powers,

comes

his view of language as the

poeticembodimentofthought.AsFeidelsonacutelyobserved,Bushneì],s
semantic argument

It is
easily

"is

the great infirmity of man, Bushnell said, that he is

imposed on by

his senses.

things:and objects do
and his

an oblique way of stating an organic theory."ll4

somehow

cannot be denied

sensibility is low; he is coarse

here we apprehend the significancy

alt

that sensible

exert a dreadful tyranny over his

charact."."1l5 For having ìost tne

God, man's

that

"It

of moral

so

judgments

immef,iate consciousness of
and undiscerning. And just
ends

in our existence, in

the obiects of our outward and visible state are yet given to

us as media

of

knowledge, vehicles

of grace, instrumentS of

our

reGovery.

This
means

that

is

all

Bushnelì's principle of spiritua'l correspondence.

It

form has been prepared to represent somehow the formìess,

in order that we may be recovered to the perfect knowledge of
God. It means that "there is an inner tight of divine thought, which
and thi.s

informs, not only objects, Uut laws, and which,
expressed

in all things!'.1t6

revelation of

for

God

of this

we can

find it, is

analogy

is

possible to a man bound down under sense.

example, that we can see

some

0n1y because

if

representation

in alt the forms

and objects

any

It

means,

of creation

of the mind of God. And it is the same analogy

which pervades the outward Providential history

of past times.

'

.:

..
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-33find but another exampìe of God's revelation to man under
conditions of form, in human language, which is "possible only on the
lrle

of this vast, original and truly Sacred Ana'logy between things
visib'le and invisible".llT To say, in other words, that the whole
outer.world is an organ-of divine intell.igencêr opêhs the poss.ibility
for human language; because nature is the ìunguuge of God, the human
mind can find in it vehicles of its own thought.
ground

l¡lhen I affirm that moral and spiritual truths are
communicated and cornmunicable, only under conditions of
form or analogy, the declaration supposes a certain
correspondence between objects and terms of the outward
state, and lvhatever subjects of thought, feeling, and
spiritual being, we may speak of; that the world of
space and time is a medium to the world of mind; that

what exists, in form, is prepared, by a certq:in mysterious
and perfectly uninveç$igable relationship, to represent
what is out of form.l¡Õ

It

was

to valïdate this principle of analogy that Bushnell
h9, he said, can

place independently

of

language, but the moment man would think discur-

s to
This must

first

was created

of

another

,

I anguage

i s requ i red. t'l 9

a

human development--Bushnell

language as a

divine,gift only in so far

have originated as

accepted the theory

take

with the instinct of lungrug..l20 Indeed, any two

as

man

human

birth, would develop g language,
capacity for self-reprresentation.

beings shut up wholty to each other from
and:so affirm this God-given

But how, Bushnell asked, would any two such un-1anguaged
so thrown together, proceed to develop a language? l.lithout

persons

difficulty

they could generate a noun-language, or terms of physical import, merely
by associating names or sounds with outward things and
would not be so easy, however,

to

speak

actionr.l2l It

of a spirituaì being, a thought

_34_
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or emotion, i.e. to develop an intellectual lunguug..l22 0bviously,
said Bushnell, our two language-makers would advance through the medium

of sense, through the use of things, objects or acts in the outer
world as signs

,

maker would

of

thought or interpr:eters between them. One language-

strike at

some image

.: . .. ..

,,,

or figur.e in the sensible world to

:

,',

to the otÏer, so that by sounding the
'And so an
name, the idea would somehow be represented to the other.
repreSent his thought or emotion

.

intellectual

word would be

:

generated

'

:1':

all terms of
appea"una.r.l23

But it was not enough for Bushnell to say that

'-

of things or sensibìe
That the same form should represent a like idea between minds led him

I

to reason that there is an inherent or pre-existing fitness at work

Ianguage are

originally

names

...

..

..

.1..

r,:,i,::',:'¡,:
. :::

.:

'

:

,,,rj.,,_,,.,,.,,_,
t-: : .. .:1..: ::

.

':j:''-'"r:::'.:':

l
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whenever

a spiritual thought enters a sensiUle torm, that the

association

i

betweenimageandÌdeaiSmorethanarbitrary.Here,then,isthe
1:

i

the formation,of grammar, this

ì

external

grammar

and becomes

of creation

same

logos

answers

its vehicle. In short:

is at work, so that the

to the internal grammar of the mind

.1.:.i::. : :i.:

¡|

There is a logos in the forms of things, by which they are
prepared to serve as types or images of what is inmost in
our sou^ls; and then there is a logos also of construction
in the relations of space, the position, qualities, connections, and predicates of things, by which they are framed
into grammar- In one word, the outer world, which envelopS
ou" uãing, is itseìf lànguáge, thà po*ã" ot'ail ìanguags.l24

'several hermeneutical impl'ications follow from this view of

in analogy. If the correspondence between thought
and sense is itsetf the very possibility of intellectual ìanguage, it
language as grounded

i.:.,:,::,,:,,.::,:,

: ,. ì,,,

:

,

-35is at the same time the limitation of such language. For words of
thought can be only names of.forms, and as such mediators of the

formless, "incarnations" or "insensings" of thought.
su.ppose

a thought or idea to

have

in itself

We cannot

any sensible quatity

whatever, so that when we clothe or embody such an idea

in a form,

the intellectual word we thus create can ¡ã used onìy as a synbol, to

idea. Hence, Bushnell's first hermeneutical
emphasis is the inexactitude of all intetlectual or spiritual language.
The mathematical mödel of precision ,is not applicable here. Language
is more an instrument of suggestion than of absolute conveyance for
represent or express the

thought'
;..

,

üJhat, then, it may be asked, is the real andltegitimate
use of words, when applied to moral subjects? for we
cannot dispense with them, and it is uncomfortable to
hoìd 'them in universal skepticism, as being only
instruments, of error. l¡lords, then, I answer, aì.e
ïegitimately used as the signs of thoughts to be
expressed. They do not literally convey, or pass over
a thought out of one mind into another, as we corffnonly
speak of doing. They are only hints, or images, held up
before the mind of another, to put him on generating or
reproducing the same thought; which-ïe can do only as he
has the same personal contents, or the genefqtive power
out of which to bríng the thought requiis6.l25

is an element of falseness in every
language. Words of thought or spirit are not only imprecise in their
significance, but they always affirm something which is false or contrary
to the truth intended. They impute form to what is out of form.
Beyond

inexactitude, there

Being really images, therefore, of that which has no
.sensible quatity, they do always impute or associate
something which does not belong to the truth orr thought
expressedt viz., form. 0n which account, the greatest
caution is neededfñ'at, while we use them, coñti¿ingly,
as vehicles, we never qllow them to impose upon us
anything of their sy¡¡. lZb

i:.

¡:...- " . .;

-36And because language cannot convey any

truth whole, or by a

titeral embodiment, there will be some necessary cgnflict between the
statements in wh,ich a truth is expressed. Contrary forms are needed
of truth, and the element of paradox
is essential to any full expression of truth.l?7 hJe are, accordingly,

as complemental representations

to

approach.language

with a

comprehensive

ipirit, to take up all

synbols and be guided by their many shades of meaning to a.broad view

of truth. Allow
mind

to the

repugnances

wholeness

From

to stand, said Bushnell,

and

offer

your

of truth.l28

the above emphases, we can anticipate the place of defini-

tions and the role of the logical

method

within the

sphere

of intellec-

tual language, Definitions, are only "changes oh symbol"; they do not
carry meaning by simple notation, and we misuse them

-

of truth".l29

if

we take them

just this kind of misuse

to

be more than "shadows

is

the result of our application of the logical argument in religious

and moraÏ.reasonings, Bushnell

And

did not assault logic itself as a

science, but ]'that deductive, proving, spinning method" imposed upon

life",
properly discover truth.
"the plastic re¡lm of

From

is

where only

insight or intuition
Þ

the fact that the correspondence between thought and form

not arbitrary, but that there

is a vital connection between the two,

ideas or feelings.'l^le cannot say why this fitness exists

cular case, for the

inscrutable".

anal.ogy between mind and matter

l,le.can only

is

in

any

parti-

is'lperfectly

feel instinctively why some form or image

should be made use of to represent some fee'ling or

then,

can

idea.

Language,

not merely the embodiment, but the creation'of the thought.

.

I
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are not merely units of construction, but living powers of thought.

"Poets", said Bushnell, "are the true metaphysicians, and if there
any complete science
And

be

of man to come, they must bring ¡¡."130

in thinking thus of

language not as mechanical product, but

as living creation, we can appreciate anotherdimension of Bushnell's

unih."'s 'language without a
and its organic unity:

hermeneutics. No one should interpret
sense both

of its

personal character

In every writer, distinguished by mental life, words have
a significance and power breathed into them, which is
wholly peculiar . his language is his own, and there
is some chemistry of life in it that belongs wholly to him,
as does the vital chemistry of his body .
Life is
organic; and if there be life in his work, it will be found
not in some noun or verb that he uses, but in the organic
whole of his creations. Hence, it is clear that he must be
apprehended in some sense, as a whole, before his fg!]
import can be received

in

paragraphs and sente¡çs5.

lrl

of the personal life and character of
language, and, correspondingly, of the interpreting power of sympathy.
It requires some spiritually discerning sympathy extended over a length
of time, to allow one to come into the who'le sphere of another, to feel
out the real meaning of his words, to corne to some true understanding
of his thought, In this regard, he referrëd to the morral dimension of
.interpretation, its requiring "conditions of character in the receivers";
and we may thus be reminded that for him, interpretation is essentially
a religious act. Because of the relation of'matter to mind, the act of
making or perceiving syrnbols, is in its most profound sense, an encounter
Bushnell spoke, then,

with

cod.

',:.r;

.::..:..,1

::,:ltt:

ì32

It follows that for'Bushnell,
essential and active faculty in

human

the imagination was the

most

language. He defined imagination

as both a creatÍve and perceptive capacity, "that power

in

human bosoms

¡*,"r-..'

-38
which reads the types of creation, behoìding the stamps

of

God's

in their faces; the power that distinguishes truth in their
images, and seizes hotd of images for the expression of truths".l33
It is not to be confounded with fancy, or understood as having to do
with the ornamental or the superficial, for it is indeed the most
critical and perceptive faculty which a mai has. What distinguishes
man as a being of intelligence, Bushnell asked, but that capacity to
meanings

both emptoy and receive the types which the Logos offers?

All

that are names of

mere physical acts and objects
and even animals can, so far, learn their own
names and the meaning of many acts done or commanded. But
no animal ever understood a metaphor: that belongs to
intel'ligence, and to man as a creature of intelligence;
being a pov'rer to see, in all images, the facàs of truth,
and take their sense, or read (intus tego) tñeir mçqqing,
when thrown up Ín language before the imagi¡¿fie¡. lJ4

are

words

literaï,

Such views

of

enthusiasm

of

language as these preserved Bushnell from any lack

for the promises

and achievements

of

modern

science.

gination, he said, is no less essential to the scientist than to

Ima-

'

the

poet, for both are seeking truth in the outward forms of the universe,
the

spirit in the letter.

that

advance

gious

truth..

But in particular, Bushnell was convinced

in the physical sciences could only mean advance in relil.le may expect, he

said, that:

physical science, leading the way, setting outward ,things
in their true proportions, opening up their true contents,
revealing their genesis and final causes and laws, and
weaving all into the unity of a real un'iverse, will so
perfect our knowledges and conceptions of them, that we
can use them, içrfhe second department of language, with

more exactness.

I

But the question must be raised, what, accor"ding to these viels

of;- language, is the meaning and p:lace of Christian theology? Bushnell

-39defined theology as "abstractive and systematic doctrine"; "v,,hat
results, when the subject, God, is .logicalìy expounded or reasoned".l36
As

it is an exposition of consciousness, therefore, a "bringing

form, what

is out of form,

in it",l37 pr".

dogmatism

and can be only

figuratively

is, of course; ruled out.

into

represented

Even as dealing

with real truths of consciousness, theology can handle these truths
analogies

only.

And

as no doctrine can ever be immovably fixed,

by

so

for anything, can never carry the weight
of authority or infallibility. But in order to'a right estimate of
the meaning and pìace of theology, Bushne'l1 proposed a distinction
no theology can ever be a law

between "mere theology" and Christian theologV",
grounded

the latter

being

in "divinity"

Mere theology, said Bushnell,

is a science built without experi-

ence. It is a theoretic account of the subject,

God, made from the

standpoint "of a simply natural consciousness".

It is what Bushnell

called "crustaceous" theology, being an encrusted or closed
being "about"

If,

truth, but not "of" it.138
at the point of a living
of God, which Bushnell called a state of real dívinity,

however, the theotogian begins

consciousness
and essays

system;

to expound that consciousness in speculative order,'then

the resuìting system may be called "Christian theology" or evangelical

theotogy. According to thís distinction, faith precedes theology,
theotogy has its basis
immediate experience

all

in experience.

of

God, what

as in the creation,

the

a man through

.

in history. . . in all the
in the Scripture, in the form

God

outward objects; and again

this "experience" is

is made conscious within

the forms or media of divini.ty
God

And

and

-40of potitical and religious annals, the biographies of
distinguished saints, the teachings of prophets, the
incarnate life and death of the Word made flesh
.
racr, radianr in everv parr wirh

a
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Christian theology

.

is that interpretation of God which is made

.:

by experience, which grouls out of a knowledge had of God by immediate

it is the fruit of a "Living State, the Life of God in
the soul of man".l4O It is "the speculative or logical exposition of
the Christian consciousness, considered as containíng the divine".l l
consciousness;

:
'
:
:

,

ft is not based on values or ideas independent of originsn but rests
on a personal relation to God revealed Ín the person of Jesus Christ.
Consequently, it "rêsts on the Scripture body of.fact, because, in that,
t.the divine is bodied and expressed, and offered to experi"n..".l42

'.

However, one must not omit here a consideration

as it

is buiìt

it.

i:

;:,,:,

,

of great impor-

Christ, the foundation, it witl neveF, said
I'be pure gold, or any thing 'like it". Remember, he said:
upon

That the Christian, or divine consciousness, of which
speculative theoìogy is to be the expounder, differs
from the natural consciousness in the fact that it is
no constant quantity; that it fluctuates with the
fÍdelity of the man-and the spiritual temperament of
his life; that it is always a mixed and never a pure

.

¡i:i
Ì:

state, mixed with lies, sensualities, and all manner of
undiv'inities, and these so cunningly inserted as not to
reveal their presence; that sometimes the investigator
comes under the power of the world, stolen away from
himself, and then, as the divine can not be he'ld in the
memory a moment after it is gone from the heart, he
swings to a new center of motion, according to the
balance of matter left in his consciousness. This beingthe true state, out of which à science or theory is to
come, and which it is to represent, what is that science
like to be? Is not every theologian, though it may cost
him some mortification to confess it, moved to a very
different way of speculation, at one time, from that:which

Bushnell,

i

ì

!'::

-4.|
truest at another. Such is our !çfirmity! hlill
the infirmity of our theology be less?rar

seems

At the

time,

same

we must

not undervalue the worth of Christian

theologies. In his discussions on language,

and aìso

in the Andover

to this question of finding a place
or showing a true ground for speculative t'heology. In the first place,
he said, man must theologize in order to satisfy the instinct in his
nature. "[^le must define, distinguish, arrange and frame into order
address, Bushnell directed himself

the matter of our knowledge".l44 In this way, man "comforts" his

intetligence; Bushnell would

even say

that the exercise itself is

important than the resultr.l45'As well, the exercise

a disciptine and a learning process.

It

of

system

own

more

is both

draws aì¡-nan's thought toward

i
it gives the method by which to teach
what he knows and what he does not Christianity is thereby better able
greater coherence and compactness;

to

.

meet the assautts

connection

of false betief

and skepticism, and

with the truths of philosophy

and

science. ChristÍan theo'logy

pr.ovides checks and balances, guarding against the

fantastic.

"No person

teacher or preacher

will

to form a valid

iì1uìory and the

ever become, therefore, a good and sufficient

of the gospel, withoutoa str"ong theotogic discipline.'i146

But probabty the greatest value of man's theologizing Ínstinct

is its

redemptive

Bushnell,

Ít

"is

role in

not yet

God's mora'l economy. "The

in the spirit, but in the life of nature.

must be met, and somewhat on

only out of the inner

light,

Christian experience,

ìt

unknown tongue"

of thought,

worìd", said

its

and

in

own

level. If it

terms

were

There

addressed

l

of the highest and purest

would be no better than

if it

were called

in an

.147 Christian theology is a form, an objective structure

and as such, a vehicle

or place of contact,

bV which
L

:- : :,rrr

^

-42Christianity "gets into the mental

system

of the world, and, through

that, into the heart".l48 Christian synbols are, then, vehicles of
insight and interpretation, forms of truth that can work in the mind
as powers

of thought

Through

and so as preparatives and grounds

fris views of language,

BushnelJ. sought

of faith.

a

new approach

to the whole question of interpretation, añd so, he hoped, a decided
mitigation of the endless divisions, schisms and denunciations within
New

England. "lli'thout being at

theoìogic method in

all

aware

New England has been

Denying the UnÍtarian method

of the fact",

he said, "our

essentially rationalistic."l49

of reasoning "over" the scriptures,

the

rationalists "under" them.
The supposition was that learning and debate couïd settle Christian
orthodox were.yet as active and confident

truths, and consequently, he said,

New England

piety was "marvelously

unspiritualr', having "no real intimacy with God; but an air of lightness
and outsideness
God

rather, as if

it

were whol]y

of ourselves, not a life of

in the soul".150
Bushnell's own views led to a different method. The scriptures

would be approached not as a book

of propositions

entitiès", but

full of qontrarious'aspects of one

poetic whole,

and "mere dialectic

to the scalpel of truth-by-analysis,
but to the seeing eye of the mystic.l5l And Bushnetl hoped his views

and the same truth, offered not

would lead

his

rreaders

to discover that they

had over-valued the organi-

zing power of dogmatism. The constructive energy of formulas
caused by

no

their definite hold of the literal truth.

limit to the possible

logies hold their

power

systems

that

may be framed

And

is not

while there is

or composed, theo-

only as they are vehicles of one Life.

CHAPTER Tt^lO

"Revelation", said l,,iltiam Ellery Channing, "is addressed to
t

us as rational beings."' hle ought not to expectÇom God propositions
which we cannot reconcile with one another, or which
sense appear repugnant

to one another. If the Bible contains

sional obscurities, what in that book
1'too

plainty to

in their ìiteral
occa-

is necessary truth is revealed

be mistaken, and too consistently

to

be questioned".2

1.-

According to these principles, Channing Còuld

in

no way reconcile

the scriptural revelation of God's unity with orthodox trinitarianism.
By the proposition

of God's unity,

Channing understood

literally

that there is one beÍng, one mind, one person, one
intelligent agent, and one on1y, to whom underived

and

inflnite þerfection and doñínion

belong.3

Gods,
"three infinite and equal persons, possessing supreme. diví'nity, called
the Father, Son, and:Holy Ghost"-4 Using the same literat method by

But according to orthodox trinitarianÍsm, he said, there are three

which Nathanael

Emmons

ìanguage and should be taken
seemed

in

.,'..,.
t¡ tttt'''.,

,,,i,,

,,',"

l:::':-"" '-

no unusual sense.5

to Bushnell that such was the confusion into which New

England orthodoxy had

tt

could define the Godhead in terms of three

distinct persons, Channing thus affirmed divine unity in terms of one
person. This divine unity, he said, is not to be interpreted as anything
different from the oneness of other intelìigent beings; this is literat

It

i.,..,,:ì,,:j:

fallen over the trinity, that almost any reaction

-43-

I

'

,

-44agaínst that standard had to be excused. Undoubted'ly, he said, a very

large portion of orthodoxy he'ld to the view of three real living

in the interior

nature of

persons

:

God,

that is, three consciousnesses, wills, hearts, understandings. Certain passages of scripture supposed to

represent the three persons as covenanting, co-operating )
and co-presiding, are taken, accordingJy, so to affirm,
in the most literal and dogmatic sense, And some very
distinguished living teachers are frank enough to
acknowledge, that any intermediate doctrine, between the
absolute unity of God and a social unity, is impossible
and incr.edìble; therefore, that they take the latter.
Accordingly, Father, Son, and Hoty Ghost, are, in their
view, socially united only, and preside in that wayn as
a kind of celestial tritheocracy over the wor'ld. They are
one God simply in the sense that the three will always act
together, with a perfect consent, or coincidence .
But our properly orthodox teachers and churches, while
professing three persons, also retain the venbal profession
of one person.. They suppose themselves realJy to hold that
God is one person. And yet they most certain'ly do not; they
onìy cgnfuse their understanding, and call their confusion
fai th. þ
And commenting on

i
I

this orthodox-Unitarian debate, Bushnell

that a "metaphysical trinity"

snity".

One, he

said,

had been assaulted by

"mocks our reason";

.

remarked

a "metaphysical

the other t'freezes our

hearts" .7

by Moses Stuart, the most able orthodox spokesman

in

the Letters To the Rev- l¡lm. E. Channing, Containing
Sermon Recently Preached and Published

i

New England,

Remarks 0n His

at Baìtimore.

said Stuart, is'not used by trinitarians "in

its

of

The word 'lperson",

ordinary acceptation

is meant not a literal "person", but
a "distinction". What that distinction is in the Godhead which the
word "person" is meant to designate, Stuart admitted that he did not
as appìied to men",8 By "person"

must abjure al I

..-'.

:'l

.

,45attempts to define that distinction which the

trinitarian term "person"

implies; the distinction is admitted, simply because the scriptures'
reveal

it

as a fact.g

Bushnell could not accept Stuart's

view. Just as orthodox

attempts to assert three persons who are yet one person, ine.vitably

lost the unity in the threeness,

so Bushneil thought

attempt, the threeness was obscured by the

unity.

that in Stuart's

Indeed, Bushnell

said that
the class of teachers who protest over the word person,
oeclarlng that they mean only a threefold
declaring
threefold clistinctio
di sti ncti on,
cannot show that there is reállyffi
difference between their doctrine and the doctrine
asserted by many of the later Unitarians. They may
teach or preach in a very different manner,-i.they
probably do, but the theg¡etic contents of their opinion
cannot be distinguished. lu
B-ushnell

did not set forth his view of

trinity,

he said, as any

doctrine.ll No" did he propose to settle the opposing theories
trinity which were agitating so deeply the peace of the New Engìand

new

church-

He regarded the New England

controverqy because

trinity

it

is

debate as an endless

to settle a conception of
to the interior nature of God. This

arose from an attempt

as pertaining immanently

question, he said,

trinitarian

of

impossible, and he refused to take

Ít up. .lust

here, he said in Christ.In Thesrtogy, was the pecuìiarity of the exposi:

tion he ventured to offer,
and

and

its

advantage over modalism, orthodoxy,

"all ontological and transcendental theories".l2
But if Bushnell could not sett'le a conception of the trinity,

offer a new view of the meaning of the subject as sytnbol. The
Christian trinity, he said, is not offered to the abstr:act reason; its
he could

meaning cannot be apprehended under the

definitions

and

rules of logic.

L:

:,,.i.

'.' .'

:
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is not to say that the doctrine is meaningless or some hyperbolic ornament. It is to say that the truth of the triníty is to be
found in its forms. The trinity, said Bushnel'1, "may be regarded as
But this

language

for

God";13

th. figure or instrument

through which

God

el i ng

trinity is

As such, the

is

under these aspects

the

.

that

we must

first

consider Bushneli's view of
.,,,t, 'i
:r'

i:..::

First of all, Bushnell said,
t,le must

as if he were a

'l.l

both "instrumentalr'and "practical", and it

doctrine.

of God.

"'

take

finite

it

we must

hold fast the

strict

unity

is "as truly one being
and let nothing ever be

by assumption that God

person

lÍke ourselves,

:".':i.

suffered to qualify the assumption".l4 Bushnell ''tf¡en addressed himself
''il

tothequestionwhythereisatrinitybyattemptingtoaccountfor
what he called "the externaì

the Absolute

One

is

show

that

when

revealed to man, the process must involve a

Holding the assumption

of

shall we conceive God?".

will

fact of trinity", or to

God's
The

unity and infinity,

he asked,

trinity.

I'How

starting point is not from the side of

the
starting point is frorn Gód, revealing himsglf in history to man. Bushnell
sought a trinity "that results of necessity from the revelation of God
to man" Consequently, his argument begins at a point quite differ ent

man, who

construct a metaphysical conception of Godhead, but

from the orthodoxy

of his day:

vrithin the active life of God, it takes a humbler method,
beginning at the consideration of our media and powers
of-knowlédge, and of the conditions under which infin!te
Being and
What

Spirit

may be revealed and expressed

to us.16

is necessary to a revelation of God, or how can God appear

:.,-:,,i.

i,.::;
;:;."'

-47before us? In answering, Bushnell set hímself against both orthodox

unÍtarian. Any revelation of God, he said, necessitates terms of
both plurality and contrast. ldhen God is revealed, it cannot be as

dnd

channing's "bald, philosophic unity, perfectly comprehended and measured
by

us".l7

No, said Bushnell, the

finite,

through the

Infinite can reveal himself

onìy

through signs, media, õbjects, "forms, colors,

motions, words, persons, or personalities".lB And as no one
forms can contain the

Infinite,

God

will

of

these

reveal himself through infinite

finites' repugnant and contrary one to the other. The revealing process
"will envelop itself in clouds of formal contradiction--that is, of
diction which is contrary, in some way, to the truth and which, taken
simply as diction, is continually setting forms àgalnst each other".l9
Pìuraìity, then, according to Bushnellrs view, is no detraction
from'the un'ity of .God" the plurality of which he speaks is not of
three finite terms, literally taken, but of media of divine representation which are necessary to an adequate revelation of the
"Holding firm the

unity",

he

one

God.

said, "use the plurality with the utmost

of thought or instrumental verity, by which we
are to be assisted in receiving the most ur¿restricted, fullest, most
real and sufficient impression of the One."20 To the Unitarian,s
unconcern, as a form

question how one can be three, Bushnell answered that

One must appear

as three, or at least, considering only this aspect of

trinity

as

in respect to the revelation of God, that any revelation
of the Absolute One must involve a plurality of symbols, in the case of
an incarnation, a plurality of personal figures. Rather than being
shocked or offended by the notion of plurality, then, we should expect
instrumental

that ". . .

assuming

the strict unity of God, He will be revealed

under

r

,':..

_

lrr. rl

-48in the

conditions of form and number; the Absolute by relatives, or
case

of an incarnation, by relative persons".2l

of the plural ,r!." This principle
of contrast is of course inherent in Bushnell's view of all objective
reality as symboìic of truth. As nothing definite can be infinite,
Contrast

will

be the mode

so formal contradiction
communicated

is

the condition uider which knowledge is

to man; the nisus of "action and reaction" draws man up

through higher :levels

of

know'ledge

to a more perfect apprehension of
.

Now it is in this manner only, through relations, contrasts,
actions and reactions, that we come into the knowledge of
God, As Absolute Being, v',e know Him not. But our mind,
acted under the law of-action and reaction, ij-s carried up to

Him, or thrown back upon Him, to apprehend HÍm more and more
perfectly- Nothing that we see, or can see, represents Him
fully, or can represent Him truly; for the finite cannot show
,us the Infinite. But between various finites, acting so as
to correct each other, and be supplements to each other, wê
get a true know'ledge. Our method may be compared to that of
resultant motions in philosophy. No one finite thing
represents the Absolute Being; but between two or more f.inite
forces acting obliquely on our mind, it is driven out, in a
resultant motion, towards the Infinite. Meantime, a part of
the two finite forces, being obliquç.or false, is destroyed by
the mutual counteraction of forces.¿r
And as God can

mystery

is

infinite.
it is "having

a necessary dynamic of expression for'the

says Bushnell,

by

bring himself into knowledge on:ly through syrnbols,

is tifeless, 'ian end of question";

rote".24 Doctrinal propositions restrain the freedom

of the mind.
ledge

is

As against what

is definite and defined,

characterized by dynamism and openness;

highest activity of thought concerning God";

of thought,

and

it

it

God

and mobility

symbolic know-

"provokes

involves "a

is no resting in easy conceptÍonr.2s

Dogma,

to

the

lifting"

.

;: ::r;

:;ú Æ::2;Jiä;2;ir;'::l;f

;:;:¡:::l;l:ai i::

-49Could some science of the trinity, or of God's immanent
distribution, be perfected and established in a fixed
form of dogma, so that nothing more would be left to- us
but to run over the logical terms and hear what they
sây, then manifestly, the labor of the world's mì¡fl
wouìd rest and the process of fertility be ended.¿o
The Christian

trinity,

said Bushnell,
re mind

is a "holy parado¡",

of the world".27 As such,

ârì.

it

limit of human understanding, "the last limit of
possible investigation",23 und the source of limitless senses of the
possibilities included in the meaning of God and the mystery of infinite
being. Because the precise relation between form and truth is uttimately
uninvestigable, man can ever fathom the trinity at greater depth, but
he can never reduce it to a doctrine."
lrine.Zg "Nothir
"Nothingl', said Bushnell,
represents both the

_

"strains the human mind to such tensity as a riddle or mystery, when
that riddle or mystery is not a fiction, but is

based

in the depth of

is not the reality, but neither
is it a blind, for underlying the Christian trinit.V is the same principle
of correspondence which renders intelligible atl that iì.
some stupendous

reality'1..30 The symbol

l,le are not simply overtaken by darkness, or driven to a
corner'whence we-can not escaþê¡ sâvê bi calling on Mysteryto help us; but we meet her in the plaoe of intélligence,
and greet her as an acquaintance- For we have seen
beforehand that the relation of form to truth in every term
of language is a mystery quite insoluble, ald now we only
meet a particular example of the same fact.Jl

'
,

Thus,

it

must be the "incurious method"

that is adopted as the

of interpretation of this doctrine, the "practical" rather than the
specuìative. To say that the trinitarian formula is addressed to the
law

imagination means that

of

it

has the power

to ftood the soul wÍth the sense

God, and so "release thee from the power

sprÍng of a man's

faith.

And so we are

of thy will",

to'receive

and be the

it, poetically,

i,i,

-50aesthetically, by faith to be experimented or

"that feeling and imagination are
proper

is

inlets of knowledge".32

known experimentally,

sometimes good interpreters.and

God "approaches

"the algebraic formula of experience".33

us" in the

trinity; it

l

trinity developed as the threefotd
denomination of Father, Son and Holy spirit? To askt why these names?,
or tlhy this language for God?, is to ask the question of the Christian
trinity as a "practical" truth; and this is the trinitarian question
for Bushnell--not whether God is comprehensiblé, but whether God is
personal.34 Rnd the answer to the question, lrlhy this trinity?, concerns
why thi.s threefold denomination is necessary to a full apprehension of
But why.is the Christian

.

or in other words, the answer concerns the io"., that these particular personal figures have in the work of ingenerating "the Life of
God,

God

in the.soul of man".35

To his tjnitarian friend, C¡lrus Bartol ,

Bushnell wrote:
You seem to assume that Trinity, such as you qualifiedly
acknowledge, is a human invention, to be finally overreáched
and antiquated. This I very much doubt. Much more likely
is it to me that our human limitation, as finite, requires
it, and always will,--that the infinite Unily becomes
relational, and eternally will, thrnough it.36

To unfold the power
began

of this threefold

with the incarnation; the

appearance

denomination, Bushnell

of Christ, who represents that

is Father.37 God cannot be represented and worshipped only in the
type of a person, which is nothing but a metaphysica'lly finite conception. Consequently, when the Logos appears in the human form as.Son,
he must have set over against him a relative, finite form:

God

A solitary finite thing, or person,'that Ís, one that has
no relative in the fi ni te, is even absurdr--ffiuCh more if

ì,:liI,:l,.:,:

i:.i:;.i:.,,t'..i
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the design be that we shall ascend, through it, to the
Absolute; for we can do this only under the great mental

lawofactionandreaction,whichrequiresréla!!veterms

ahd forces, between which
So

it

may be niaíntained.38

it is that the development of the term, "Father,,, begins

of the Son. True, God is called "a Father" before
christ, but there is no development of "the Father" which is older
than christianity. God is called "the Father" ordinarily by christ,
and thus the Son calls into our thought the Father, who is in fact God.,
brought into synbol.. l^le are given a finite form of conception, "Father",
in cross-representation with the formn rrsonrr: by means of these two

with the

appearance

relative history which is unfolded through them, man
ís borne up into a certain lively realization ofiGod
syrnbols and the

God conrnunicates

himself

in the form of incarnation. That is,

the Son appears to conrnunicate God to the world as

t'.

he

Goodness and

signifies, or reveals the light and love of God, in

the human orr subject

life".39

'Brr

rh.

Son does

Life;

and through

not stand before us

as

the singte term, God, saying, "Look unto me, and behold your Godt'; but
he comes as sent

into the world by the Father, and his incarnation,

then, involves a "double'impersonation", t[at of the Father and that of
the Son. Thus the Son exalts and deifies what he reveals by r:eferring
his mission to one who is greater than himsetf.
Moreover, the Son does not say

Absolute or from

that he came forth from the

It, but he gives us a conception of God as person,

as Father, "active, choosing, fee'ling

Spirit".40

And as

.

in the human

form expressing and representing the Absolute Being, the Son offers

us

a cønprehensive view of God's kingdom which includes and harmonizes
both nature and the supernatural. "He has even brought down the merc'ies
¡r._.,.¡.,.r,¡

-52level."4l l¡,le now know God as
Infinite, yet as Friend and Redeemer. There is, said Bushnell,

of HÍs Heart to

meet us on our human

no intellectual machinery in a close theoretic monotheism
.'for
any such thing as a úork of grace or supernatural
redemption
Accordingly, it will be observed that
where this Unitarian conception is held, there is also
discovered an almost irresistibte tendency to naturalism,
and so to a loss or dying out of all that distinctively
consti tutes the gosp ei.42
By the Father and the Son, then, as

relatÍve conceptions,

character, feeling and truth are expressed. ,But there is yet

to

complete our sense

of God, another kind of

God's

needed,

expression

which will require the introduction or appearance of yet
another and distinct kind of impersonation. }'le not only
want a conception of God in His character anìi feeling
towards us, but we want, also, to conceive Him as in act
within us, working in us, under the conditions of time
and progression, spiritual results of quickening,
deliverance, and purification from evil. Now, action of
any kind is representable to us only under the conditions
of movement in time and space, which, as we have seen, is
not predicable of the Absolute Being abstractly contemplated.
God, in act, there.fore,"{i'11 be given us by another finite,
relati ve impersonati on. +r

Accordingly, the word

motion",

is

"spirit", signifyìng

taken up as syrnbol

.

or type of

"breath" or

power, clothed

Þ

"air in

with a divine

. personality, and offered to us as the Holy Spirit, the Sanctifier, the
Divine Power in souls, related personally to the Father and the Son.
And as the Son appears
,denced

in the human type,

so the Hoìy

¡'t'.-'

::::':.

.'

:...:.

.:

r.,tt¡:,.,,',

Spirit is evi-

to us ttrough physical images, a rushing wind, lambent flames,

. ,.,:.:

_.

!

::.::

unloosed tongues.

in the Christian trinity three f,inite terms,
which when we use them freely in their cross relations, work in us as
l,le are thus given

instruments

of feeling

and

faith.

These impersonations are relatives,.

t

:t ...

-53not infinites, yet taken representatívely, they are infinites,

because

they express God. They are given to us to show us God, and by this
Bushnell means, not to mirror before our minds a metaphysical formula,

all that he offers to us and in all
that he p'lans for us, God reveals himself to us as trinity in order
to produce mutuality between us and Himn that is, "to pour something
of the divine into our nature".44 The Christian trinity has its reaìity,
i'n other words, as it is a vitalizing element within human souls. "They
may each declare, 'I am He;' for what they impart to us of Him, is
thei r tru e rea l i ty. 45
but to express the,Infinite in

'¡

Consequently, Bushnell

said, that the more we could conceive

a

"trinity of act", rather than a "trinity of esseÀce", the moìîe vue could
learn to use the plura'lity in the freest way possible, the more livety
wou'ld be our apprehension of God, the more fuil and blessed our converse
..i

with him. This is

why Bushnell's descriptive passages are always marked

by action verbs:
The Father plans, presides, and purposes for us; the Son
expresses his intended mercy, proves it, brings it down
even to the level of a fellow fee'ling; the Spirit works
within us the beauty he revea'ls, and-the gloi-y beheld in
his Life. The Father sends the Son, tlte Son delivers the
grace of the Father; the'Father dispenses, and the Son
procures the Spirit; the Spirit proceeds from the Father
and Son, to fulfill the purpose of one, and the expressed
feeling of the other; each and all together dramatize and
bring forth into life about us that lñf.¡nite 0ne, who, to
our.mere thought, were Rg better than Brama sleeping on
eternity and the stars.+o
And

it

was

to demonstrate that our conception of trinity must be as

practical and instrume.ntal rather than as literat or logicaì, that
Bushneìl drew up a

list of eight classes of "antinomies".4T'

of trinity hetd'in

New England he saw

Each view

as representing but one,or

two

_54_
of these classes.

The

unitarians, for example, fixing on the class of

inequality as the central truth, then required

all

other classes to

accept a construction logically consistent with the ontologÌcal or

essential superiority of the Father. In other.words, Bushnell said,
these antinomies on'ly show that we cannot reason out a logicaìly consis-

tent metaphysical trinity. 0nly an instrumental view could settle

t-he

import of such an eight-fotd complication of cross-meanings, because

it

showed

that given the fact of a true incarnation,

such antinomies

as these would result of necessity, and because it could receive

such

contrarieties as symbolic of the highest truth.48

,

How

Bushnelt had lamented before his college friends

in 183'1,

the doubts he had nursed for years! "l,lhen the pÈ'eacher touches the

Trinity

and when

winds

logic shatters it all to pi...r, I

all at the four

My heart wants'the Father; my heart wants

heart wants the Holy
"dimly

am

feel",

Ghost .'.49

the Son; my

The God whom he could then but

Bushnell knew in 1848 as "worded forth" through three

living persons; the Infinite
humanity, without any loss

One brought down even

to his

own

level of

of divinity.50

the sky, so to speak, is beginninghto be full of
Divine Activities, heaven is mamied to earth, and
earth to heaven, and the Absolute Jehovah, whose nature
we before could nowise comprehend, but dimly know, and
yet more dimly feel, has, by these outgoings, waked up
in us, aìl living images of-His love añd pówer and
presence, and set the-whole world in a gtòp.51
Now,

,:;.'ii,r.

trinity had become for Bushnell an "instrumental"
and a "practical" truth. The view he offered in God In christ and again
in Christ _In Theology was of trinity as a form of Ianguage which is
accomodated to our finite wants and uses. It is "instrumental" in so
The

Christian

:55far as it is a way for the finite mind to conceive God; it is "practical"
in so far as its forms work man's piety toward God in the matters of
grace and redemption
And according

to this view, further discussion of the trinity

as essential or immanent,
prefaced

is neither

his view of tr.inity in

,Goq

wise nor necessary- Bushnell

l¡_!!ûS! with this

assertion:

"I do not undertake to fathom the Ínterior being of God, and tell how.
it is composed. "52 l,le know, he said, that the relation between the
trinitarian symbols and the being of God is beyond investigation; that
is
theoryu.53 The persons of the trinity

as s¡mbolic, the tr:initarian formula

given "for use and not for

are given to me for the sake of their externäi expression,
not for the internal investigation of their contents. If
I use them rationally or wiseìy, then, I shall use them
according to their object. I must not intrude upon their
interior nature, either by assertion or denial. They must
have their reality to me in yþat they express when taken
as the wording forth of God.54

This
had

in

God

is not modalism,

he was caref,ul

to say.

And

while Bushnell

In Christ likened Friedrich Schleiermacher's general view of

trinity to his ownn he had also noted that their reasonings were not
"in all points, the same"-Ss "That there'ii ,or. threefold ground in
the divine nature, back of the Christian trinity, I was most careful not
to deny."56 t¡lhat he did protest against were all inferences and judgments
that undertook to leap the gu'lf between symbol and truth. It is:clear
enough, he

said, that the terms, Father,

Son and Holy Ghost, are

conceptions, and that.there certainly are not

three

finite

in the divine

persons, answering as equivalents

exactly what, in

all

finite

nature,

to these names, "But

respects, belongs to the vehicle and what to the

',i:,_'::.i:A'J¡"!

a:;L:.:-..-:-:

-';--:!::i_Ì
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truth,
God

is

we do

not undertake to affirm."S7 Let

a being out of our

finite

it

be enough

to say that

of personal consciousness,

range

and

yet persona'l; that it is not the object of his revelation to set forth
number, but by means of number to set forth personality and character.

.
unmoved

But Bushnell was offering a symbolic view to an abstract

audience. The publication of

overwhelming onslaught

God

ìn christ

of criticism un;;urron.

was met

with

The book

and
an

was

in nearly every
evangelìcal denomination in the .ount"y.58 The pu'lpits of Hartford
and its vicinity were barred to Bushnell and within his Hartford Central
condemned

by the accredited organs of doctrinal opinion

Association of ministers, a committee was raised to report on the book,

with a view to bringing him to

tical

triaì.

This move.ììnitiut.d an ecclesias-

controversy which was to continue

for nearly five years.

t^lhile

Bushnell was acquitted by his own Hartford central Association in
October, lB49' the sister assocÍation

of the Fairfield l,,lest, not satis-

fied with this veràict, continued to press for triat, u¡til finally, in
June,1852, Bushnellfs North Church,

in order to end the controversy,

withdrew from the Hartford North Consociation.5g
Amos Chesebrough remarked

on the doctrines

of the Trinity

that

theroe

are but

". . . few heresies

and the Atonement, named in ecclesias-,

tical history, of which he was not accused ... ..a Socinian, a Sabellian,
an Apollinarian, a Docetist--as if calting a man opprobrious names
answered for evidence of heresy. "60 It seemed to Bushnell that most of
in a want of attention to the restrictions
and the quatifications he gave, and that in genera'|, there had been no
effort made to reproduce his view as a whole.6l perhaps the most
these charges originated

impartial judgment

came from

the l-lartford Central Association, uncertain

I r.

i,{

-57of the view Bushnell offered.

about the self-timitation

The question,

they said, was not as to what doctrines are fundamental to the Christian

retigion, for on that point they

saw no controversy,

but the question

of the doctrines conceded
to be fundamental, and how far they are retained in Dre. Bushnel'l's
book."62 The ministers of Fairfield West, however, were less guarded
in their judgement. In God In Christ, they sa'id, Bushnell taught

was "as

to what are the essential

elements

is no Trinity in the Godhead".63

unequivocally "t-hat there

And the

publication of Chrigt In Theology did not induce them to mitigate the

charge. Bushnell's heresies, the¡4 said, aggravated by the groundless
accusation that New England congregationalists are Tritheists, were

only more

fully

elaborated

in Christ Iq Theotogyiì

satisfy Pantheists. "To all others,

it

The book might

looks worse than the Sabellianism

it is offered to screen."64
äartoì, "he togically abolished the
ÂÃ
Trinity . . . ";" and the charge has held. t^,illiston l^lalker said that
the doctrine of God In christ is a "modified sabettianisml',66 George
Indeed, said Cyrus

Park Fisher wrote

in

.1881

that

God

In Christ adopted Schleiermacher's

in 1899 he saÍd that Bushnell had combined
a Sabetlian view of trinity with a Patripassian theory of the person of
Christ.67 For all practical purposes, said George B. Stevens, in a
Sabellian hypothesis; and

1902

article

It

comparing Bushnell and

seemed

Ritschl, Bushnelt hetd a

to Bushnelt that all the heresies of which

accused were gendered by

just that effort to

mystery of God's nature, the necessary

comprehend

'lmodal

he

was

the interior

futility of which he had made it

a point of so gr.eat consequence to admit.69,But the charges !úere
l

t'

-58unsettling for Bushnell, and he began to doubt the

trinitarian

statement in God In Christ.70

adequacy

of

his

In the interim between its

publication and the appearance of Christ In Theology, therefore,

he

difficult of all sorts of
work", to a careful ¡tudy of the history of the doctrr'ne of the trinity,
applied himself to "the hardest and most

or as.he said, he put himself "to the investigation of others".Tl

in the introduction to Christ
hi

ILJh-eoloSXn he announced

.

"".:.:

And

the results of

s labour:

,':, ' ''

I have been examining my relations to proper orthodoxy
more carefully of late than I had done before, and the

result is a double surprise; in the discovery, fìrst,
that I am so much nearer to real orthodoxy than I
supposed, and secondly, that the New Engländ theology,
so.called, is so much farther off. Indeed, { am ready,
for once, to venture a prophecy, . that 1v*hen the
smoke of this present commotion is blown away .
I
shall be found in the book you are examining, to stand
in much better keeping with the orthodoxy of the
Reformation, connected with the previous times reaching
back to the Nicene era, than do the teacþçrs generally
and the current opinions of New England./¿
l.lehadneVerintended,hesaid,tobeorthodox.-intheNewEng1and

sense. His design had been, in fact, to take issue with this, "and even

to arraign it as a virtual heresy",73

New England

trinitarianism, said

"is wholly unhistorical--a proviñcialism, a kind of theological patoi s".74 Under the Edwardeans, the doctrine of the trinity
lost its true historic balance; the original church doctrine of a
trinity in act was rejected in favor of a trinity in God as essence.
The doctrine of eternal generation had been completely forgotten, with
the result, said Bushnell, that many were charging h'im with heresy for
no other reason "than because of the startling novelty of a doctrine
which, in fact, is only a renovated form of lost or.thodoxy itself".75
Bushnell,

,

-59if Bushnell could align himself with the Nicene confession
of a trinity of act rather than essence, his was yet a statement of
But

eternal generation "more modestly conceived". 76 The problem, he said,
!ìras one

of "form'l, of the reìation between

could not resolve
God

it

any more

in Christ

symbol and

truth.

And

In.Theol_ogy than he could

he

in,

In Christ. In the latter book, he hadoffered the principle of

eternal generation as the ground tor a theory of immanence. In the
"l¡Jord", he

said, that property, or

"power

of self-representation i n

is eternal, we have a permanent ground of possibitity for
the threefold impersonation called tri nity.77 But whether the l,lord is
eternal'ly Son, he could not say, 'ifor I do not care to open God's secrets
before the time".78 trsonrr is the finite form in-¡unr.n the l¡lord is
God" which

given to us, and
regarded

of the distinct personality of the Word, when
as the Son, is referrible to the incarnation, is a question
how much

quite inscrutable. Accordingly,
element

or

qua'l

ín the trinity,

ify,

"we can

when we undertake

not

know how

far

to separate the form-

we sep3rate,

the personal i ti es represented by the terrns".

or sink,

'70

"

lle only do not know exactly how much of the personal form
of the Son or Sonship¡ ôs distinguishe{ from the l^lord, is
tropical and referrible to the jncarnafion or the revelation
in time, and how much to the essential nature of the Word,
as viewed in relation to the interior substance of. the
Godhead. S0

Therefore, Bushnell saw himself as deviating from the Nicene

tradition, both in regard to its use of the term "Father", and in its
affirmation of eternal Sonship. In both cases, he said, he found it
necessary

to refrain from NÍcea's

"supposed knowledge

could not, for'examp'le, say "whether the
fatherhood, as conceived on earth,

name and

of God".

He

personal figure of

is past, or prior in use to the

i:.' :...:a:.'::
li"i..:t..4.ì:l

'

.'

.

-60incarnation'!; nor could he "settle the question of the eternity of
the Son, as related to the eternity of the Word"-Bl And even
say that

it is

the nature of

God

to reveal himself,

if

we

and assume, on

will eternally be self-revealing as Father, Son
and Holy Spirit, that is, by a trinity of eternal generatjon, ye!,
we still must qualify this by saying agairi-that it is not within our
that ground, that

pov,,er

he

to penetrate the interior

mystery

of

God, "as

to be sure whether

his being most fitly revealed to finite beings in this

way

is

required

by truth to himself, or by a necessary accommodation of himseìf to
and

to the symbolic and finite

media by which

their

apprehension

them

is

in Christ In Theotogy that he wished he
could give a more categorical answer to the quesl-ion of immanent trjnity.
condition.d.J'82 Bushnell said

"I

can on'ly say

that

God unrevealed must be as

revealed as truth from

it

s¡mbol

¿ifterent from God

.".83

in Bushnell, more than the theologian,
who could not rest in this conclusion. He came to think of it as
Perhaps

was the pastor

en l'an evasion

of responsibility".Sa ri.re is a "fatal

in any conception of trin'ity as occasional or
he feared ]est his own vÍewoof trinity as language for

want of depth'r, he said,
expedient,,âttd
God

might leave the impression that he regarded the doctrine as

"matter only of words, and not

in

a

any proper sense an eternal fact".85

Bushnell included h:imself among those for whom that supposition was too

painful and too remote.
God

is either

hle must have, he would

personal, or else he

is naught.

say, a personal

God;

That his personaÏity is

merely an occasional matter, "an act of voluntary accommodation to our

finite

apprehensions, and not any part

we cannot

beli.u".86

of his eternaì property or idea",

.

:

-6.|

In the 1854 essay, "The Christian Trinity, A Practical Truth",
Bushnell again took up the question whether there
answering

to the personalities of revelation.

is anything in God

l,le know, he

said, that

is not a person, or a personal being, save in some qualified,
figurative.sense. And yet what is affirmed to us in the trinity is
that God is practically related to us as pèrson, that in revealing
himself to us, God "assumes all the attitudes and acts all the forms
God

of, personalityr'-87 The

trinitarian three are persons only in

undefinable way that puts them

call

them persons

in practical relationship with us.

l,'le

without knowing exactly what we affirm, but confident

nonetheless, that we are affirming somehow the deepest

is

some

truth: 'fthat God

a being practically related to his creatures";'88

Ít

may be and very probably is true, that what we
asserting the personality of God is simply to
.predicate of him that sociality, conversability, or, to
coin a word yet more general, that relationality which is
verified to us, and practically realized in us by the

Indeed,

mean by

TrìnitY.89

\
In other words, to speak of essential trinitarianism,

is

to

of the way God acts.- hlhen we affirm that God is person or a
trinity of persons, we are saying that hiso'incomprehensible nature is
such as to permit us a practically social relation. The profound reality
ormula is "a reality of fact in the world of actíon",90
And as we cannot possibly think that God acts the trinit¡r as a mere
dramatization to serve the occasional uses of redemption, it can only
speak

be by so¡ne "interÍor necessl'ty"

that he approaches us as Father, Son

,and Holy Ghost. And precisely here

trinity

is

the meaning of eternal generation:

as a lnecessary act of God". Based on the "intensely inherent

character of al'l necessary action", we can conceive God as "inher.ently

-62related in act to the
threeing himself
Ghost from

It
Christ.

fÍnite "

.

therefore a being

'¡,ho

is

everlastingly

in his action, to be known as Father, Son, and Holy

eternity to eternìty".91
was an

affirmation which Bushnell could not make in

What most discouraged .him, he

God In

said then, ffom âsserting the

eternity of the three persons, was the declaration of

Paul--"When

things shall be subdued unto him, then shalt the Son also himself
subject unto him that did put

in all."

And we can

is vehicle

all

things under him, that

God may

aìl
be

be alt

not know. he had said in Christ In Theoloov.

how

and how much is

truth, exactly where form ends, or how
much to, refer to form in the trinity of.revelation. In one of .the last

much

sermons he would ever preach, Bushnell returne¿ i.o

"partly for

of it,

my own sake, hoping

tf,e text of

Paul ,

to be drawn by the deliberate treatment

towards conceptions more satis,factory and

a2

determinate"." That

"interior necessity" which he had allowed in 1854, he now saw as one
that "answers exactly" to the necessity of finite man, so as to eternaììy

If
"fix the number three to be the exact number of persons
is to be all in a'll, it must be as trinity and not otherwise."93
However one

of trinity

God

might judge the apparer¡t shift in Bushnell's doctrine

toward a more immanent view, he himself undoubtedly saw

it

of his basic symbolism. For
he was able to give full meaning to his principle of analogy, wíth its
concomitant element of paradox, only by asserting the personality of
as an elaboration rather than a compromise

t.

God.

It

was h.is

earlier

emphasis on instrumentality, which while

it

the transcendental element in the trinitarian symbol, Vêt
threatened the truth of the revelation that God is somehow Person, And

emphasized

-63_

it

was Bushnell's own

experiential

the practical impotence of a

need which

trinity

which

is

in the end opened to

him

merely subjective to us,

without sustaining the necessary truth of relationality.

CHAPTER THREE

The Person

of Christ: "God's last

metaphor"

to his congregation on the twentieth anniversary of.
his settlement as their pastor, Bushnell remarked that for sorne time
Speaking

.
'
'

:,

he had not heard any complaint

of his

preaching but two: "one

that I

is sometimes true; and the other that
I preach Christ too much, which I cannot think is a fault to be repented
of, for Christ is all and beside him ther:e is no.gospel to be preached
lor received."' Indeed, a review of the titles of Bushnell's work is
preach too long sermons, which

q..

evidence enough

v^rrote,

never

that he shared the nineteenth century absorption in

"Christ has

. .

before .

the attention, so to speak, of the world

He

is not only the chief problem of theology and

theotogic learning, but the literature

,
,

of the day recognizes

him,

and

t

in him . . .".¿ t¡lhat was needed, he thought,
therefore, what was'silently called for, wïs a new understanding of the
society has a kind of hope

"fact-form

It
i

as

Chri

has been

New Eng'land

appearing

or not

st".

said, thatlto a significant,degree, âhy account of

theology must be rendered

in terms of movements first

in the generatÍon following the Great Awakening.'

one would agree

with Pemy Miller that

I'transcendentalized" Calvinism, there

is

And whether

Horace Bushnell

no gainsaying the significance

for Bushnell's christo'logical thought of the sp'lit in the Puritan

-64-

:.'i

-65in the theological movement from Edwards
any denying the reintegrati.on which is implicit

heritage which Miller detects

to

Emerson,

nor

is

there

in Bushnell's reappraisal.4 In other words, the christological prob'lems
which Bushnell faced were shaped for him by those movements whìch, by
the time of.his entrance into the Christian ministry, had issúed in
:
the 0rthodox-Unitarian-Transcendentat

ist còntroversy.

.

Consequently,

of Bushnell's understanding of the person of Christ, in
such distinctive terms as the "fact-form Christ", or the,'metaphor', of
any account

'

God, should begin by
The

recalling the context from which he wrote.

doctrine of the person of Christ was itself the cardinal

,

questign underlying the Calvinist-Unitarian debates. In his letters

to Channing, Moses Stuart remarked that ". . . ai'l difficulties in respect
to the doctrine of the Trinityo are essentialty.onn..ted with proving
or disproving the Divinity of

Ã

christ."'

New England theorogians

foìlowing Jonathan Edwards had developed, in conjunction with their

trinitarianism, a christology

based on the orthodox formula, "two

natures and one person", a formula which, Bushne'll said,
worded only

if it is

taken

in a symbolic,

and not

in

is correctly

an analyticaì or

speculative sense. Revelation f,or the Edwa¡rdeans, however,

tional truth,

their

communicated

apprehension

vuas

proposi

to the believer as dogma or doctrine.

of the doctrine of

orthodox

is

:.:::

In

two natures as a theory or

scientific formula, Bushnel'l said, New England Catvinists had come
really and practicatly to hotd a "bi-personal Savior".6 Instead of
person whose nature

..:j¡.:,:

the real unity of the divine and the

trinitarians held a theory of

two

a

human,

distinct or distinctly

active subsistences in the person of Christ,

between which

continualìy alternated, referring this to'the

human

their thoughts

side, and that to

i'.-.:.ïrl:t:i

i:iì:li:-.r. ì l:
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divine.

lost out of mind the distinction between a twofold
nature and two distinct personal activities", said Bushnell, "their
the

Savior

Ís

It

"Having

two, and not one any 1onger".7
was

this view of Christ's

person as

a "partnershÍp trans-

actionÍ which the Unitarians exposed as artificial and absurd.
Andrews Norton,

than that

For

the doctrine of two natureì was of greater incredibility

of the trinity,

and Chann,ing deemed the theory "an enormous

tax on human credulity":
According to this doctrine, Jesus Chríst, instead of
being one mind, one conscious intelligent principle,
whom we can understand, consists of two souìs, two minds;
the one divine, the other human; the one weak, the other
aìmighty; the one ignorant, the other omniscient.
we
maintain, that this is to make Christ two be"ings.ö^Now
-j

tlith

Jesus, Channing said, Unitarians worshipped the Father as

the one and only true God. In Christ's obedience, his worshipping,

his suffering,

Channing found

and

plain evidence of a nature under timita-

tion, therefore of a creature who could not be God. In-George Park
Fisher's words, Channing conceived of Christ "as a pre-existent rational
creature, an angel or spirit of some sort, who had entered into a human
o
body",' According to Bushnelln neither the Uni'tarian nor the trinitarian had apprehended the reality of Christ, for both were thinking of
his person in terms of measures or boundaries under the laws of space
and time.

Christ, says the Unitarian, obeys, worships, suffers, and
in that manner shows most plainly that his internal nature
is under a limitation; therefore he is human only. Then
the common Trinitarian replies, your argument is good;
therefore we assert a human soul- in the person of-Jesus,
which comes under these timitations, while the divine soul
escapes; an{,.,so we save the
unabi^idéed.lu

divinity

unharmed and

.'-----

!::.:-;.:1

:r:,

-67 The christoìogy which Bushnetl offered was not based on the

standard methods

of his day.

and more absolute kind

of

He was, he

knowledge than

said, talking about another
that which is offered to

man's

logic. Yet he persistentìy denied that intuition ís itself
the ground of all knowledge. There is nothing more true, he said, than
that the soul is constituted for religion, as Theodore Parker maintained..

constructive

in tmerson's "Over-Soul" a remarkably rich sense of
the presence of a divine spirit supernaturalìy permeative in mind. But
; ..
in
his critique of transcendentalism, Bushnell raised the distinction

And Bushnell found

between

that

knowledge whÍch comes out

bare i,ntelìectuality called

truth,

and

through relationship, "person trusted

of which he spoke itself
to man's personality;

presupposed

of report, or statement, or any
that

knowledge which ccrnes only

to person".

The immediate knowledge

a regenerative power not indigenous

it is not an impersona'l ',intuitive principle"

but

a personal Being who becomes the "form of the soul,,. ',There is a divine
Word in the soul's own nature", he said,',but it shineth in darkness and

is not comprehended till
historicaì ly wi thout. " ìl
In dwelling

the word becomes flesh and

on man's

relation to

represented

substance and form,

after transcendentalism's hypotheses, Bushnell
toward a

is

was

actually working

definition of existence which is given in Christ.

what he called a "christoìogy

in inquiring

He offered

of manifestation", in which he tied

man,s

intuitive faculties to the "world-astounding mystery of the incarnation"

in the life and death of Jesus christ. He offered a
christology which is by definition soterio'logicaì. l,lho is christ?
Bushnell answered not in terms of the anatony of chrjst,s person, but in
terms of what is communicated to man through christ's person. The Lord
as completed

lirì,.l.ii

':::

-68Jesus

Christ, he said,

meaning

to

came

into the world simply to express God. The

of the incarnation is

human

feeling that

God making

the closest possible

he might thus draw man

approach

into union with Himself.

of truth in a man's heart presupposes that
Christ lived and was what he declared himself to be, the express image
of God, thus the pillar and ground of all truth and the pob,er of man,s
The inmediate experience

rei nspi ratÍ on.

"God's own formulization

of himselç" 13 This means that spiritual

discernment

is

communicate

to us in Christ*

the only quatified interpreter of what God wishes to
The basic methodological question

Bushnell's christology of manifestation

is

"how

for

tä stay by the sSmbols
tt-

, to show how the forms in which God is offered to our

or in

them . ..

faith

may be used so as

to get their true

meaning and be themselves thè

truth to us". 14
His symboTic approach allowed Bushnell to dismiss as impossibìe
and

irrelevant

all

"metaphysical or speculative"

difficulties

involved

in the claim of Christ's divinity. The truth of the manifestation of
God in Christ, he said, is a "revelation-form", not a I'formula in
b
words"., Christ is in his person and life a "medium" of reconciliation
with

God; we can know nothing concerning him save precisely what exter-

nally appears, or is expressed. f'As regards the interior nature of
Christ, or the composition of his person", Bushnell said,
know

lr

nothing".t" Here, as in the trinity,

"we perhaps

he advocated the "incurious

method", based on the fundamentaì principìe that no investigation can

ever penetrate the interior relation of form to truth.

I

-69And precisely so, the reality
expresses ofGod, not what frä

of Christ is what he
is in his physical

conditions, or under his human limitations. He is here
to express the Absolute Being, especia'lly His feeling,
His love to man, H'is placableness, conversableness, and
His real union to the race; in a word, to communicate
His oh,n Life to the race, and graft Himself historically
into it - ,
Therefore, to insist on goÍng beyond
expression, investigating the mystery of the persôn of
Jesus, when it is given us only to communicate God and
His love, is in fact to puzzle ourselves Urith the vehicle,
. and rob ourselves of the'grace it brings.l6
The

once
The

to

claim that Christ

is

God

incarnate, of a double nature, at

divine and human, Bushnelt affirmed,according to his external view.

truth of ChrÍst's twofold nature is

regar:d him as a person representable

conveyed through forms: Ìl,e are

to thought only

by means

of

two

poles or denominations, the divine and the human;.which, however we
f..

cannot investigate as regards the manner
now one should ask about

of theiriinterior relation. If

the interior contents of Christts person,

Bushnell answered that the question

is

"unpracticable, unphilosophic,

dictated only by a false curiosity, and of course, not answered

by

scripture".lT It was Bushnell's great contention that the incarnatÍon
is not given to riddle man's curiosity, and that by probíng the interior
nature of the person of christ, his contemporaries had lost not only
the personal unity of the Savior, ,but his dTvinity as well,

for ,,in
maintaining the essential divinity of Christ, there is no difficulty
whatever,

till

we begin

to speculate or

The question whether Jesus had

as likewise beyond
God

a

In Christ to

human

spoken

body,

human

deny

He

investigation.

that Christ

had

dogmatize about

a

human

He

soul, Bushnell

dismissed

did not intend, he said in

a human

only denied that this

the humanity."lS

human

soul, or anything

human but

soul or nature could

of, or looked upon, as having a "distinct

be

subsistence", so as to

.ï-""'="'

-70live, think, learn, suffer,

worship, bJ

itself.

Disclaiming a1ì thought of denying, or affir:ming anything
as regards the interior composition or construction of
his person, I insist that he stands before us in simp'le
unity, one person, the div'ine-human, representing the
qualities of his double parentage as the Son of God, and
the son of Mary. .I do not say that he is composed of
three elements, a divine person, a human sou'l and a human
body; nor of these that they are distinctìy three, or
absolutely one. I look upon him only in the external way;
for he comes to be viewed externally in what may_Þe
expressed through him, and not in aiy other way.19
The

christologica'l question for Bushne'l1; the whole question

said, is "whether it is possible for the divine nature to

in

humanityrr.lO Ì^le know, he said, that ther.e

he

be manifested

is ín God a capacity of
l

self-expression, a generative power of form, by wþich he produces Himself
r...

outwardly

in the finite; that in alI

the materialicreation

God embodies

himself to be mirrored before us.

finite

outward person, too, may as well be an organ or
type of the Infinite as a finite thing or object; and God
may act a human personality, without being measured by it,
as well as to shine through a fipite thing or world,without being measured by that.¿r
A

0n the one hand, Bushnell feared

lest his view of Christ was

õõ

"too exclusive'ly divine";22 o^ the other hagd, the whole thrust, of his
exposition was against the naturalistic christologies of his day..

if it

He

better "to add more faith" and "subtract less
of the divine" fr"om Christ, than to preach a 'rsub-carnation" or to throw

wondered

a

tint

were not

over Christ's deity by

some

confusion practiced on his person.23

In the end, the divÍnity of Christ is all for Bushnell,
constantly presents his view of Christ in ways which contrast

and

he

full

divinity with any mere humanity. "By the divinity of Christ", he said,

"I

do not understand that Christ

differs from other

men,

in the sense

i.i¿,:

:

:ii" :-:.-1:,;.: :.i.1
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that he is better,

more

inspired, and so a more complete vehicle of

God

to the world than others have been. He differs from us, not in degree,
but in kind".24. This way of putting the question bears on some of
Bushnell's 'less guarded statements concerning the humanity of Christ,
such as

that Christ "is in such a sense God, or

God

manifested, that

of his nature, that which.-we are most in doubt of, or
about which we are least capable of any positive affirmation, is the
human".25 If the man:Jesus never made the experiment of sin, said
the

unknown term

Bushnel I

it must be because the divine is so far uppermost in
as
to suspend the proper manhood of his person- He
him
does not any longer act the man; pr:actically speaking' the
man"sleeps in him' It is as jf the man were not there
He acts the divine, not the human, and the only true
reality in þim, as far as moral conduct is còicerned' is
the divine.Zb
of Jesus' divinity is tlthe realìy astonishing selfevidence of his character".27 Jesus proves himseìf' Bushnell said, "by
his own self-evidence", and the s'imple inspection of his life'suffices
The mark

to
wi

show

th

that "the character of

Jesus

forbids his possinìe classr'fication

men".28

He was born of a woman, grew up in thet*trade of a
mechanic, was known as a Nazarene' stood a man before
the eye, and yet he early began to r:aise impressions
that ieþarateä him, and iç! him asunder inexplicably
from the wor'ld he was in.¿v

Christological thinking, then, takes its beginning with

Jesus

of Nazareth. Alt that Christ is and does as form or symbol is summed up
in the person and life of the historical Jesus, "in the dramatic forms
of his persona'l history". It i.s interesting, then, to note that while
'BushnelI's awareness of b,iblical criticism and historical reconstruction
i

l,:..:.i:ì,ì'

-72is sright' his christorogy hords
together
He

rejects that theorogicaì

mysreries

of the divine

history and procramation.

method whích takes

its beginning with the
narure instead of wirn
u nrä;
person.

JesusofNazarethisthebasisof,thekerygmaforBushnell.
The reveìation

of

God in christ is made
by the savior,s whole
person- The profound
separatÍon or cnrist from
tr," ,'inn";; ,, mankind,

and rhe impression he
awakened
by miracles¡ [oF by words

that purpose; but

it

grew

in

rhem

of thar r"oururro;:;.,

:1.::

of assertion, nor by anything
O.rrnr* ,;,
out of his'rife and.tu"u.t"i
-"nrr rn"orrorr_

ness' horiness' purity, truth,
10ve; the dignirn
transcendent wisdom and grace

tarity

of his

or;;, ,J;;r;:',i;"""-

conduct

as a beins superio" to
5i¡.,30
of discovery, and so a process

said'

made nor

,r;;;;j";"Ï;iiJi::t:t;rr,

of separation_ Accordingly,
;rrhr.ll

we need

not look to the resurrection
uno ur."nsion as some
urtimate
proof of christ's diviniry;
rhese are ;,onty a kind
", ;;r;; Jonrurrution,
or complete rendering', of
what was unfnt¡aá
k.
unfolded by
Jesus' ùhore

mÍnistry.3r
It accords with this that we wirï more

object

in the wonder of the incarnation,,

iT

rife

and

cìosery approach God,s
"

we adhere

;, ;;;

;"

possible' "to the simpte
historic matter of the gospeï,,.32
,n.r rro r,
and wirt be to men Ís
accurately shown by the incarnate
rif" .;;;;;r;;r,
of Jesus. One must, then, Bushneîr
said, have the cîosest possÍbre
intimacy and be, as it were,
one spirit with Christ. ,,you
;r;; ;.:, ,,""
mate
character and tife a perpetual
sfudy, and dwelì on themt'rrr,
fis
your intetectuar
rife is fited with christ-rike
thougnr, unotrrug.,
of divine beauty drawn from

his

gospel

person,,.33

is ,lall person,,, Bushnell said, ,,what

a person is

tl.:

,l-.1
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feels

and does and

suffers"'34

it

has "nothing

to

do

with

any

propositional truth whatever".35 Bushnell's meaning in preaching christ,

then,

is "to make christ himself everything"; to present

the gospel not

ke the person hÍmself

everything.

truth of Christ, he said, is

in his person
and receivable only from his person".36 It is a fact then to be carefuìly
The

'

noted, "that

all

"worded

the best saints and most impressive teachers of Christ

are those who have found

how

to prêbent him best in the dramatic

forms

of his personal history".37

'
said,

v{,e

This "living person", this "concrete personation", Bushneil
can speak of only

in terms of purpose: the person and wor.k of

Christ cannot be divided, christ enters the worli.{ as person rather
¿

than as theory, because only as person can he enter the world as power.

"If christ were a phi'losopher,

a

human

teacher, a

human example,

r,re

in our present scales of proportion, but he would as certain'ly do nothing for us equal to our want.,'38

might doubtless reason him and set him

is that which brings,u rìg.n"rative po!úer
and creates the soul anew in.the image of God; it is the,,life of God in
the soul of man"; it is christ dwelling in.ïunfs,sour and giving it a
form out of his own; it is Christ, ',manifested in such love and divinity
that, taken for salvation as a being, he can be truste¿,'.39 And so it
is that Bushnell's answer to the question, l,,lho is christ?, is always
given in terms of God's object in the incarnation:
The

true gospel, Bushnell said,

true answer is, that he i,s, externally viewed, a
union of God and man, whose object is to humanize the
concçption of God, and so to express or communicate
The

God.40

il:ì,.r'::iJ: ì

To say
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that Bushnell offered a christoìogy of manifestation,

is to say that he proclaimed the gospel as a person, who is
given as "a gift to the imagination". "The very purpose of the incarnation", he said, "is to get by or away from abstractions, and give the
then,

himself that Bushnell framed his christolqgy in forms and figures which
he intended as images

:

or

weakness

only, Correlatively,

of Bushnell's exposition

one may say

depends

tþat the strength

not onìy on his

own po!úers

sion, but also on the capacity of his reader for

fntellectual or spiritual

discernment._42

i It

follows from this that the depth and fertilíty of Bushnell's
-:
exposition of the person of Christ can be opened...more and more fully to
ì
the reader through the meanings of a single word"or phrase, As the rtformrr

of

God,

for

example,

God": in the

full

Christ

is

both image and

tife of the man is

beauty and love

life- In Christ, the sinner

the feeting of, God exp'ressed, "God's

)e or face".-"
in the human type
face".43

IAnd

thus

is the

I

i

gospel r"elational to man's deepest needs. As the'form of God, Christ is

the form of the soul: he embodies or .nvirig.s the divine love

friendship powerful'ly

',i

enough

to enter

them

and

into our 1ite.44

It seems to me that when a sinner of mankind beholds the
gracious look of God in the life and passion of Jesus, when
the graces of God's internal character and the depths of
his feeling are opened there to his view, and when he is
called to look into this glass with a face unveiled and be
changed into this same Ímage from glory to glory, it need
not mortify him. t¡lhat should he sooner do, were it only
for ambition's sake, than to let what is lovliest and highest
in God communicate with him and enter as a quickening and
regenerating power into his natur"e. For this is tþg only
.aim and import of what we call salvation by,grace.+5

: :.t :::
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it is that Bushnell

and see how the revelation
comes(out

of the physical,

words, things

visible

have

of

said we must "look into language

God

is coming and to come.

meanings coming

their highest

is

teaching us here

spiritual

out of meanings; in other

meaning and

reality

as being what they real]y are, images and signs of what
God

The

itself"

when taken

is invisible.

to look for the sol-id, not in the visible,

in what is revealed through it.

This

is

but

the secret l.uu.n hidden in

life of Christ and by him incarnated in the world. And this is the
sense in which'christ is the'iembodied token" of alt past history, the
the

interpreter of our otherwise

i
Adam is the figure of him that was to come, ú. ,..ond Adam,
because he, Christ, was to be the head, correspondently, of
a spiritual generation. Christ is David, Melchizedek,-ñtgft
priest,thespiritualRock,aprophetlikeuntoMoses
All the past is taken up as'metaphor for alt the future-.
that is, types for the expression of our higher truth.46

It is this view of christian truth which guideslushneil's
interpretation of the incidents of the life of Jesus. lrle have nothing
to do, he said, but to look upon the life and passion of Christ,las
belonging to the one divine person and, thrTugh these incidents, taken

all

as media

of divine expression,

come, as

dinectly as possible, into

the import and power of what is expressed."47 Did Jesus suffer

limitatìons of a

human

person? Did he grow in wisdom and

the

knowledge?

Did he reasonn obey, worship, suffer? The answer to any such question,
Bushnell said,

': 1 ..:
iìrj -.:
1-

world, Alt past history is
language for Christ, a preparation of physical bases for the supernatural
truth to come:
unmeaning

is one and the same:

If sometimes acts are attributed to him that seem to be
divine, sometimes others that seem to be human, we can
not say, 'this infers deity', 'this a human soul', we

-76can only refer them a'll alike to the one abnormal person,
and the secret mystery of his consciousness that
God may thus express his own feeìing and draw himself
into union with us, by an act of-Accommodation to our
human synpathies and ðapacities.48

In the matter of Christ's
to consider the

obedience, then, we are not so

much

obedíence as what the obedience expresses. "Man obeys

is, but the subject obedient state of christ is
accepted for what it conveys, or expresses."49 0r, if we speak of the
for

what obedience

worship paid by Christ, we are to see here that Christ
:.

is

expressing

i

is perfect in God, by using the human type according to its nature,
and the conditions to which it is subject- And of the passion and death

what

of Jesus, we can say nothing more aàequate and compìete than that herein
is revealed to us the suffering holiness of God: 'ì.
;
Therefore, when we come to the agony of the garden, and
the passion of the cross, we are not, with the speculative
:
Unitarian, to set up as a dogma, beforehand, and as
something that we perfectly know, that God can set Himself
in no possible terms of connection with suffering; nor
believing with the common Trinitarian, that theré are two
distinct natures in Christ, are we to conclude that no sort
of pang can touch the divine nature, and that onìy hìs
human part can suffer. l,le cannot thus intrude into the
interior of God's mysteries. We are only to see the eternal

:åji.åol":.:n.gör
The human

Jesus, they are

race--Divine Love manifested

and

t.- :.

,*
personality, the obedient, subject, suffering state of

all

"colors of the divine", vehicles of

God

are human, and incapable of apprehending the sensibility of

to man.

_:-,

ì':.:':.'

l,,le

God un:less

it is mediated to us in an objective form. And here is the precise
relation of the agony to the cross: "One is the reality, the other is
the outward sign or symbol".sl The value of the cross is not christ,s
physical suffering taken simply as

human

suffering. Its real value is

as form which mediates to us the suffering sensibìlity of God,'a
::'
l.:
l-

l

i i.

:{:!:iit:,i.:!.:->}:::eÌ;d
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_

revelation of such depth and intensity, that the

"human

vehicle breaks

under the shoc1r".52

According to the Fairfield hlest Association, Bushnell had, in
such statements as these, denied the

distinct

humanity

of J.rr..53

"Jesus, to his thinking, was God indeed," said Cyrus Bartol, "the manpart only appearance and costume",54 George park Fisher put it this
way:

The existence of
denied., was held

human spirituaì nature, if not expressly
to be of practically no account. It was

a

substantially the Apo'llinarian idea . God surrenders
himself to.the restrictions of a huhan organization, and
subjects himse'lf to the conditions of an earth'ly life on our
level, as a medium through which to manifest himself to us.
It is all, litera'lly speaking, divine thought, divine emotion,
divine action, even divine suffering. This l,las the fundamental thought in Dr, Bushnell's Christology,*¡-the thought
which, whatever were his mutations of opinioni was aìways
uPpermost.55

Bushnell said himself that he was aware
upholding

christ's real

humani:ty,

of the importance of
"For if christ be taken as a mere show

or theophany, having no real and historic place in-,humanity, then the
gospel has no longer any solid

import. It

becomes

ÃE

a phantasm and

nothing more."co But the charges brought against his view
person can nevertheless be substantiated.
element

is

nothing to me, save as

it

One does

fls Bushnelt said, "The human

brings me to God, or discovers to

me, a sinner, the patience and brotherhood

sin . . .u.57

of christ's

of

God

as a Redeemer from

not find in Bushnell's christology a view of

Christ's distinct personal manhood.

The meaning

of the incarnation is

the movement of God to man, the historic fact that God has come nîgh to

us, or fully expressed himself to us, through the human type or
To raise the question

of Chr:ist!s real humanity is to

form.

question

\

the reality of

atl form. 0restes

called

Biownson

it

"the grand heresy

of the nineteenth century", relating the problem specifically to a
pantheistic doctrine of creation. According to Brownson, Bushnell
mistaken entirely the character

of

God's immanence

had

in his works:

Dr. Bushnell assumes
tfrat the Iniarnation is simply Gód producing himseìf
outwardly in a finite form, or in a human person. This
he connects with the more general doctrine, that creation
is nothing but God's producti.on or expression of himself
i n f i ni te f orms, These forms, that i s, what !rlê, ccrl t
external things, being nothing but God outwardly produced,

The fundamental emor asserted by

must be God, ánd the áuthor cánnot deny it, for-God's
supposed production of himself in the finite form of the
human person he expressly caì1s God, and maintains, as
such, to be a proper object of divine worship. Here, then,
'is the entire universe, taken collectively and distributively,_{eified, and represented as worthy to be worshipped
as

eoä.58

If, at the time of his Discourses,

i:
Bushnei'll was aware

of

the

,tension between a real and a symbolic humanity, he saw neither the
necessity nor the possibility of reconcÍting the paradox. As late,as
1869, he wrote

what he

is in

that

"God thus manifest

his merely

human

in the flesh, is

personality, and how'thai personality is

related to and unified with the divine nature,
however,

everything;

is

nothirg.rr5$

hle know,

that this conclusion failed to sustain him, and that in

IBVZ,

b

in a remarkable sermon, "Our Relations To Christ in the Future Life",
Bushnell made one last attempt to clarify his symbo'lic view.
He returned to the question of Christ's humanity by way of a
compìaint brought against him by the Minority Committee of the Hartford
Central Association, to whom was assigned the duty of preparing a suitable
rep'ly to the communication of the Fairfield l,lest Association. A charge
was therein made, as distinct from that of denying the trinity, that
,Bushnell's view in God In Christ involved a denial of the doctrine of the

r1:,:.':r.i:.1
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glorified

humanity

of Jesus. Bushnell

supposed the charge

provoked by the unsatisfactory reference he had made

to that text
Theology

to

I

of Paul,

an

in

to

God

Cor. 15:28, and while he admitted

have been

In Christ

in Christ In

unsatisfactory conception of the doctrine, he did not

perceive then that the

difficulty

with his synbo'lic view,

he experienced connected

any more than

in

any way

with the views of others:

Tlla! theologian must be gifted with a remarkable facility
of faith who has never yet, found a difficulty in supposing,
ei ther that the one God, or that an eternal person of theDivine Three, the Son of God, underwent a permanent change
of State befo¡re all worlds, in the year I of our Christián
era; that in this particular speck óf tne system of the
universe, at a certain date in the parish register, if I
may so speak, of the town of Bethlehem, he entered into
union with humanity, and is hereafter and forever to reign
over the known universe of angels and all the popuìations
of the sky^.,in the humanity tñen assumed and siroi^tly after
g'lorifi ed. þu

l'l:':1 _ia
:--'. .t :
:- :
l:'¡
'l

Surely, Bushnell said i n 1872, we must base our piety, not

a relationship with the man, Jesus, but with Jesus the Christ.

on

,'The

for aìl its operative value and spiritual consequence to
the world, on the fact that Jesus is the christ, the man-form used as
vehicle for the eternal l,lord and Lord."6l But what courd he say to
gospe'l hangs,

.j

himself and to others who were drawn to the humanity of Jesus, finding

there the fullness of

God brought

the joy of such faith

is

low? Could one dare to imagine that

conditioned forever by the

it

human person

at whose

Is the Lamb,on the Thr"one the Son
of Mary stilt? can we hope, in our expectation for the future tife, to

ministry or from
possess

Christ

whose

still

love

began?

as forever what he was historically, "that as being

in the form.of God he took the form of a servant, so no!ú he is a servant
,62
in the form of God"
Bushnell replied unequivocally with an answer that surely marks

-80the

limit of his understanding of form. Taking his doctrine of incar-

nation back into the very being of
idea that

it

was necessary

God

himself, Bushnell rejected the

in the incarnation for

soul not before existing, and without character of
"humanity was

in the type of his own everlasting

creation and before incarnation,
"He had,

f;

its

own,

person

God was somehor¡,,

or in

for

before".

Before

some sense, Man:

that is, an anthropoidal natureo which anthropoidal nature is

a kind .of Divine
himsel

to take up a man-

God

Man-Form

or Word, by which he thinks himself, incarnates

f i n hi s . creati ons. "63 t^lhat fai th di scerns i n
then, is no casual breaking in on history, no apparition

and types himsel

the incarnation,

or epiphany, but the beginning and the end of system, "the Man, even the
God-Man' everlasting'ly present, integrally present, in trinity before
either

we

It

or the world
was

began

be".64

his symbolic method, Bushnell said, which,by "simply

all his supposed heresies in
to the trinity and the person of christ. l,le are then led to

cutting short speculation",
reference

to

question whether,

had caused

in his final

version of these doctrines, Bushnelt did

not become himself as "speculative" as his critics, whether in his

olvn

of the mystery of God, he did not, in fact, take !'the great
truths in question, out of their: synbols".65
penetration

Bushnelt would have said

that

speculations"' that his own views

he

still

did not

marked

falì

prey

to "idle

the difference

!'between

constructing and receiving a gospel".66 He spoke, he said, "to persons

of intelTigence

and thoughtfulness";67

thut

is, to those to whom it

i,s

given, through the "interpretative imaginings and discernings'of faith",

to

understand a metaphor,. 9od, the unknowable,

himself

ilwill sometimes utter

in the knowle-dge thus of a believing consciousness, more

-81
indubitably than a rock or a mountain seen by the eyes. Faith beholds
more

piercingly than they, looks farther

It

was

this close relationship

in,

sweeps

a larger horizon.,,68

which Bushnell perceived between

inlet function of man's

imagination to which

they ar:e given, that enabled him to "1ook farther

in" to the mysteries

God's revelations and the

of trinity and incarnation. He assumed it as a "fundamental principlê",
he said in Christ In Theology, "that the value of the word rests in the
impress,ions it is to produce in us";69 o" ín other words a few pages
later,,he said that the "object" of God's revelations is "the law,and
limit of our inquiries".70 In Nature and the supernatural, he stated
as "the inevitable,
hre

first fact of natural

convictíon with us", that "what

earnestly want, we know that we shall assuredly

find".7l In other

"faith-talent", or" what we might call the
symbolic imagínation, that perceiving by trust which opens a soul to God,
functions in Bushnell's theology as the limiting factor of inquiry into

words, what Bushnell ca'lled

truth. If

there

is no salvation without

human

cormitment, then Bushnell

it down as the fundamental princip'le of symbolic knowledge,
that God will open as much truth to us in his revelations as is needed

could put

to

engage

our trust

:,:_'j

ì.:-:.

CHAPTER FOUR

The l^lork

of Christ:

Atonement

as the 'lart of

In 1851, Bushnell wrote that his doctrine of
him twenty years

of patient search and labour.l Th"

of both'continuity

,

and pause:

it is a harkening

back

God"

atonemen't had cost

remark

','

is suggestive

,..

to ttre Yale

of his doctrine of atonement with that
decisive experience; at the same time, it is an allusion to the long
interlude between l83l and Bushnell's "inward personal discovery of
õ
Christ",z For further insight into the remark, we might turn to Bushnell
himself, whose frequent observations on the stages of his or^rn religious
conversion, and so a connection

developrnent

afford implicit

meaning

of both the progress

and form of

his thought.

It is significant that Bushnell's
awakening

of t83I calls

description of his spÍritual

up that favorite romantic musical instrument,

for the mind's response to the:divine
a
informing 'fbreeze of inspiration".' For, as he said on another occasion,
just as the wind harp is made to be the vehicle of sound, "our created
minds are made to be orchestras within, vibrating in great feeling,
silent feeling if you wiìl, to God .",4 'This equation between
the Aeotian harp, as an analogue

inspiration

and music

points not only to Bushnell's discovery in I83l

of the poetry and fluidity of

language, the "second,

third,

and

¡".

il',.:.'.' ,.i
'

thirtieth

sensesofwords.,;butalsotohr.snew.foundconsciousnessoftheharmony

of things, the divine givenness of the:wor:ld's analogies, that words can

-82-
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-83be used symbolicaìly only as they are used

contrary to

"in their nature, and not

it".5

During the 1830's and the T840's, Bushnell sought to root this

discovery of symbotic language

in a wider sphere of reference, one that
would involve a total metaphysic of the universe. The veil was lifted,
he said, in IB48 in a vision which opened his "spiritual understanding"
of the gospel.6 In 1848, Bushnell saw for the first time that the
gospeÏ

itself is symbol,

contrived by

God and

offered to

human

feeling.

thís time, the breeze of inspiration was all-informing" From lB48
to the end of his life, Bushnell was led to ever enlarged conceptions of

And

the order and completeness of the one system of

God

as interpreted through

Christ, "the form of the soul'1, God manifested to feeling and so organically united with the human race and become a new-creating power in
hi

story.

of this vision are nowhere more evident than in
Bushnell's doctrine of atonement, "a view of christ,and his,work that
has its reality and value in forms that carry effect through the imagina-,
tion and the heart".1 0n the one hand, Bushnell offered his view as a

.

wholly

The resources

new conception and was

censures

it

therefore not surprised at the

many

encountered. 0n the other hand, his was a comprehensive

view which both revealed and comprehended:the "objective" and "subjective,,

poles.

He approached

his doctrine, then, through the extreme or

con-

flicting views then prevailing in New England, and spoke only in terms
and "restoring".8

At the one extreme, Bushnell pointed to two varieties of orthodox
or "objective" theory of atonement, the penaì substitution theory, and
the Edwardean'or governmental view. 'The former theory, according to the

i.jiirl:;i,.:
:i: :,1:i:

íli:

Shorter catechism of the Ì.lestminster Assembly, comprised a view of

Christ's work as appeasing divine wrath and satisfying divine justice
through a direct and

literal substitution of the suffering that was

to man. This was a theory, Bushnelt said, which generated moral

due

objections "with such marvelTous fecundity, that we can hardly state
them as

fast as they occur to us".9
But Bushnell's New England brethren, he said, had largely

reriounced such ideas

whole subject

of

of'penal suffering, and had, in fact, cast the

atonement

in

of their

molds

own.- .According

to the more

mitigated "Edwardean" theory, Christ was said to have suffered only
much

pain as would constitute a compensative expression of God's indig-

nation against

sin.l0

God's abhorrence
government and
some

so

Th. assumption was that as punishment expresses

to sin, or his justice,

God

could sustain his noral

lay a ground of forgiveness without punishment, only by

equivalent expression of abho"r.n... As stated by Jonathan

Edwards,

Jr.:
The atonement

is

the substitute

for the punishment

threatened in the law; and was designed to answer the same
ends of supporting the authority of the law, the dignity
of the divine moral. government, and the consistency of the
divine conduct in legislation and execution. By the
atonement it appears that God is determined that his law
shall be sup-ported; that it shall not be despised or
transgressed with impunity; and fþat it is an evil and a
bitter thing to sin against God. I
According to both the Edwar:dean theory and that
catechism, what Bushnell calted the

,

of the Shorter

"ritualistic" or the "objective"

side of the gospel had been asserted as literal theologic or theoretic

truth.
that

Bushnelt pointed

each form

for

example

to the sacrifice of Christ,

saying

of orthodoxy he'ld "the literal sacrifl'ce of christ",

the

-85one as paying the

full

debt which sinners owed to God; the other

as

to sin. In both cases, the immediate
or first effect of christ's work '¡ras seen to operate on God.12
In opposition to these objective conceptions of atonement, New
expressing the abhorence of Gdd

.

,, England Unítarians preached

a view of ,,at-one-ment,,, that

of Christ's wotk as being designed to operate wholly

tively,

Ís,

on man, subjec-

as a curative to human character- No view was more disdained

by the Unitarians than that the work of Christ was to produce

in the mind of
to

a view

change

mar

God towards

man, As Channing put

it,

Christ

some change

came

n's mind, and the highest object of his mission was

rather

,,the

recovery of men to virtue or holiness",l3 christ accomplished this
sublime purpose
seem

in the main through his moral example, and herein

would

to lie the real connection between Christ's death and human

forgivener, - l4

In

accordance

with their anti-trinitarianism

Christ following therefrom,

New England

and the view of

Unitarians had compìetely cast

Christianity. It
is of the utmost importance, Channing said, for Christians to hold fast
the doctrine of a. purely spirituaì Divinity, for God has not presented
himself to man in any form which admits of representation-]5 Ch"istianity
represents a refinement of the spirituat prrinciple, and so an abolition
of "the ceremonÍal and outward worship of former times . . . those
aside what Bushnell cal'ted the objective character of

.,...à

grosser modes of describing God, through which the ancient prophets had

peopt.".l6 And pre-eminently, Christianity
must free itself from the trinitarian error of "materializing and

,sought

to

impress an unrefined

the supreme Being", the leading feature of which was the
doctrl'ne .of a corporeal God dying on,a cross.lT It was this error,
embodying

1"1¡-r.-i:.
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-86Channing

said, which accounted for orthodoxy's crass notions of inter-

cession and substitution;

of "justificationi' u, distinct from the pure

paternity of eod.tB
Bushnell described his method

lay out the negative part of his

begin.
of

He came

atonement;

in

discourse as being

argument and then

first

to'let his subject

to Harvard in l84B with a "subjective-objectivel,

with the

new-found message

opposit.r, but fellow truths,

and

false only

in order to attain a distinct

And as an

view

that the extremes are not
when they are separated.l9

First,. he separated them, in terms of the New England context,
on'ly

to

conception

of the view

and this

he was

to offer.

interpretive tool, Bushnell said, he adopted the conventional

"subjective-objective" dichotomies, warnìng however of a meaning in

them

"derived from my own uses""20

In separation, Bushnell said, neither view is the true or sufficient gospel- Unitarian Christianity he saw not:as a refinement of the

spiritual principle but as a sort of regresr'ion- "Christianity, set
forth as a mere subjective, phi'losophic doctrine, wou'ld fail, just where

all

philosophies have

failed.." In one view,

he

said,

it is

the great

of the Christian preacher to bring men to reflection. But still,
there is nothing in reflection of true religion:

work

is in the Christian state till he gets by, and, in
one sense, beyond reflective action.. And pnecisely here
is the fundamental necessity of an objective form ôr forms
.of art in the Christian scheme" l^lhile a man is addressing
his own nature with means, motives, and remedies, acting
reflectively on, and, of course, for himseìf, he is very
certain'ly held to that which he needs most of all to estape,
viz-, the hinging of his life on himself, and the interests
of his own.person- This, in fact, is the sin of his sin,
that his Iife revolves about himself, and does not center
in'God - .
t{hat he needs just here, while struggling
vainìy to lift himself,by his own shoulders, is the
No man

:

üÈß.;Ít:71ä;:þ4

-87 presentation of a religion object'ively made out for him
Precisely here it is that Christian liberty, begins, and
here is the joy of a true Christian experiencq! It is
going clear òt-self to live in the objäctive.2l
There

is a profound

philosophic necessity that a religion which

is to effect the reconciliation of man to God, should have an objective
character. "The Christ must

it,

become

a religion for the soul and before

therefore a.Rite or Liturgy for the world's feeling--otherr^lise

christianity were incomplete, or imperfect"-22 But

we cannot hold the

literal sense. This is why or.thodoxy in New Engtand had
ccrne to represent such a dry and sterile entanglement- And it was the
objective in a

logical difficulties

incumbent upon such

literalism that

had driven

Bushnell himself almost to desperation with respect to the doctrines of

the person and work of

Christ- In 1848, Bushnell

discovered that

it is

the sytnbol which reconciles opposites--and that the who'le objectÍve side

of Christianity
he

said, that

must be seen

in this light-

he was speaking

upon as images because they

of

Neither

let it

be imagined,

symbols which are man-made, only seized

are at hand. "They are prepared, as God's

art, for the representation of christ and his worrk; and if we
refuse to let him pass into this form, we have no mold of thought that
can fitly represent him'l-23 As a preìiminary to Bushnell's view of
form of

atonement, the following passage from Chûst

of his over-all

approach, and suggestive

In Theology is both indicative

of the real

"spiritual understanding" which was opened to

him

meaning

of that

in lB4B:

It islobjected, for examplen that I deny the sacrifice of
Yes, I deny any thing and every thing- of-nãoutward form of'sacrifice in the death of Christ, and so
does the objector- 0r, if not, he sees at a glance that
hemust.Perhapshehasthoughtandbeenaccustomedto
say that he holds the literal sacrifice of Christ. But
the moment his attentionis hetd to the subject a tittle
Christ.

i:r': ":

'

'::

..':

¡-

:.

-88more

closely, he sees that he can not hotd the

literal,

in the sense of an outward, formal sacrifice. Then,
admitting this, the question rises, what does he hold?
A spiritual sacrifice certainly, one that is analogica'l
to the outward sacrifice of the altar, and of which that
is a,type or figurê , .
I will venture, in short,

to affirm that whoever of you will undertake to settle
precisely what he himself rneans by the sacrifice of Christ,
after re$ecting the idea oî a forma'l or outward sacrifice,'
will come to a result so nearly identical with my supposed
herresy, that he can not show the difference. Nothing will

.

prevent his doing it, unless it be that he relapses,
unconsciously and without knowing it, into a construction
of the word that really identifies the spiritual sense with
the outward form; instead of holding the latter as a type
and figure only of the former, ¡çpaiated from it, of cóurse,
as the sign from the signified.¿q
hle do

is

not understand Christ, Bushnell said, until we see that

God

"a being who holds his ends in contact, ever, with His beginnings,

and His beginnings

with His ends".25 This

is to say that God has been

first for an objective religion, just,so that the grace
of christ might be an operative po!{er within men- 0r it is to say that
planning from the

thesupernatura].remedywhichChristbringstotheworldcouldnotbe

effective without the "Divine

Form"

of christianity.

The view

of

atone-

mentwhichBushne]]developedfromtheseconceptionshecal]eda
"subjective-objective" one, or a view
Stated

of "representational objectivi ty".26

briefly, it is a vÍew which regards the work of Christ as a matter

of subjective

impressions which are realized under and represented by

objective forms of

truth.

The most

distinguishing features of this view

might be stated at the outset:

l.

Symbolism
means

is the key to Bushnell's

ii::;: t;:::''.:;

understanding

of atonement.

that all. aspects of Christianity which Bushnell considers

part of

its

"objective" character, he interprets in terms of

This
as

symbol

it is God's way, in casting the molds of things,
"to show us first what is natural, and afterwards what is spiritual,

or analogJ; that

l:

i::::. ,:l .:::;,).-- jl
:i.!: :1:i:!
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-89as

it

may be

signified thereby

interpreters of the

2.

higher"

making arways the lower

to

be

.27

in all cases "divine forms",
"contrived by God" and of,fered to faith, for man's redemption. This

Bushnell regards these syrnbo:ls to be

that B.ushnell's dóctrine of atonement develops as the full

means

expression.

3.

.

of his moral economy scheme.

Bushnel:l's doctrine of atonement unfords his meaning
economy"

oi

,,moral

not in terms of punition, but of deliverance. Essential

to his view is his
penally coercive

of "the curse": a condition of
discipline ordained for spiritual profit and
understanding

recovery.

4.
5.

judicial penalty involved in atonement.
The curse works not onl¡¿ to show man his sin, but also to the progressive evoìution of human sensibility.

6.

To say

There

is

no

that Bushnel'l interprets atonement in terms of synbot, is to
say that his who'le doctrine rests on an intuitive epistemo:logy, on
:

the vitaì connection between impression and response; form and feeling.
l^lhen

Bushnelt spoke

in terms of "reclaiming" and "restoring", he

referring specificatly to his objective view of atonement,..or to
that aspect of his subjective-objective view. For if he found the

'was

Edwardean

.'view was

theory to be unsatisfactory, and

to

if

the older and more venerable

in what he did to vir.tualty reclaim all that was real and essential to the power of the
orthodox doctrine of atonem"nt.28 The objective character or the objective side of Christiänity Bushnell defined in terms of forms, synbols,
or images which are the objective equivalents of manls subjective
him repugnant, nevertheless he hoped

ll:

: : .;:.

i.:::'::
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-90their role in the moral scheme of God is to render effective
the real end and aim of Christ's work in souls; or stated differently,
impress,ions;

they act as vehicles or molds of graceo "palpable forms", which are

forth to man's perceptive capacÍty or to the repose of faith; to
draw,toattract,toembrace,.,toconnect,,uswiththegraceofGod'
hetd

As part of Christianity's outward objectivity, Bushnelt elaborated "a

largely scriptural

and verbal discussiorl", including

all

forms of

rituals, events, which signify, as in form, God,s
of man fnom penal discipline, such as altar forms, terms of

language, ceremonies,

deliverance

substitution, and legal terms of justification, In addition, as part

of his objective view,

letter or form; and the
moral power of Christ as the power of form or the power of impression.
In reference to the sacrificìat terminologies of Christianity,
he discussed the law as

Bushnell used such expressions as "mystic symbolS", I'dívine

art" and

"mystic terminology"; not designed by man but "contrived by God,,; not
ornamentat but the 'imolds of grace", the "operative vehicles,, of'the
power

of Christ.

And

it

was

Bushnell saw Christianity as

in terms of this objective

character that

fulfilling rather than displacing Judaism;

that while it dismisses,the outward rites,and objectivities of the oìd
re]igion, it.does in fact erect these into so many inward objectivities;
that Christianity consecrates the ritual terms and figures of
as the "Divine Form" of Christian grace for all futur:e time:

to suppose that Christianity is disit has final'ly cleared us of
all rituali-ties or objectivities, introduôing a purely
subjective and p.hilosophic or ideal piety. This they
fancy is the real distinction between JudaÌsm and
Christianity .. .
The scheme of God is one, not many.
The positive institutions, rites, historic processes of
Some persons appear

tinguished by the fact that

the ante-Christian ages are

all

so many pr.eparrations

made

Judaism

i
l.:

lr'

:.:-.;!.;f

-91 by the transcendent wisdom of God, with a secret design
to bring forth, when it is wanted, a divine form for lhe
Christian truth--Which, if we do not perceive, the o^
historic grandeur of Christianity is well nigh lost."

It

was according

to this typology that Bushnell interpreted att'

the sacrificiaì terminologies and substi,tutional forms of Christianity.

In the terrn ''sacrifice'i, for example, Bushnell denied everything of
the outward form of sacrifice in the death of christ. The term is a

"spiritual word-figure";: he said, "one that is analogical to the
outward sacrÍfice of the altar, and of whÍch that is a type or figure".30
This means that ancient sacrifices were'given by God to be types of

the higher sacrifice of christ, and that the term, "sacrifice" has thus
been made a type or physica'l root of a spiritual language to be figured
by

it

we

must'return to an "etymological

and

buiìt

upon

it.

To get our understanding

"

study

of this term, then,

of ancient sacrifices

as

figures or bases of the language for Christ.
Hebrew

sacrifices, Bushnelt said, were both human and divine in

their origin. Just as human language originated by a divine instigation
acting

thrrough man's

instincts

and through secret helps

and voices, so God acted providentially

of instigation,

causing men

.,-:4.

to feel the need

of sacrifice.._Because there urere no types in nature out of which, as
roots,

such words could grow as would

signify a matter so entirely

supernatural as the gr:acious work of Christ, God pr.epared artiiicatîy
language

fice.

a

for Christ, through such forms as the ancient ritual of sacri-

Thìs means that Sôcrifices throughout history have not been the

mere spontaneous, contrivances
God, as

if

of

they were ordered by

relate, in fact, to all

men,

some

Godls future

but "just ôs,,tprjly appointed,,by

vocal utterance from heaven.

They

in,the kingdom of His Sonr,and are

-92as truly necessary, it may be, to that future as the incarnation itself.

of incarnation before the time".3l
Implicit in this method of interpretation is Bushnell's enti,re
moral economy scheme. The type, he said, is a natural analogon or
figure of sorne mental or spiritual idea; and the whole outward world
Nay, they are themselves a kind

itself

has been.designed by God as a grand natural

furniture or typo-

logy, comesponding to the final uses of things as forms of thought

spirit in.the

of lost men. l¡le cannot construe meanings
backward, then, but we must follow them out in that progressive way in

and

moral recovery

which they have been prepared, even as we know that the whole

economy

is a process of unsheathing, the higher spiritual meanings coming
after and out of, the physical roots on which they grow. If we are to
of

God

understand the

sacrifices, then,

we must take them in their outward forms, and in the meaning
they had to the people that used them, júst as we take all
the physical roots of language; and then, having found what
they were in that first stage of use, we must gó on to
conceive what Christ will háve tþçm iignify, iñ the higher

uses

of His spiritual sacrifice.JZ

Even

to go back to its simp]e first stage, Bushnell could not

find the power

in

and sÌgnificance

of the ins-titution of sacrifice either

the fact that the animal was s'lain or that the victim suffered pain

in dying.

And having sketched an

outline of the sacrificiat history in

i.ts stages of progress, he concluded that the value and power of sacri-

in its being instituted by God as a transactional liturgy-"not a ver:bal liturgy, but a transactional, having its power and value,
not in anything .said, taught, reasoned, but in what is done by the
worshippêr, and.beforre and for him, in the transaction of the ri¿." 33
fice

inheres

The

religion.of the Jewish people

had developed as

a carefuìly

-93ritual of outward exercises. In the first

exact

stage

the peopte had so little reflective capacity that

for

it

of its history,

was impossible

all ceremony
before the eyes. But the deeper truth of that history is that God'was
to

them

make anything

managing those people and

of a religion that
training

them

not

was

towards.Himself, Their religion

before the eyes had in fact "a mystiq power wholìy transcendent,

their

regards

profound,

own understandÍng, and one

of the relation of

as

that involved an insight

so

form to sentiment, that God only could

have prepared i1".34

their transactional liturgy, the careful choice of the
animal, the offering of the flesh in smoke, the sprinkling of the blood,

in the Jewish people an implicit faith, a sentiment, a

piety, which'they did not understand ihemselves, and which they could
not have stated'in words that suppose a reflective capacity.35 And in
the pr:ogress of their history, with the unfolding

of the reflective
habit, their souls began to move beyond the ritual effect to an awareness
of a deeper sentiment. Retigion was becoming more openly reflective
and spir.itual

:being

of

at

with the

movement

once form and pure

of history

subjectivity;

toward

who

Christ,

who

!s in his

is the immediate

knowledge

God.

Therea]significanceoftheinstitutionofsacrifice,.-.then,
lay in its effect on the feeling of the worshipper- The effect,

Bushnell

said, was "lustral simply". The expense, the pains-taking, the rituals

of the ancient sacrifices,

ô.lT had

their

power

in

worshipper may never have associated the outward

state, yet there

was

-:.

...

':'-tt i:.

l:.
l.'.: l::
l t.ì : :

Through

God generated

Ìr

a

comespondence

making

clean.

The

titurgy with his

inwar:d

thereto, by which a man,s faith

waseXercisedandh,is,purification.effected:

.

-94This, at least, was the p'lan, though it was possible for
them to fail of the true result, as it is for us, under
a more reflective and self-regulative form of piety.
They were to deposit their soul in the outward ritá, and
there to let it rest; and then the outward rite was relied
upon to be a power in the heart. The plan was, to frame
g reìigion that would produce its results artisticalty;
that is, immediately, wi!þout reflection, b.y the mere
ìiturgic force of forms"Jb

it is for us to deposi't our souls in the sacrifice of
christ, to receive christ as fulfilling the analogy of the ancient
And so

sacrifice, "serving like uses, only in a higher key, and in a more
perfect manner, with a more complete lustral effec 1".37 christ is our

sacrifice, not in a literal, but in a figurative sense.
view, Christ does not begin to be the real and true

all

And

in this

sacrifice,'till

He

literalities of sacrifice, and becomes the fulfilment
of their meaning as figures".38 It took many centuries to get the
figures ready, to prepare a language at all competent to set for.th ,,the
goes above

everlasting
the

the

Lamb element

new language

in God's nature"-39

is "sacrifice":

And the

central fi.gure of

"a word as much more significant

when

applied to Christ, than when applied to the altar ceremony, as the

of

God

signifies

more than

a

lamb"40

:

Lamb

:

. for

the Lamb is not other than God, outside of God,
suffering before God, but he is with God most internalty.
What we call _gracg, .fgrgiveness, mercy, is not something
elaborated after God is-God, by transáctional work befoie
him, but it is what belongs to hÍs inmost nature set_forth
and revealed to us by the Lamb, in joint supremacy.4l

In a similar

manner, Bushnell interpreted words pertaining

secondarily to sacrifice, or to the effects of

to

speak

of propitiati.ng

accustomed

God

sacrifice.

For example,

is to speak in the same sense as a Hebrew,

to offer his propitiatory sacrifice for sin, would use the

term. If the Hebrew were a man of the earlier stage under the ritual,

'

.95ìike'ly not understand his feeling or thought in
offer a propitiation upon the altar.
he would

coming to

But if he be a worshipper of the later times, the time,
for example, of David and the prophets, when the
reflective habit is a little more unfolded, and piety ìs
growing more subjective, he will begin to revolve the
question interna'llyn 'and wil l- final ly reply that he finds
the need of a sacrifice in himself, and the wants of his
own character as a sinner, and not in God , And the
moment such a thought occurs to him, or dawns upon his
understanding, and he begins to see the objective form of
the rite as related to his subjective exercise, it will be
as if he were jus!^coming to a distant appreheñsion of its
nature and value.+¿

If

then

it is

said that

God

for the sins of the world, there is

sent his Son to be a propitiation
no such thought as that God is

placated or satisfied by the sacrifice

is that God has instituted

an economy

of Christ,

of

pr:ayer

The

to work on christian

souls so that when the sinner comes to hang himself
he

is

true conception

in faith

upon

brought into a real and true peace with God. The real'ity

Christ,

of

the

propitiation is the subiective renovation which is wrought through the
objective figure:
And so, when we speak of propitiating God, the subjective
impressions and dispositions wrought in the sacrificer, or
the disciple, are themselves the ground or condition of
peace and divine manifestations in the soul, othen¡lise not

yielded.

God is really become propitious, only noË^by
effects wrought in himself, but in his worshipper.4J

If

we take the word, "atonement", and put

process, we bring

it to the same result.

it

through the

same'

The Hebrew worshipper came to

atone, and while his thought may have been objectively occupied with

expiating or making
was

amends

for his sÍns, the real effect of his ritual

subjective, "that he has

come under

a higher impression of,the

sanctity of, the taw he has violated,and .a new purpose of obedience to

-96-

it" .44
1n

Atonement, as applied

to Christ, is just what is figured by it

the ancient sacrifice:
i.. . that while, in form of thought, he expiates our sin
before God by his sufferings and death, the real force of

'

the transactíon, thus objectively stated, is that he
in us and the world of mankind an impressÍon that
Ggd.is right, and sin ip wrong, a.nd the law hôty, and
obedience iust .
.".+þ
prgduces

Similarly, "remission", objective in its form of thought, has
its reatity "in an internal absolution frorn the law of sin; a regeneration

of the spirit in duty, Iove and purity,,*46 Srbrtitutional forms such
as "being made a curse for us"; "bruised for our iniquities',; ,,with his
stripes

we

are healed", must be taken as objective representations of

the suffering mercy by which we are cleared of our sins and restored to
peace

with God. And an investigation of the actual uses in the

Testament
show

of

any words

of the altar like,

that they are used

lrt, it

New

or "redemptionl,, will
not as commercial, but as objective sacrificiaì
"ransom"

was Bushnell's conclusion

that

all

such forms of

the scripture find their natural significance as figures, or "mystic
symbols", such as both transcend our speculative understanding and effect

our union with God. And it

is

the latter: point which is most

vital, for

without these forms offer"ed to imagination or impression, man's re-

inspirationwouldnotbepossib1e.Thelanguageofthealtersignif'ies
more than

a

human

ìnvention, and more than a casual or accid.nìul

"It is only part of the same view", he said,
"that Christ is an accident, and that redemption is no real plan of God

apptication of figures*

in the earth;

prepared by no shadows in the past,

that connect with

things to come, in the future".47 0n the contrary,
under the

God represents

altar forms in order to make an impression that is

both

good

history

:r.l .:r i ;
i: ;',"Ì":;,.::
i .j;

-97in any other way; and this is to say that,
taken as objective to faith, the altar forms set us in just that attiimpossible and inconceivabte

tude in which the reconciling power

It

of Christ

can operate efficaciously.

part of the same objective form of Christianity that

was as

institute of law, or what he calted the
f'taw by government", This is a part of his doctrine of atonement which

Bushnell discussed.the mora'l

Bushnell was

stitl

developing when he wrote Forqiveness anä Law; aspects

of it are obvious in

In christ, chris! In Theology, and Natüre and
the supernatural, and his struggling with it accounts for a good part
of The Vicarious Sacrifice.

It

was

God

in the latter

book

that Bushnell

developed the

r't :

distinction

called the "law before government" and the "law by
government", ô hypothetical distinction which he pr"oposed in an effort
between what he

to affive at a view of justification

independent

of any penal or substi-

tutionary ideas. Although his writing on the subject in

I exercise
tinction afforded

BushneTl seems

to

l

1866 appears to

which this dis-

have been a valuable

one,

By the

time he wrote Forgiv-eness and Law, Bushnell could present his ideas

on

'eer vocabulary and in terms

-. of his over-arching

moral theory.

It is by way of this distinction

that

of the law as form wirt be approached.
The real meaning of the law for Bushnell is the "law abso1utei',
' that innate and necessary idea of right which is common to all moral
natures, also called the "law of conscience", and according to his
Bushnell's meaning

. hypothetical distinction, the ',law before government,,,48

It is this

simpte idea

of right, very nearly answered by the relational

love,'which

commands

all

moral natures'from eternity;

law of

i,t is the same to

it:.,L!:

-: :ì

t:ilìiì{:nrì
:._i;::::r:1..

-98created souls

in all orders,

and the same to God as

"the grand, all-regulative, Moral Idea of Right

.

to them. It is

.

the

Monarch

'Principle of the soul. It.puts all moral natures under an immediate,
indefeasible bond of.sovereignty".49 In other words, there !{as a selfexistent law before God's will, and before His act in instituting
government and law.

It is this

conception of a law before government, bushnell said,

which we must'relate

specifically to the Falt.

certainly,

And as

the

reality of disorder and unnature signifies the rejectio¡ of
this ideal law' No partìcular act is sinful, save as the absolute law
of right is implicitly violated in it. ,'Any fall must be transacted
really before this Ïaw; for the guiìt of breaking any'law creates a iall,
profound

only as this grand, all-inclusive law

.Ê^

is cast off,

and

the regulative

principle of the life is changed:"50 And here, Bushnelt said,
want and place

of true

is

the

redemption:

Everything God does in His legislations, and punishments,
and Providential governings of the world, is done to
fortify and glorify the Law before Government. All that
He will do, in redemptive suffering and sacrifice, revorves
about this.prior Everlasting Law, in the same manner. In
this law His supreme last eñds aie gathere¿; oui ôi ir,it
law all His beatitudes and perfectiõns have their sprÌng.
redemprion can have principar i^espect

i3 ilri[iil :î]::u1s

What Bushnell wanted

and the curse which followed
redemptive

sacrifice,

to illustrate

was :that ,the

law, the

death

its rejection, and Godls grand work of

have no dir.ect reference

to instituted statutes

or judicial penalties existing therefrom. It is a great mistake, he
said, to form our conception of law in terms of specific codesr suGh as
the decalogue or the Ten Cornmandme:tr.

t,,le

must

distinguish

between

tf,.
:,'ir:r-,r':l

-99institution of law and the absolute law of right, for this is a basjc
distinction

between form and

spirit,

The problem was, Bushneil

souls, to produce
would enforce

it

profit and loss.

objective and subjective.

said, to set up a moral

practical configuration of the ideal law which
empirically through motives of reward and puníshment,
some

And

to this end God "takes the law absolute

the world of prudence, re-enacting

it

government includes

to an administrative polity

in both explicating

and

statute,
may

get

vindicating the law before

us

itt

management,

and judgment, and

ample range

into

instituted

God,s

"a large creative outfit and providential

where contrivance, and counsel, and

down

there and preparing to traín

into it, by a drill-practice under sanctio!r".52

belongs

regimen in

all

that

of opportunity,,

governmunt.53

instituted law, including both the moral legistations of
the Scripture and the common laws of society, inaugurates the order of
justice and penal sanctions, The order of justice is, in other
words,
The

the naturaì order, and the working of justice

it

discharges

in the matter of government. It

is

the vindicatory function

works through

definitely

enforced applications and

definite penalties maintained with impartial
exactness- The justice of God is his vindicatory firmness in maintaining
his own instituted law; it is grounded in the natural or objective order

of law, and in

of that potity for His own moral ends.
The instituted law is given by God in a way of positive enactment,
God's uses

appointing what we are to do, or not to do,

for the due fulfilment of
the absolute 1aw, As such, the instituted law is a necessary co-factor
in redemption. It gives adhesiveness to the law, which otherwise, as
being ideal' man might

lightly dismiss.

sanctions' even the coarsest mind

is

Through the pressures

fastened practically

in

of its

an

av\rareness

l::i::'

-
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of that subjective disorder which might otherwise be lost to dull
susceptibitities. More exactly, the instituted law has for its office
the unfo'lding of the moral sense:
By

it the law before government is

specìfically,

and the

reenacted, or applied
definitely enforced applications

are so many points of obligation impressed. The soul
therefore, living under sin, cannot drum itself to sleep
in mere generalities of wrong; for it hears cdndemning
thunders breaking in from almost every point of duty in
the scheme of life. The moral sense too is mightily
qúickened by the arrival of justice, and the tremendous
energy in which it comes.. For it is a great mistake to
imagine that the sanctions of justice are valuab'le only
as intimidations. They are God's strange work, and the

l;':li]' :iiffi::'il'.f;l'il,å[3i."Ël ;ff :i'.i;iil,lEressions'
Instituted law, then, while it is "the letter that kÍlleth" in

that the knowledge of sin is by it, is

is a benefit

preparing

in it

which

is

no mere

ministry of death.

There

indispensable to redemption. By

the instituted law a whole body of moral judgments and convictions is
sharpened and enforced;

its drill

practice under a religion organized

is divinely ordered and preparatory to the revelation to
come- This is to say that r,,re can understand the divine movement called
redemption only in terms of the strict unity of God; for however distinct
by statutes

in idea are the two systems, the natural

and the supernatural, the

objective and the subjective, they are yet

in some higher sense one

to God- And it is to say that we can have no true understanding
of the workings of justice apart from the joint office of justice and
system

mercy, without which the

This
and

joint office,

it is

instituted law has no benign efficacy at all.

Bushnelì satld,

is

the training and exercise of character;

t'n terms of this office that he described the law as an element

in coercive discip'line, a conception which is

fundamental

to his

under-

standing

t01

of the work of Christ.

'Bushnell called the present

life

a state of,,penally coercive

discipline", in the understanding that man's training toward God is
carried on undêr a motÍvity thus named. This is his meaning of the
"curse": "not a state of doom or punition, but simp'ly a condition of
discip'line ordained for spiritual profit and recovery,,.55 Life is

to the moral uses of all things, to be a period of
probation or schooling, a trial
'in tiberty, an economy where a1l things
work not in terms of penalty, but of discipline.
ordered according

The coercive side

of the law is

working too to benefit, and the

of the law is the schooìing of character. This means that we
must see the order of justice in terms of the divine beneficent who'[e-as part only of the system, and as part that is penal only in so far as
it is disciplinary. irle do not live in a scheme of ¡'ustice or of awards,
but in a scheme of probatory discipline. hlhat we know in this world of
justice, in terms of the retaliatory or retributive side of law, is
moral end

a certain kind of pre-judicial distribution, a form

of

only
,,quasi-justice,,

or "quasi-retribution", type of the justice to come. The time future,
Bushnell said, will be the time of justice. In the present ìife there

is

no

justice work done.

Persons are not treated alike, nor u,rongs alike, neither
ul'.y thing kept in the scale of deseri. eoâIreserves
lhe ]iberty in his or,',n hands, to turn our experiences here
in
what.way of stress or modified comfort wiii ¡ãri-ã¿;;;;.

i:

purpg:e in us. Ar rhe same time, whità norhing ii
ll:_9.91
ctone
with us here in the terms of justice, we are
lelng
duly notified and certified of a time ruiuie,-"ñ"n our
present mixed way of discipline ruill be over, and we shal'l
be caryied on with our bad.ways uncorrected, if so it must
be, to be settled on the ¡u.¿-pan basis oi justice_pure and
simpìe, receiving every man accot4ding to t¡ið-wor[.56-'- -"-

-102Chríct could
eou'ld not
r
Chríst
have come, Bushnell'said,
:

been "casting patterns"

ready

all

for

if

the law had not

him through the centuries, "and getting

the great external matters of the world's empire". By the

instituted law, "the religious mind

has been cast

in the mould of

Christian ideas, and a language has been provided, otherwise

I

on

impossible,

.

,

,

artificial roots, for the reception and perpetual pubìication of the

new

Gospel".57 In the interpretation of this ìanguage, we must take
,

subiective.
This corresponds with the universal analogy of the sacrificial terms,
as with att the language applied to Christ and his work. ttle have no
literal ìanguage for religious ideas, and the exactest things that can
be said must somehow be taken in figure. Considering this, we are to
expect that all the most subjective truths will be revealed, or set before
special care to discriminate between the obiective and the

j

,,:,,,:,,,,,

':::'

ttt t"

t'

¡,or"'',

'i

1

I

.,',inobjectiveforms;andthatinprovidingafitarrayofpatternsfor
the heavenly things, and their objective representations, the divine art

of revelation wiîl

i

It

be most

was according

of all disptayed.

to this

same method

of

i

synbol or type and his

understandingofinstituted.law,thatBushne]lendeavoredtoexhibitthe

:

1

.ì

,

'l', '.'.

'

i ¡:;"'

:

iustification of any paymaster scheme adapted from a literat interpretation
of the language of instituted polity. His vìew will rather be that the
work

i
i

of Christ terminates in impressions; that among these impressions,

certain are
analogy

'

rendered. operative and more quickening according

of the penal-sanction discipline.

When

to the

:

l':ìrii+:'
'.:,:,ì;r,

we say, for.examp'Ìe,

that "Christ hath redeemed us from the curse of the ìaw, being made a
curse for us", we are to understand'that the.curse of the law is not the

;,

t-,

trt\t,:,:¿..!:n'it

-

i:,i":+!:,:r-.r,.i"?;.7j::¿;!;rrliL::iilr¿s:t:!l¿.rii#i:Í::ftil::ï
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iustice of God, but the penal-sanction discip'line we are under. Into
this curse Christ was incarnated, and here was to be the field of his
redeeming work.

the Lord lays the inìquity of us all on the divine
sufferer, departation, deliverance, not punition, is the
gist of the meaning. Another phase of the picture is
So when

brought forward, when the prophet says--'Yet it pleased
the Lord to bruise him, he hath put him to grief.' The
Jewish habit was to refer every thing good and bad to
God's will--'Is there evil in the city and the Lord hath
not done it?'--and precisely how far ihe prophet wou'ld go

in ascribing the 'bruising' and the 'grief' to God's will,
in distinction from the wrong dqing of wicked men, we may
not be able to say, but if, in some sense, he would charge
it all to God's infliction, it does not follow that the
infliction is judicial penalty; for it can as well be

penal-sanction suffering, as we cg¡tainly know that alt
other suffering in thÍs world is.3ö

Similarly,

all

the Latin-born terms containìng the syltable

"jus", are to be interpreted as having a moral, and never a forensic or
judicial signifÍcance. l,Je know, Bushnell said, that the Greek words
translated by i'justice", "just" and

far-off
much

r.eference

"justify",

have never any but

some

to law and justice--even when applied to man; how

less can be expected'of these terms when they are used as types of

the moral excellence of God set forth to be a quickened sensibility for
RO

itself."' It

to the analogy of the curse
that Bushnell interpreted the law as form, and it is this analogy that
underlies his doctrine of justífication by faith. t,lhile the discussion

righteousness

was according

of that doctrine is reserved for the "subjective" vúork of Christ,
allude here to the general tenor of his view:

we may

By the law, as there conceived, we are onìy held in terms
of penal discipline and not of desert or vindicatory
justice, and the discipline is satisfied never, save when

it is fulfilled, or cohsummated in a character deifically
righteous. As the trial goes on we suffer scorches of law,
and twinges of condemnatoiy pain, but our lacerations are

:, .

.,,:.,,:r,

-:_-

-

_-

-""-""

"'-'

-
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principle of desert: They are not meant
for justice, but to work conjunctively aiways
with

measured by ng

revelations of goodness and love concärned

to win our
obedience
Ail thoughts of a regãr justiticàtion
are, in this view, out of p'lace, we can-make no u..òuni
of it. The wrath to come is by suppositiòn yet
future,

and the dispensation of justicã ís'irot yet arrived.
rygthing penal mixes with ogr disciplinel oniy io-iã" u,
it will help our recovery.60

It

christianity's outward objectivity, Bushnell said, which
set Christ forth to faith instead of to philosoph.vr ôS a Form for the
was

soul, apart from which he could not be a power in the soul.

somehow

everything we know and experience

in our earthìy state has been divine'ly
ordered as an objective rerigion centered in one and the same end
of

faith.

setting Christ forth to
Christ

is

thus, in a form of divine art,
set before mankind, to be a religion for them, and become, in
',Embodied

that manner, a religion Ín them."60 As a last aspect of what Bushnell
called his "objective', view of atonement, we might thus consider a
dimension

of his

of Christ himself as,'Form,,, ',the form of the
soul", as the manifestation of Life before the soul and so the moral
power of inspiration. christ is the form of the soul
as the one,,who
lives God in the human figure and relation", and so is the power of
meaning

inspiration before
And

it.

-:r',: .¡.-...
l'.

Bushnell called

it the potirer of "in-showing,,.

it is at this point in his under:standing of Christ,

distinct views", the objective

where

his

I

tr.:
tl._

,

,,two

and the subjective, become ',yet radicalty

one and the same"

of christ is to be regarded not as a theorem or a
of thought, but as a process, a process of obtaining what Bushnell
The work

"moral po!,Íer". He cailed the

life of christ a ,,historic

!i

form

ti
il

cal I ed

chapter of

vicarious sacrifice", meaning that in the,'fact-form sacrifice,,or the
ministry of christ, God was revea'ring in time and for our recovery, that

1:a:\t;r;r'ii:-l

-
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to the essential nature of his love from all
eternity. The work of christ as a saving power is the process of
vicariousness which belongs

interpreting this vicarious love to man; the work of christ is the
interpretation of God .to human sympathies, which necessitates the

meetingofmaninhisfiniteform,andnotintheimpossib]emeasures

of infinity, Through his persona'l life-history, a kind of cumulative
power is gained by Christ among men. In other words, divinity manífests
i tsel

f

i

n the f i ni te as

mora

I

polver.

Bushnell conceived of moral power as issuing from "greatness of,

character"6l and as working only by inducements, ,,that

is,

by

impressionr".62 Any perfect character, he said, has of necessity

organific power, that
a

an

is, a power to enter human thought and feeling

as

vital force that cannot die or cease to work.63 Such power is not

limited to the divine: socrates, George
Abraham

l,,lashington, and pre-emÍnentìy

Lincoln, are names which carry a moral

is from the sway of their
Human

power on mankind, and

it

characters that the power exists.64

analogies, however, can but feebly rlepresent the moral po¡¡er

I

of Christ and his sacrifice, a power issuing from a new movement on the
world. It is not an example, Bushnell said, and not a model to be copied,

:

but

"some

vehicle of

God

to the soul, that is able to copy God into it".65

It is Bushnell's basic thrust as against all naturalistíc gospeìs, that
'Christianity is a power ft'om out of the plane of nature, a supernatural
,

power:

But there are different orders or degrees, it must be
observed, of supernatural power; the human, the angelic,
the divinei which all are alike ìn the fact that the will
acts from itself, uncaused in its action, but very u4]ike
as regards potency, or the extent of their efficaêy.bo

¡a--::j:=:íl:1ra.r:-r'
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Christianity, Bushneli said, is
salvation--a

pobJer

moving on

iJ.:'¿l

based on

the necessity of

fallen humanity from above.

say what

we

of the human will as a supernatural power, man has no ability at
all to regenerate his own state. Salvation is by faith, or it is not
at all. "It moves from him and not from you,,.67 But man does have

may

the power, he said in Nature and the Supernatural, "to set himself before

alI his capacities open'ly and receptÍvely
to God. If man can but go up into trust, if he can but let God love
him in the life and cross of his Son, then the transformation is begun.
To say that Christ is the mora'l power of God, then, is to speak
of his efficacy as regards the human understanding and will. This is
the power of synbol or form: it is addressed to and perceived by the
power",

to offer his wiII

feeling or sensibi.lity.
love and

life, it

and

Moving through these as a revelation

proposes

"to

connect":man

with the Life of

of

s¡nnpathy,

God:

to advance another stage, that a man under
reflective, conscious of himself and of evil,
sighing with discontent and bitterness, because of his
own spiritua'l disorders. Conceive him,then as undertaking
a restoration of his own nature to goodness, and the pure
ideal of his conscience. What can ñe do without some
objectÍve power to engage his affections, and be a higher
nature, present, by which to elevate and assimilate his
Suppose, now,

sin

becomes

own? Sin has removed him from God; withdrawing into
himself, his soul has become objectless, and good affections
cannot live, or be made to ìive, where there is no 'living
object left to warm and support them. He can rise, therefore, by no heìp from his affections, or through them.
Accordingly, if he attempts to restore himself to that ideat
pu¡ity he has lost, he is obliged to do it wholly by his
will; possibly against the depressing bondage of his
affections, now sunk in torpor and deadness, or soured by a
protracted, malign activity. Having al'l this to do by his
wi'll, he finds, alas! that if to witl is present, how to
perform is not. He seems, to himself, tike a man who is
endeavoring to lift himself by pulling at his feet. Hence,

or to remove this disability, God needs to be manifested as
Love. The Divine 0bject rejected by sin and practicaìly
annihilated as a spiritual conception, needs to be imported

i'fì:,:
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into sense. Then, when God appears in His beauty,
ìoving and lovely, the good, the g'lory, the sunl ight of
soul, the affections, previously dead, wake into life
and joyfuì play, and what before was only a self-lifting
and slavish effort becomes an exultíng spirit of liberty.
The body of sin and death that lay upon the soul is heaved
off, and the law of the spirit of life in Christ Jesus-the Eternal Life manifested in him, and received by faith
into q^vital union--quickens it in good, and makes it
free.68

If Christ came then to be the moral power of God on men, he came
"to draw" them, as by new-born affinities, and so to break the po.wer
of baffling self-devotion; the truth-po!úer of Christ is the power "to
sway" men's hearts by the argument

of the cross; it is

loving and subduing energy obtained by the

life

some

and death

kind of

of Christ,

fallen sensibilities. In short,
Bushnell's meaning here of the moral power of christ is the power of
Chr"ist as the "express image" of God to engage man's religious longings-which

affects

human

feeling

call it his synbolic

and engages

or his intuitive capacity or his feeling
after God--so that man may offer himself in trust to God, and so the
imagination

union God seeks be consummated. l,Jhat

the incarnation,

if

man may have

is

the use, Bushnell asked, of

the immediate knowtedge of God?

"hle

want", he said, "the whole Scripturer rôfid not least the incarnatign
the cross, and the story

of the pentecost

and

for the purpose of showing

all medial knowledges, all
and teachings, is that they bring

us how to find God. The inherent use of

truths, cognitions, books, appearings,
us

in, to know God by an immediate
This

v,Jas

knowledge".69

the sense in which Bushnell endeavored to set forth

view of Christ which has

its reality

and value

a

in forms that carry

effect through the imagination and the heart; a subjective view which

is

realized under and representedrby outward objectivity. And as he had

--__-'-_-
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traced the growth in man's reflective capacity through Jewish history,

of Christ as the moral power of manifestation, in terms of a long-drawn scheme of economy needed to generate
in the world.a receptivity for the "in-showing" power of christ. If

Bushneì1 presented

Christ

his

had come before

meaníng

the Flood, Bushnell said,

his suffering and sacrifice would

all

the significance of

lost, and probably would not
even have been preserved in the remembrance of history. There was no
receptivity for christ as yet in the world; he came "in the fulness of
time",

when there was

that is sufficiently

have been

"a culture of mind, or of moral perception

advanced,

produced,

to receive the meaning of Christ in

sacrifice, and allow Him to get an accepted place in the moral
of mankind".70

His

impressions

ning of Christ as the

moral power of God, one can detect the latent progressivism of Bushnellis

víew.

The world he saw as

economy, evolving

a "visible sacrament", a grand supernatural

not according to the boasted gospel of progress, but

progressing nonetheless--organifical ly--according to the moral power of
God

in history.

Even the nineteenth century, he

said, was,"stilT too

coarse,:too deep in sense and the force-principle, to feel, in any but

a very small degree, the moral

power

of

God

in christian history".Tl

But slowly and stuggishly, the higher sense was unfolding, andmen might

anticipate the day when this receptivity would be opened wide enough for
the power of Christ to enter

all

souls that live:

penetrates more and more visibty our sentiments, opinions,
-It
laws, sciences, inventions, modes of commerce, modes of

societyn advancing, as it were, by the slow measured step of
centuries, to a complete dominion over the race. So the power
is working and so it will till it reigns. Not that Chr.ist
grows better, but that He is more and more competentìy

--_

__
.:J....,

t09 apprehended, as He becomes more widely incarnated among
men, and obtains a fitter representatign to thought, in
the thoughts, and works of His peop'le./z

It

was

to the yet

over-coarse mind

of the world that Bushnelt

attributed man's greatest blindness ìn respect to the moral efficacy

of Christ.
he

The culminating manifestation

said, is the suffering.of

created beings under

evil.

of divinity as moral power,

God on account

of evil, or wÍth

Christian theology he

saw as

and

for

failing in its

of this fact as rationally irreconcilabte with the greatness and sufficiency of God. Yet, Bushnel.l said,
uit is this moral suffering of God, the very fact which our hurnan
common

disallowance and rejection

thinking

is

so slow to receive, that christ unfolds and works into

in His human life".73

character and a power,
When men

a

ascribe to

God

as one of His perfections, that He is

impassible, what is meant, Bushnell said,

is

the physical and not the

moral impassibility of God. And this

is why to contemplate the cross,
and the physical paìns and sufferings of christ, is to contemplate a
mystery as great as that of the incarnation itself. It is enough for us,
Bushnell said in The Vicarious Sacrifice, to regard the physÍca'l sufferings
as mediating the divine

feeling.

i'Their imporrtance to us lies probably,

not in what they are, but in what they express, or morally signify.
They are the symbo'l
And what

of

God's moral

suffering".74

is called the agony, Bushnell said, is

,

thus the key-

christ's whole ministry, "because it is pure moral sufferingrr.T5
The power of this agony will begin to open to us, only as we apprehend
here the suffering sensibility of God and are impressed with the
vicarious nature of God as one who bears the burdens of love upon Him.
note of

Nothing

is

more

certain,

Bushne'|1

said, than that God's perfection

-
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requires Him to be a suffering God, and that

sensibility of
human

God

it is this suffering

that most needs to be revea'led and brought nigh to

feeling in the incarnate mission of Jesus, not being sufficient'ly

revealed through nature and the providential history of men.

l,,le can

not assume, then, that Christ in His vicarious sacrifice, was under
obligation to do and suffer just what He did.76

It is

the essence of

of "the vicarious sacrifice", that God is one, a
strict unity, always in the same perfect character and bearing ever the
same great principle of love and sacrifice, Back of the cross and the
agony, back of the incarnation and all the preparations of eternity, is
the deep love of God struggling out for expression. And it is through
the revelation of this truth that christ brings God to man, "takes hold
of"r "stirs", l'impressesrtr "softens", and "melts,'man,s sensib-ility, and
in a word, "draws" that sensibility "to win a choice, raise that choice
Bushnell's meaning

into a love, in that love become a new revelation, so a salvation".

I think we may rest in the full and carefully
tested discovery, that whatever we may say, or hold, oí
beìieve, concerning the vicarious sacrifice of Christ,
we are to affirm in the same manner of God. The whole
peity is in it, in it from eternity, and witl to eternity
,be. trle are not to conceive that our blessed Saviour is
some Öther and better síde of Deity, a God composing and
satisfying God; but that all there is in Him expresies
God, even as He is, and has been of old--such a Being in
His love that He must needs take our evils on His feeling,
and bear the burden of our sin. Nay, there is a cross iñ
God before the wood is seen upon Calvary; hid in God's own
virtue itself, struggling on heavily in- burdened feeling
through all the previous ages, and struggling as heaviìy
now even in the throne of the world. This too, exactly,
is the cross that our Christ crucified reveals and seti
before us-l /
Here then

of "the vicarious sacrifice" comes
to fullest expression only in his doctrine of justification

Bushnell's understanding
however

by

l:i.:,a..r 1

ill
faith.

For

we corne

to understand the whole retributive pr.incip'le running

all

it is through the moral power of christ as justifying,

that

through

natural and providential experience as actually the self-sacrificing

vicarious love-principìe working to bring us through. And to turn to
the doctrine of justification by faith is to turn to what Bushnell

real matter of his "subjective-objective'f view.
The direct aim of Christ's work, Bushnell said, is to reconcile

regarded. as the

men

to

God;

or what is the

same,

to

communicate God

to souls separated

in them a ne!ì, divine principle of spiritual
life. In one sense, then, everything in the doctrine of christ is
brought down to this one point of subjective impression--Christ came to
reconcile men to God. 0n the other hand, however, this is not the whole
account of Christ's mission; and just here, Bushnell said, ìay the real
from God, and to regenerate

of his

of atonement. For in addition to showi'ng
the true import of christianity's objective side, his doctrine also

advantage

symbolic view

upheld the sanctity

tegat

of the law without and aside from all

justification. In Bushnell's

view,

it

was no

conceptions of

sufficient gospel to

preach the sanctification

of men alone, unless that sanctification could
be had in a way that saved the integrity of government and the ends of
pub'lic

justice.

christ's moral

:' i.,

::::

Accordingly, he set forth his ,,subjective" view of

power as both

justifying

and

sanctifying: two modes of

deliverance which he said are distînguÍshable

in idea, though inseparable

in fact.78
t:i:ii:

At the foundation of Bushnell's undernstanding of justification is
the conception of Christ's work as terminating in express'l'on, or what is
the same, impression: justification is to be understood as a matter of
subjective imptressions, an inward and actual detiver.ance that is wrought

r

: ":
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through

faith.

t^fe

are to look for the meaning of justification, then,

of expressiôn, that is, according to impressions
made in us.by the life and death of Christ. These impressions will be
according to the laws

conveyed through objective forms--synbo'ls derived from the law and
governmental

order. Justification is the doctrine of Christ set in

forms generated by human thought and jnquiry under human law,

Justification is nothing, Bushnell said, save as there is

in the soul and its character,

executed

"an inward and actual deliverance from

it is corrupted

in penal
subiectíon. The objective, forensic justification is nothing, in fact,
the retributive causes by which

and held

but a mode of conceiving the inward subjective deliverance",T9 This
means

that justification is

wrath;

more than

a lettihg go,ror a release

it is the "forgiveness" of sins, in that justification

the betieving soul out of sin and disorder. In justification

from

brings
God masters

the retributive causes of man's nature, and man receives what is

more

of rremission, that is, the executed fact of r.emission
itself. Notwithstanding the ambiguity ensuing frorn the judicial nature
than a ground

of the term, iustification is to be understood as having a purely mor.aì
significance--"that God is just, as being righteousness, and justifies,
simply as communicating His own character. and becomÍng a righteousness
-7U.

us"." In justification, Christ delivers the soul internally from
the consequences of sin, that is, takes away condemnation. Therefore,
Bushnell also described it as "the restoration of confidence": man is
upon

set in confidence with
And beyond

God by being

set in righteousness with

eod.B0

this, justification is a vindication of the law; it is

tion which can open a

its integrity

salva-

passage through government without any breach upon

and order.

ll3
Based on

this

understandíng

-

of the nature of justification,

of the doctrine endeavors to show how such a
deliverance has been effected in the life and death of christ. And
as Bushnelì said, this is where his view of Christ classes more as
Bushnell's exposition

"Art" than as science. It regards the suffering life

and death

of Christ

as "visibly" expressing God's vicarious love such that the impression in

is that God will justify us and.give

still his peace. christ
"lives confidence into the worìd", so that man is inspired to trust.
And then when we embrace christ as our life, "then we are practically
iustified".Bl Being justified by faith, God's righteousness is set in
man

us

upon us

is

in christ's incarnation, thgn, as respects the
matter of his suffering, is above äll the revelation of the vicarious
love of God. "It is not that suffering appeases God, but that it
I'lhat

involved

in open history, the unconquerabìe love of God's
Heart".82 This means that we wilt fatl out of key as regards any proper
estimate of Christ's life, if we see him as suffering nothing through it
except in a sharp theologic crisis at the close. By the incarnation
expresses God--displays,

rather is'meant that Christ

is

put into

common

the curse; his incarnation puts him in the

condition with us under

compass

to the solidarity of the curse, except that he is

of all that belongs

touched by none

of its

ôontaminations- And if we look to those of our race who seem to suffer
the most, these lower "sub-saviour sufferers" can by analogy suggest to
us what must be the depth

of the suffering of Chrirt.B3

,,See God in

:ll said, "but ask no gospel made up of
flowers.

after a sinner's gospel,-one that brings you God himse'lf .
understand the tragic perils of your sin, and think nothing strong
Look

_ : i'iì

enoughforyoubutatragicsalvation,,.84Christsuffersal]the
suffering of mankind--it

tions of

God were upon

is in our objective

terms, as

if

the

condemna-

him, or that he bare our sins, or that by his

is not to give us a theory of justification
by faith, but to give us the feeling that God has chosen in this manner
stripes

we

are healed. This

to express his love.

If
will

see

we now ponder

that

God

further what is

meant by the incarnation,

we

is expressing himself here in a way which effectually

impresSes our mind

with a sense of fear and ill-desert in transgression,
'ì::':

as the execution of penalty would do under a system of pure justice.

christ reveals the divine love and feeling before us in ways that
effectually honor the system of retributive order ín our conscience,

verify it to our fears, and sanctify it in the reverence of mankind,
as if rthe penalties of, justice !{ere literaTly and rigidly executed.
feel the sacred authority of the law and the consequent evìl and illdesert of our sin.

14e

This means of course that there

is no law of penalty or justice
involved in the justÍfying work of Christ; he is here for no such purpose' but only to bring himself personally near to us for our benefit.
what

is

wanted,

rather, is that our deliverance should be wrought in

a way that gomplements the law and is a vi.rtuaÏ justification before
But in order to this, it is not necessary, of course ,
that the penaìty we are under should be êxacted of
Christ, or executed on Chr:ist, beqause it is not
executed on us. All that is needed is that the futurre
action of law and reciprocal justice be made certain,
in case the transgression is continued; and, if it i;
forsaken, that the pardon should be yietded, under a
provision so tempered as to save the-sanctity of law
and the rectoraf,honor and authority of God ìn its
administration.Õ3

it.

: --::;
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Bushnell specified four methods by which Christ

sanctity of law and the judicial righteousness of

of mankind.S6 A very small matter
managed

it

God

would be, he

fortifies

the

in the impressions

said,

if christ

to iust save the ìaw by some judicial compensation--Christ does

infinitely

more

in intensifying

and'deepening the impression

of

law.

to the law, because the subject forgiven is restored
to all precept, not to the absolute law only, but impliedìy to all statutes of God's instituted government for the application and enforcement
of that. Christ fortifies and sanctifies the law by his own transcendent
Christ restores

obedience

men

to its precepts,

and the exhibition

character. christ satisfies the law because

of

sacred beauty-in his

fulfils the law, and
consummates it as being in his own person the incarnation of it. By
he

his rigorous and impressive announcements of the penal retributions of
the law in the future life, Christ identifies Christianity as a judgement-

of the world. And finally, christ
sanctifies'the law by the offering of his death, considered as counterpart to the uses of blood in the ritual service, ,'where b'lood, as

day gospel and himself as the judge

containing the

life, is regarded as a sacred element which,

cation, consecrates, again, the Just

by

its appli-

of the Being urhose
altar it sprinkles--removing, thus, the dishonors of transgression and
clothing in authority, before the evil conscience of sin, the throne

it

Name

and Law

has violated ."87

his, attempt to get away from theories of

judicial satisfaction,

and from

the whole idea that God first began to rule by Taw, was unsuccessful,

to introduce the dispensation of grace. "God, !ìre say,
never made any so great misfit in a ptan as to organize a gr^eat first
so was forced

and

_ I l6

half of

it, that he must somehow, any how, at any cost, get rìd of,
before he could bring it on to success."SB Love is always the reigning
spirit of God's p'lan; and in this view, our state of probatt'on under sin
is not a state of penalty or of justice, but a mixed state in which the
of justice are held in counsel by the powers of mercy in
which will work best to benefit. Both justice and mercy therefore,
ordinancês

forms

of love.

And we begín

moral economy camied
God's system are

one.

to see in this view of justification,

ways

are

God,s

full circle--that the beginning and the ending of
l¡lhen we

are justifíed by faith, Bushnell, said,

"we

are carried directly back into the recesses, Lo to speak, of God's eternity--

of all instituted government, back of the creation,
of all the statutes, and penalties, and the coming
wrath of guiltiness, and all the contrived machineriesand means of grace, incìudíng in a sense even the Bible
itself, and rested:,with God, on the bE¡e of His antecedent,
back
back

spontaneous, immutabl e righteousness.öv

It is a deliverance that is wrought by faìth.

The

justification

is not conceived to be an accomp'lished fact, and can never be, prior to
faith in the subject. This faith is not the belief that Christ has come
to

even our account

with justice; neither

is it

the belief that Christ

a surp'lus merit. Faith is not belief in a fact of any
kind, "even though it be an atonement made, or a ìega1 justification
provided". Real faith, he said, is "the trusting of one's self over,
has obtained

sinner to Saviour, to be in him, and of him, and

new charactered by him;

it is only in that way that the power of Christ gets opportunity
to work".9O It is by faith that men are connected again with the life
of God, and filled and overspread with his righteousness. Quite apart
from all theologÍc fiction, Bushnell said, there is a grand, experimental
because

Scripture trruth of imputed righteousness involved in this view. The man

¡.i
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justified is

of as being just in himself, "in the sense
of being set in a state of self-centered righteousness" ,91 brt only
derivatively, and according to the degree of faith.
never thought

In one view, it is not true; there is no such quantity,
or substance,. separate from him, and laid up iri store
for.us; but there is a power in hÍm evêrlasiingly able
to beget in us, or keep flowing over upon us, évãry gift
our sin most needs; and this we represent to our trãaits,
by conceivilgl in a figure, that we have a stock, just
what we call 'our righteousness', laid up for us, ^o
beforehand, in the richly funded stores of his eternity."
Bushnell granted that according

to his view, it

was possible to

of iustification and regeneration as only different conceptions
of the same thing. Spiritual freedom on the one side is justification
conceive

on the

other. But he insisted

justification

nonetheless

that the distinctíon

between

is sufficiently defined. In the term
'sanctificatÍon', he said, "the mind is looking simpìy toward the
deliverance and restoration of character"; while in the term ,justifiand

sanctification

cation', "it looks toward the deliverance of retributive evils and
o?
pains".'"
The distinction is based on Bushnell,s understanding of

is,

in justification the soul
ìs only so joined, by its faith, to,the righteousness of God, ,,as to
"imputâtion", that

be rather invested by

all

on his conception that

it, or enveloped in it,

than to be transformed

in its own inherent quarityrr.g4 And in this manner, he said,
"one'who is justified at once, can be sanctified only in time; and one
who ìs conpletel.y justified is only incipienily sanctified .,,.95
Both justification and sanctification are by faith, that ìs,
through

both are effected through the "inspiring" moral pov,rer of

fact,

when he discussed the moral power

Bushnelt used the terms

"faith"

and

christ.

of Christ as sanctifying

In
power,

"sanctification" interchangeably.

- ltB
christian regeneration he said, is the work of christ as the moral
po!ìrer of God within man. "This we may call repentance, faith, conversÍon,
regenerationn or by whatever name,,.96 And it

is this understanding

of

regeneration which marks the ful1 development of Bushnell's meaning of

christ as "the form of the soul". christ is "the form of the soul'1 as
the moral power

of inspiration before it. But this revelation is

given

in order that christ may become a healing power within the soul. The
sermon in which Bushnell gave account of his personal religious experience
of 1848, begins with this sentence: "l,rlhat form is to body, character is
07
to spirit"." christ is the form of the soul as dwelling within the
soul and giving

it

life of God in the soul
of man,--that is rreligious character, and beside that there is none."98
Regeneration is inspiration. It is God moving into the soul and
ìiving' in it; communÌcating'himself; inbreathingi shedd'ing himself
abroad in the soul; configuring it inwardly to all that is most perfect
a form out of his own. "The

in himself. And as the soul is made permeabìe by the divine nature,
prepaned in that manner to receive and entemple the Infinite Spirit,,and
so be formed in divinity, so the soul is made, as it were, ',to be the
'oo
vehicle of God's thought and action; so of his character and joy".',
christ came, BushnelI said, "to impart the divine". And this
Christo-mystic understanding of regeneration is intimately bound up with
a doctrine of the indwelling Spirit of.Chrnist. The converted man is more

is a spirit; exalted, empowered, and finally
to be glorified by the life and spirit of God developed free'ly in him.
This emphatically is regeneration."l00 As christ then is the form or
image that glasses God's image before us, the Spirit is the p'lastic
than a human person: "he

force within, "that transfers and photographs that image; and so,

-f:-l
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beholding as

in a glass the glory of the Lord,

same image, from

Mere

as

we are changed

into

glory to gloì.y, even as by the spirit of the Lord".l0l

revelation, Bushnelì said, or a word of truth that has gotten

in

the

language, has by

itself

no moral power

form

to new-character the soul:

It

stands before the mind, glassing truth in a way to act
it, but it can accomp'lish nothing save as another
kind of power acting in the mind makes it impressible under
and by the truth. Hence the necessity of the Paraclete and
the new dispensation, promised to comþlete the full
organization of the saving pìan, The gospel ended off in
Christ or his personal story and set before the world would
do I i ttl e, save as another ki nd of pourer i nvi si bl e i s
prepared in.Ïhe world to raise a new sensibility for it and
iowärd i¡.'102
upon

0n the other hand, however, the matter

to

be referred

of regeneration is

not

to the Holy Spirit in any exclusive sense, Christ is

the

to the soul before its thought and by that which is given to
'thought in His person; the Spirit is that power back of thought which
opens its receptivity to chrÍst, and in that manner sets the subject
under the impression of Christ's life and death and character. In other
power

words, the work
Spiri

of regeneration requires both the Lord Jesus and the

t:

Spirit working as a subjective grace within,
open inlets there for Christ lifted up as an objective
grace and power without, Christ is formed in the soul, and
!t gpeaks out the new consciousness it has of life, saying,-Christ l iveth in me. And so vue are washed, sanctified,
justified in the name (qç power) of the Lord Jesus and by
the Spirit of our God. rur
Then, the Hoìy

to

Christ then

is, or is to be, an operative

moral image and love

of

God,

set forth to

engage

:+j;n

power on men, as the

their love

and renew

in character. And regeneration requires all there is of God in
the incarnate lif,e of Jesusi in the objective forms of his suffering
thern

t,;.,':t::-'

ministry and death.l04 This renewal

is

such

a radical transformation,

that it can be described onìy in terms of new birth, or,,new creation,,.
christian faith, Bushne'll said, is no mere playing out of nature on its

level; it is the lifting

of the man above himself in a transformation that makes him new to himself. As no longer mere.flesh, but

own

up

"spirit",

the christian ranges above the world in a

faculties

opened

conceptÍon

christ

is,

for the first time into

in this manner lifted

foot-levels of the world
and sense

All this
our

life

worlds above the

with

world.

Bushnell said, "that souls new-born 'from above,,

speaks, are

of flesh

new sphere,

is

above, and go cìear

of

The

êS

the

and the mere natural understanding. The smother

taken

off,

takes place by

and they rise.,,lO5

faith

!'because when we

rest ourselves,

and life-character on God, !úe prove hím and have the sense of

to our in¡mediate knowledge".106 The entering in of God
a new discovery of God, a new cognitive relation. Now the soul

him revealed
supposes

is

knowledge

to truth: it

itself but it has the
of God and is raised out of the level of finite forms into

no longer blank

knows

rmediate participation

not only

of divinity.l07

Faith, then, is in a higher plane of perception than natural
understanding; alt that one knows, debates, and thinks about God are
"things round about", .only introductory to the knowledge of

God

himself.

"After.alì you have reasoned, faith is still to come',.!uö
co*.',.108 It iis the
man's new, self-commiting, trusting act, by which he puts himself out
on trust, that effects hÍs sublime migration upward into the range of

spirit,

where he

lives inspirationa'|1y,

and has

a'lI things

new.

This migration upward carries body and soul together.
Bushnell had spelled out

As

in Nature and,the Supernaturral, souls and

121

far apart in their fall; the fall of sin carries down
both together. similarly, "the quickening of the Spirit quickens, not
bodies are not

the soul onìy, but the mortal body w'ith
said Bushnelì, be it

it".

is a divine thing,

Health

in the soul or in the body,

,'and as the

both are intertwined, with such marvellous cunning,

shall either fall out of God's order aTone, or

alì

fibres of

through,

come back

how

into it

is, that BushneJl,s social philosophy,
while a large and complex topic, should not be interpreted in isolation
from his understanding of chrirt-ll0 Mor. specifically, it is Bushnell,s
alone?"109 The point to be made

of regeneration as "organÍfic,,, both on the individual
and the social level, which bears particular relevance to certain aspects
of his social philosophy, perhaps the prototypical example being his
understanding

therne

of "Christian civilization,'
In

of "Christian'civilization" is
the inevitable corollary of his view of the consequences of sin, as the
overall denaturi,ng or de-formation of man's physical and social life.
Because of the organic unity of life, Bushnell said, Christ's vicarious
ministry is as much a healing of the physical and social orders of
existence, as it is a healing of souls. This meant for Bushnell that
one sense, Bushnell's concept

regenerated sou'ls--Christian people--would be invested

physical rigour and social capacity. Bushnell noted

with a certain

for

the virus of no desolating pìague had ever originated

example that

among

a Christian

peopl e:

. because no Christian people can ever sink to a type
and physical dejeclion low enough to breed thäm.
will
have too much of character, coñdition, good
Ihey
of moral

keeping, courage superior to panic--too much antidote, in
a word, to aÏlow the distÍlling of any such poison. Is it
idle to suggest, or foolish to-believä that bhr.istianity,

|..'.':

-122of remedy in the world, has a supernatural
touch, that sends a qua'lifying counter-shock through
the bad causes of nature, and p¡çyents the plaguemischief being futly concoc¡s¿al I I
as a grace

Bushnell could point to no greater testímony to
'

sanative pourer of Christianity, than the

New England

this

remarkabìy

people.

"They

of industry, a condition of life so plentiful and
healthful, so much of physical tone . that the infections of pesti-l
lence meet a barrier, when they arrive, that is very nearìy impassab'le.l'll2
And it is this view of Christ's vicarious office as a general healing of
have such habits

'

the subiect, a restoration to complete

life of both body and soul, that

we should bear

in mind in terms of Bushnell's devotion to the ideals

and sentiments

of the more settled

and

cultivated forms of society

It is of course through the social dimension of this organic
that Bushnell's idea of "Christian civitization" comes to full
expression. For this view of regeneration as transforming both the soul
renewal

is tied together in Bushnell's understandíng with what he
called the "law of poputation", that is, the hereditary mechanism which
he believed gave christianity its "out-popu'lating power". As he had
maintained'in Nature and the Supslngturqlo mankind is an or.ganic whole,
and the body,

and necessarily propagates from generation

effects of

sin,

to generation, the disordering

But on the other hand, he wrote

in

1861, we may

just

as

sure.lybebornsaintsassinners,forl,goodprincipl:êSandhabits,

intellectual culture, domestic virtue, industry, order, law, faith",
can be transferred under the laws

of heredity, from one generation

to

next.lt3 He could even say that two parents cou'ld be so thoroughìy
f,ormed in Chri¡t as to communicate the seeds of regeneration, so that
in fact, "r:egeReration may, in some initial and profoundly real sense,
the

f : i: 1 1-L.r:;

,
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be the twin element of propagation

to be the case,

he

itself",ll4

And such we might expect

said, in an economy where the supernatural

always

in and through the laws and condl'tions of nature
It is the expectation of christiani ty, in tl¡is view, that by
the moral power of christ, entered "seminally" into the process of

works

propagated

life,

force, mighty

"salvation

will

become an

inbred

life

and populating

finalty to completely people the
world."ll5 And this is only another example of the moral uses of all
things in the one system of God--that while we may sometimes cornplain of
our involvement in the solidarity of the curse, the strict solidarity
of our condition is in a higher sense working for the triumph of God,s
moral power in history.
enough

to overlive,

Bushnelì conceived, then,

in

terms

of its

and

of the dark side of western emigration

"downward pressure" from the ascendant order

of Christian

rticularly great, he said"

in view of the'fact that the people

rushing west were not

of Christian

stock--"the rude-minded and ignorant masses of western Pennsylvania; the
luckless and impoverished families flying from slavery in virginia,
Kentucky and Tennessee; and such hordes

populated countries

of

of for"eigners as the over-

Europe are obliged

characters and religions--".116

still,

for despair,

to

spare--men

of all habits,

Bushnell said, the prospect of

of retrocession would
be only a gathering of power for another advance of the gospel. It was
the inherited capacity for Chrístian civilization which would eventualTy
work in America to overpopulate and live down its inferior and barbarous
barbarism was no cause

grou ps

and the wave

...:..,

-124But suppose this same law

of physiological

connection to

be_finally rectified and purÍfied in the progress of tíme,
all Christian parentages becoming the sprìng-thus of a
gracÍously rectified and purified germinal itte in their
children--and it must as certainly be so as that there is
any transmission of quality at all--and then these two
results will follow: First, that the new solidarity in

good, thus consummated, will be at once more prosperous
and more healthy, being clear of the poisons òf vice and
of all habils of excess, and will thus overpopulate and
virtually live down the more corrupted famiiiäs; second]y,
.r )
that every such family will become'a rectified Átock,
transmitting seeds of uprightness that will propagate,
are propasated' even to'tñe eñd

ii'lnåiåliå.fft.'elves
To say

that Bushnell

was an organic

thinker, then, is to

,.!.-,:''it:.-'

say

that he conceived of the universe in terms of spiritual growth. It is,
of course, his concept of form, which gives this synthetic dimension to

all of his thinking, and which is
atonement,

in terms of

in good. As it is,

expressed

finalty in his view of

progressive par''ticipation and ultimate solidarity

none

of Bushnell's work occasioned

more dissent than

his doctrine of atonement, and at the center of the criticism brought
against

it, is his theory of form or symbol. According to George,park

Fisher, for example, Bushnell's view
naked

truth, while it

of speech".

'lThere

made

the subjective atonement the

rendered the objective atonement on'ly,,a figure

is a living, spiritual, reciprocal fellowship

between

the believer and Christ; but propitiation and all kindred terms were
declared to be the language of appearance; they are figures, as when

we

say that the sun rises. A change which takes place in ourselves we
metaphorically impute to God."ll8 0r, we may 'look for another exampìe,

to the

of the Fairfield

!,lest Association:

objective form, if regarded as the truth, is not
true, the representation bearing no true correspondency
to gly thing real. It is onìy ã form, or repr.esentatión,
orliturgy,bywhichimpressl.onsareproduceäinus

The

i''a.lt.:':

:.1Ì::
. .:,:.
.
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Thus, there being no real sacrÍfice, nor any real remission
of sin as the effect of sacrifice, and the atonement being
no propitiation to the divine justice, but a simple
at-one-ment--having a'll its effect upon us
. not by
real
altar
ceremony,
but
by
only
an
artistic
dispìãy--u
9ny
liturgic form for an effect in the dinect manner of ärt,--to
turn these representations into dogma, and represent them
as realities, is to represent as truth that which is not
true; and the Protestairt world, who rrave iaugr't-Ïrrál iñãtu
¡epresentations of atonement and remission by the blood of
Christ have a true correspondence with any thing rea'|, and
so are the truth, have done what they could to ietr
themselves between God's wisdom and man's ulant. l19

of Christianity,
'lhlherei

and from l84B

n ì ay the real i ty of

pt'oximate general answer

would be

away the

on, he addressed himself to the question,

to the question, he said in Christ in

that no truth is perfectly represented until

:objectiu. for*.120

it

A

Theology,

has found

some

"It is not perceived that, when a word rises out of

fact in the physical range, to

in the range of

objective side

s representati ve'ly objecti ve vi ew?" .

hi

be the

thought and spirit,

fixed

it

name, by

figure, of

something

obtains a meaning as much fuller

it is closer akin to min¿.,,121
As he had in his doctrines of trinity and the person of Christ,

and more

solìd as

however, Bushne'll again:turned,to the

principle of .efficaciousness,' in

attempt to verify the reality of form. That which

an

is most powerfulìy

true, he said, is that which is closest to the wants of inspirable but
lost'souls. Because the objectivities of Christ'ianity are essential
vehicles of truth, without which there
grounded

in the eternal.

is no redemption,

The mystic synbols

taken as outward images, that

is,

they are

of,the altar, for

example,

as ,,bases of words; correspondences,

the Swedenborgians would say; types, our fathers have saidi oF, better

still

:

'.l

i,-,
,.-,,..,
..: ;-:.ì__-:

Bushnell had anticipated that his contemporaries would interpret

his doctrine as having dissipated or explained

i :

than eÍther, patterns, shadows of good things to come,,, have their

l¡¡ì:.:':r:
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transcendental ground

they have

in the nature of God.

somehow been

with

connected

God

Theír moral use means that

in Christ from before all

worlds. Christ has been our high priest, as he has been our propitiat,ion
and our Lamb,

in some eternal sense,

conviction is that the institution of the altar,
useful of course to thern that. worship in its ritua'l,
was principaì'ly designed to prepare impressíons and
terms of language for 'the good things to come!, the
'heaven'ly things themselves', sometime to be manifested,
in the transcendent mystery of Christ
They are
copies of a transcendent something in the heavens, or
the l^lord of the heavens; to be as'letter to spirit, and
to be fulfilled in due time by the heaven'ly things
themselves, brought down to earth, in the incarnation
of the l,lord
the beginning connects with the end,
and the end with the beqinning, and that, back of all,
the sublime superstructure rests on a foundation whoì1y
transcendent in the divine nature itself.--the essential.
eterna'1, universal, priesthood of the Woi¿.122
My own

Obviously, the question of 'treality"

after

still

perplexed Bushnell

The Vicarious Sacrifice, and by 1874, he thought he had a better

answer. Bushnell announced in the Introduction of forgivene.ss and Law
that "the unexpected arrival of fresh 1ight" had obliqed him to make a
large revision of The Vicarious Sacrifice.

said, in his observation of

human

It

had occurred

to him, he

behavior, that the answer lay

in

the

it not time now", he asked, "after so many
centuries gone by, to have it discovered, that there is no truth concerning God which is not somehow explicated by truths of our otvn mora,l
consciousness?"123 There is no forgiveness attained on the human level
prìncìp'le of analooy. '!Is

without

some work

cost or suffering

involving cost

is

the propitjation of the one wronged.

conclude, then, that the same is.
and made

in behalf of the one wronqed;
in

some sense

and

this

Can we not

true of God, ,'more humano,,,

intel'ligibìe to us through the human anaìogy?

And now, Bushnell

said, instead of assertino only a representative mitigation or propitiation

:::: l

of God in the sacrifice of Christ, he wanted to assert "a real propitiation of God, finding it in evidence from the propitiation we instinctively
make ourselves when we

The move was

ranks.

And

perplêxing

hailed by Bushnell's critics as a return to orthodox

in view of Bushnelì's

final

had always based

which

heartily forgive".l24

exists

statement on the meaning

it is at first

of analogy

and

g'lance

form.

spirit,

"persons" involves the element

similarity

and

of

Bushnell

between finite and

'infinite

paradox, a tension betr^reen affirmation

difference, revelation

Forgiveness and Law, Bushnell stated

and

mystery. In

his "grand analogy" in terms of

"almost identity that subsists between our moral nature and that of

so that our moral pathologies and those of
each

a

his symboìic method on the principle that the analogy

between form and

and negation,,

symbolism,

God make

faithful

an

God;

answer to

other, and he is brought so c'lose to us that almost anything that

in the workings or exigencies of our moral instincts may even be
expected in hi,.''ì25
There is a sense, however, in which the "nev,, ìight" which Bushnell
announced in Forgivengss and Law, constitutes no shift at alì, but only
a deepening of his meaníng of "vicarious sacrifice". He had been saying
since 1848, that the reality of any synbol uìtimately rests in impression,
occurs

,or what

is

the same, expression; that the synbol, as Godls

own poetry,

is evocative of human feeling simpìy because it,is expressive of the
divine feeling. symbots calt forth commitment, participation, trust,
and in this response, or in this meeting, is man's understandÍng found,
the light given which renders intelligible the objects of knowledge and
experience. It is not that the divine is simply the human type writ
larrge, but rather that according

to the principle of analogy, syrnbols

are

iì:,,,

lrrt-j..l rrtl

_
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judged by their faithfulness to human experience.
Perhaps Bushnell saw

coarse mind",

of

God

that

had

his

"new

light" in terms of his own,'over-

failed to competenily

apprehend the suffering

with and for created beings under evi'1.

ald l=aw that

God has done more through

He

said in Forgiveness

the symbols of atonement than

in us by the suffering life and death of
chríst; propitiation is not just an objective form of thought which
simply to work impressions

renders a subjective change in man apart from the tragic element in
God'

s

own

moral vi

rtue,.

Chri sti ani

sentativeìy" objective, because

its

ty,

he sai

d, i s more than ,,repre-

types express on the level of

a

transaction in time, that suffering love which has been engaged from all

eternity to bring us out of our sins.
meaning

l,le do

not properly conceive the

of vïcarious sacrifice as "grounded. in principles of

universa'l

,oblìgation", until we understand the objective forms of propitiation

to, or as exhibiting in
time, "the interior, ante-mundane,
:.
eternally-proceeding sacrifice of the Lamb that was slain before the
foundation of the wor"ld ".126 If Christianity's objective forms are not
as analagbus

literal
speak
God.

explanat.ions, representations or theories, they do nonetheless

out incontestabìy about'the ever-present eeljng and character of

NOTES

INTRODUCTION

lFor studies which have placed Bushnell's
theory of language
in the context of synbolism, see Donald A. crosby, Horaðe Bushnãllîs
e (The Hague, Paris: Mouton, tOTS)ffi
son,
ism and American Literature (Chicago and London:

University

o

?See

Theodore Munger, "The Secret of Horace Bushnell,, in Bushnell
Lockwood & Brainard company, Tg=fZ);

centgla[{ (Hartford Press: the case
pp. 35-46.
3S".

Paul Tillich,
.
1957), Chapter
Three.

Dynamics

of Faith
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(New

york: Harper & Row,
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CHAPTER

*-

f<¡:i;í:l::::'l

ONE

Itheodore
Munger, "The Secret of Horace Bushnell", Bushnell
pp.
35-36;
Mynger, Horace Bushnell: Preacher and-Tñ@sn
Çentenaryr
(Bõs6n:
iioughton, Miffliñ and
misinterpretation of Bushnell has held over the years, and has been
adgpted by gther scholars such as Frank Foster and John hlright Buckham.
This misinterpretation is that for Bushnel'1, nature comprisãs all of
realÍty, "even God who is included in its category". see Frederick
Kirschenmann, "Horace Bushnell: Cells or Crustacea?", in Reinterpretation
in American Chu[qh_Hjslgr.f,, êd. Jerald C. Brauer, Univ. oFCñ'iõago

ruo.5(chicago:Univ.ofChicagonreiË,tsoa¡.

2

'Ma¡V Bushnell Cheney., Ljfg.and Lgltels of [orace Bushnel]
York: Arno Press and The New York Times, .l969), p. 20.

"ch.n.y, p.

(New

36.

4Bushnell,

Christ In Theology (Hartford: Brown and parsons,
.
lB5l),p.174.0nffixperÍence'Bushnellsaidthalhe
aìways feìt sympathy and respect for the Unitarians. See God In Christ
(Hartforrd: Brown and Parsons, t849), ,p.
Ã

'Cheney,

p.

99

57

6Ch.n.y, p. 209.
The point being made here, is that Coleridge
.
wasthedecisivefactorinBushnell'sexperienceof1831,andthis

i;..:,:;

contradicts the interpretation given for'example by garbárà Cróts,
loface B!¡shnell,_ginister To A ftrgrujlg_ômerlgq_ (chicago: univ. of
ion, Nãture and the
Supefnatural in thg Theology of Horace Bushnell (Lund: TFK-GlãeruÞl
òllows that of ¡ohñ r.
Howell, "A Study of the TheologÍcal Method of Horace Bushnell and its
App'licatÍon to His Cardinal Doctrines", Diss. Duke University, 1963.

TBushnell, Sermons
0n Living Subjects (New York: Charrles Scribner's
Sons, lB92), p. 166.-- .-

'

SBushnell's

own account of the homespun manner is given in,,The
Age of.Hornespun", in Work and Play (New Yorki Cnarles ScriÉner's Sons"
1910),'pp. 374-408, añä_iTìlevEãiTng both of the family life in which he
,

- I30 -

-
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grew and the model of education and
See especía'l1y pp. 374-387

youth.

piety which he inherited from his

o

_ 'Chg!g.y, p-. 3?. Note also Cheney, p. 56, the experience Bushnell
had before l83l of being divided between his intellect air¿ fris feeìing,
which goes back in his American heritage to the Great Awakeniñg
IinsPlit
1740. I am indebted to Charles Feidelson, S.ymbolism and American

Literatqre, p¡ 96, for the idea that this

spliffi

of the los_s of the capacity for synbolic thinking. And in this
respect, one could say that it was Bushnel'l's great achievement to rise
above this cleavage through a recovery of the symbol'ic imagination
terms

l0^
'-see

sub

, pp. lrz-l7s. For the influence
iogy, see sydney Ahlii.o*, "The
scottïsh Philosophy and American Theology,i-Õrrurirr úistóry, z4(lgss). '
Bushnell never doubted that every man has inñãE-ïnõwlããgã of ttre
distinction between right and wrông: "l^le may call it an i¿ea in him, or
a law, or a category of his being. He woulâ not be a man without ii;
for it is only in connection with this, and other necessary ideas, tñat
he ranges above the animals". (Nature and the Supernaturai (New york:
sermons 0n

of common

Living

Charles Scribner's Sons, 1886),
is not the
whole slory of 1831, which must not be seen merely as iome affirmation
of moralistic duty. see cheney, p. z0g, for evidánce that Bushnell,s
discovery of_a_higher sense in coleridge just preceded his religious
9{perience of 1831. Together, these two facets of his conversión changed
his whole approach to truth.
t"See
t^

for example Cross, p. ll; Wiìliam A. Johnson, ,'Horace
Bushnell Revisited: A ltudy of the Development of His Theoiogy',, The
gey_qaleugX, Autumn,.1964; p. ll; Munger, Horace Bushnell: ÉieácTãF an¿
Theologl'an, Q: _27. These are representativ
conversion of 183.l is either
glossed over or misconceii¡ed. Note in
Johnson's article, p. .l3, an example of the widely held misconception
that Bushnel'l read Coleridge through the.eyes of the American Romantic
__

movement.

lzs.o*ont

on,

'tI

''l,fulu".

qJLd

'-

riu

the,supernatural,

las.rrons 0n Livin
I

Ss"*on, on L'¡u'¡ ng Sr

l6sermons

ì7ru4tu".
p.

, pp. 176-177.
,

Supg

pp.

1Ts-171.

, p. lÏz.

0n Living Subjects,

uo¿ tf:,ç

p. 240.

,

p.

17g.

P.reface to, the

,First Edit,ion,

-"-' a'i1.:.1:-.- :,1r"
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'"See

for example, Cross, pp. ll5-133; Roland Bainton, yale
the Ministr.v (New Yorki Hárper añd'br.os., lgsi), pp.'-96:i à6. '
ì'-Cheney,
9^,

Coìeridge

for

and

pp. 63-64. Bushnell is apparent'ly indebted to
definitions. See Aids To Refleition, introd.

these

Marsh,KennikatPressSeriesonLiteraffiineteenth James
Çgnlury (Port l,'fashington, N.Y., London:-Kennikat press, lg7ì), p.236:
"I .have attempted, then, to fix the proper meaning of lrre woi¿s, nature
and spirit, the one being the antithesis to the other: so that the most
general and negative definition of nature is, whatever is not spirit;
and vice versa of spirit, that which is not comprehended ín natüre; ór
in the language of our elder divines, that which transcends nature.
But nature is the term in which we comprehend all things that are

representable in the fonns of time and space, and subjected to the relations of cause and effect: and the cause of the existence of which,
therefore, is to be sought for perpetua'lly in something antecedent. The
word itself expresses this in the strongest manner posiible: Natura,
that which is about to be born, that which is alwayi becoming--It fóllows,
therefore, that whatever originates its own acts, ôr in any éense contains
in Ítself the cause of Íts own state, must be spiritual, añd consequently
supernatural: yet not on that account necessarily miraculous. And'such
must the responsible lvill in us be, if it be at á11.,'

'3*opf-U5q9 of Dark Thi¡gs (London: Richard D. Dickinson,
]P¡9sress''(January,186');;Scieñãeãn¿.
Reìigion", püTñãñIF Maõã7ine, lo No. 3 (Naróh, 1868i
2lNatur:e

and thgSupernatural,

1902);

p. t9.

22Ind."d, the mechanical
model of cause-effect had become so
intrenched in the New England mind, that neiiñer the naturalist ñor-tne
supernatura'list could conceive of the spiritual dimension in any other
terms. For example, the avowed naturalist like Theodore parker would
allow no view of'religion which could not be expìained tn ànà-tfrrõügñ
the fixed laws of nature. see Nature and the su.pgrnalgra]-, p. 500fi..
The supernaturalist, on the oth
àn opposite,
and for Bushnell, an equally untenable extreme. See ñature and ihe
Supernatural, p.. ì9 and p. 41.
23tt¡utu".

un¿

th. sup

,

'OIUIO¡qUT-d the Supernatura:|,

p.

334.

Þ. 40.

I i:' ::t
li;.i:::;:'.'

S
, p. 16 and:p. ZSB. In the first
chapterofcusses''afäwofthethousandãn¿on"
Zsffutur. un¿
tl',.

forms" in which this naturalizing tendency appears. see pp. zz-zg. what
made this propensity to naturalism so momentous a crisis for Bushnell
was the fact tha_t he saw it gathering to itself all thought and life-soci'al , political and religióus. HeIsaw .ev,idence of nátüralism all

1.:-a:r.r:;:

lìl

::::;1:.1.:.
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in New Eng'land Unitarianism, transcendentalísm and evangeliin the "aberrations from the Christian truth" whích
were infíltrating America in the works of Strauss, Hennel and Renan.
around him

calism, as well as
26Nature

27t,lutur.

and the Supernatural,

end

th. srp.

p.

20.

, p. ?4.

28S.. Aids To Reflection, p.
lb8,

for ,'the sacred distinction

betweenthings@6,foranexamp1eofColeridge,sview

of the will as "pre-eminently the spiritual constituent ìn our beíng";
and p. l0B, for further evidence of Bushnell's apparent indebtednesi to
Coleridge: "Whatever is comprised in the chain airä mechanism of cause
and effect, of course, necessitated, and having its necessity in some
other thing, antecedent or concurrent--this is said to be natural; and
the aggregate and system of all such things is Nature. It is, therefore,
a contradiction ín terms to include in this the free-will, of which the
verbal definition is--that whîch originates an act or state of beÍng."
For the relation between Bushnell and coleridge, see John E. Howell,
"A Study of the Theological Method of Horace Bushnell and its Application
to His cardinal Doctrines"; Mildred K. Billings, "The Theology òî Horace
Bushnell considered in Reìation to That of Samuel Taylor co]eridge",
Diss. University of Chicago, 1960.
zgNutur"

and

th.

,

pp. 36-31.

3oNutur.

and the su
tural, p. 5.l. Here, Bushnel 1 takes
issue with Jonãthãn
SrW
treatise on the will he understood
as basically mechanistic in its approach. For to say that man's will
is de,termined by the strongest motive, is, for Bushnell, to conceive
of !l'ç supernatural in terms of cause and effect, See for example,
p. l0B: "If we could show a positive ground for sin; that man, for
example, is a being whose nature it is to choose the strongest motive,
as of a sca'le-beam to be turned by the heaviest weight, and that the
strongest motive, arranged:to operate on man, is the motive to do evil,
that in fact.would be the denial of sin, or even of its,possibítity;
indeed it is so urged by the disciples of naturalism on every side.
It is interesting to note that coleridge also takes a strong stand
against Edwards' doctrine of the will. See Aids_, p- 169, where it is
said that Edwards represents the will as "absoT[teiy passive, clay in

the hands of a potter."

3lNature and the
Supernatural,

p. 5.l. !,lhile man,s subordinate
facu]tiesiil,orcaneXercisenorestrictive
power on the will, they do have the power of influence; they can "solicjt"
and "dra!,r". Man's subordinate faculties, while they can not diminish the
freedom of the will, can nevertheìess restrict man's executive capacity.
32Nutul.¡nd the

,Sr

, p. 43.

l:.::..:;-;

^:'*-**'..--.'-' -"-"" "

_

"

i:i:::ii':'""'i
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33-.
--There

is a subtle and sublime theology of covenant underlying
Bushnell's thought. Instructive in this regarã-is H. Richard NiebuÍr,"
"The Idea of coienant and American Democrac!",
.-' ..'---'J
tiitïð.v [Jrn.,
v -: ft'ùr.ñ
\
1954)

tl.
, pp. 56-57. ïr is interesrins to
lary.prç,.r¿
notice that
in the context of this dlscussion on the meaning of chaiacter,
Bushnell cal:ls up the names of l^Jashington and Lin.oin.'--Êo"'frii estimate
of Cromwell, see pp. 472-474.

lrp

35¡¡utr".

and t,h.

sr

, p. 5lo.

natural action upon nature does not imply a suspension of the laws of
nature--a variation, but never an abatemênt. Säe Bushnell's example of
supernatural action upon nature in the case of a man firing a pistol,
in Nature and the Supernatural , p. 44.
a-7

"'Nature and the Supernatural, p.
38nutq.. un¿
tf,.

srp

,

85

pp. l0l -102.

?o

"'"Progress,'n p.
4o"progress,,

Z0T

, p. zol .

4l"S.ience and Religion,,, p.
267. Having thus adjusted our
conceptiols of nature and the supernatural to inðtude their systematized
and co-ordÍnate activity, Bushneil moves to a re-definition oî the
miraculous, one that does not involve suspension of the laws of cause
and effect. "So God's supernaturar fiat äcting into, o" ini."ucting
with, the laws and causes of nature, ffiây
produõe ail miracle withoul
disruption of order". (s & R, p. z7?) -Iir Natur:e and the supernãiüral,

pp.335ff.,.hegivesanexpandeddefi¡jti6¡"superhuman" and must include

the element oi

wonder:

42Fo,
the-New Engìand debate over the question of human depravity,
see for_example: ¡glqpþ Haroutunjan, piety,.Ver"sus Morálism (.ñil yoik:

HqrperTorchbook']932);SidneyMead,ffiònnecticut

pre
!iber?l (Chicago: Univ. of Chilago
-sin
(New Yorki-charles Scribner'i Sons,
Ç!3!9ing-Conçeptions =o! Originql
lv55J. ur, tor a brief synopsiso see the Introduction of H. She:lton

i

;:ì:;'',:::

i:',.+::i

Smith'HoraceBushne]l(NewYork:0xfordUniv.Press,l965).
u1,

"See E. clinton Gardner, "Horace Bushnellls Doctrine of
Depr"avity,''Theo]ogyToday,1;'i_(ígs5-ig56l."-.'.'-''
lr.:::ì-..:..

t=:.'i:.ì1
i : :''::

;..
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û-[.
--chrisU_q_!__N_u-rt!rrg.
(New

york: charles Scribner's sons, l9l6).
Nurture was published in ie+l ay
ter a few months its
pubìication was suppressed. In reply to certain misrepresentations
of his views of christian nurture, Bushnell immediate'ly published a

origin@hrisjiqn
the Massachus

The

pamph'let, 4n A!^gument For "Discourses On_Cþristian Nuriure,,, which

addressed

,

he

f¡e

pub'li shed a much enl arged second edi ti on of the origi nal boók, ti t'led
views _of.christian Nurture, and containing the oríginal Discoúrse, a

secon@ent,
and further additións. rnis seãon¿
edition
was
almost
who1ly
re-written
and pubìished Ín its third form
in .l86ì as Christian Nurture.
45^
'-See

Smith, Horace Bushnell, pp. 12-17; Smìth, Changing
Conceptions, pp. 'l37-T6'I--

46t¡utur. und

p.

332.

th. Srp.

, p. zl4.

a75.rron, For the

New

Ljfe

48s.rron, For the

New

Life p.

49se"*on, For

New

's

Bushnel l
how to describe

downward,

Scribner, 1858),

36.

Life, p. 36. 0r we may note another of
oi sin, from SNL, p. llB: "I know not
it better than to cail it a. false love, a wrong
love, a

selfish

50s".ron,

üe

I ove.

tr

For the New Life

5lth. Spirit in

Scri bner's

(New york: Charles

Man:

p.

41

9.

Se@

(New

52..
--trle.may
ngte again Bushnell's conviction
and acknowledges the good. See Note 10.

53nqtrr., undjh.,

sr

york:

Charles

that every man knows

, p. lo9.

ZgO. See R. t^t. B. Lewis, The American
. ?aff,. Spirlt in f'l*, p. of
(Chicffiiü.
Chicago press, l9s5);- for a EooãASe

discussion of the theme of "fortunate fall,' in Búshneli. Bushnel I
anticipated this sort of label, and his answer to it is given in Nature
and the Supernatural, p. 133.
55¡',lutr".

und !r,. -sqp
, p. 117. Note that an important
djmension.þrivative''istrlàtir¡."òisno
cause for sin. sin is rooted in,the will, and any consideration of
determination here, Bushnel l abhors. See p. il4.-

.

::.1

56¡lutrr. und th.
57th.

:'

;
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Srp.

spirit in N*, p.

,

pp. lt3-'l17.

z}g.

58Nutrr. und th.

Sup.

, p. 172.

59Nutura

Supa

, p. 196.

6oth.

und tf,a

spirit in ltt*, p.

z4B.

6ls.rron, For the New Life p.
62ruutu..

und

63Bushnelì

is

th" Srp.

43.

, pp. 154-t55.

speakr'ng here of

of "total depravity" which

"",',

:the

New Engrand

orthodox view

intuitive cãpac'ity in man. see
hi.s essay on. "Christian. Comprehensiveness" in Builäing Éras in Religion
(NewYork:CharlesScribner,sSons,l88l),whe
orthodox that Parker is not to be answered by denying the religious
nature of the soul. see also, for example, Ggd Iñ christ, p. Õg: "It
has not been held, as a practical, positive,-ãnã-iãrñõt chi^istian
truth, that there is a PERCEPTIVE POI^JER in spiritual life, an unction
of the Holy One, which is itself a kind of inspirat'ion=-añ immediate,
experimental knowledge of God .". It is Bushnell's syrnbolic imagination which works here as a comprehensive principìe to reconcile or
þrin9 together-the realm of "sense¡'and the realm of "mind", represented
by.the New England right and the New England teft. see alsó, ,'Íìeligious
Nature and Religious character", in sennons 0n Living Subjecis
6aS.fUglg-EeIlhe

denies any

New

65s.rron, For the

Life, p. t6B.
p.63.

New L'ife

66l,lutrr. un¿ Ür.

sup"rr

,

p.

6Tnuture

S'gJr

,

p.190.

6SMorul

un¿-,Þh",

Ur., of.ourk

, p.

186.

256.

69Nutrr. and the
Supernatural

p. 17 4. l¡lhi 1 e B us hnel I bel i eved
in i nheri
ical propagation of the effects of
sin from one generati on to another under the laws of heredity, he did
not hold to a doctri ne of imputed sin. See Smith, Changing Conceptioris,
pp. I 55- 1 58.

iÌriiìfrlì

-137 70
'-christ:gn,l\grlg-rg.,

83. Regarding the organic solidarity
the Supernalural, pp. .l78:181, and Lewis,
The Ameri ca n Adaml-ÞÞl-E6l73lChristian

of sin, se@

Nu

rture, p.

TlNature and
the Supernatural,

p.

72ruutrr.

pp. 186-.lg7.

73ruutr".

references
7L

'þture

un¿

tf,. Sup.

,

uL¿

tf,. Srp.r

p. lBB. Note here Bushnell,è
-Swedenborg.

_'

T6Morul

unA

tfr. Srp.

Ur", of

TTNature
7BMo"u]

,

and the Supernaturil,

7sruutu""

171.

Durk

T

,

of

Du"k

70

""Science and

Both" Sp'i.f

Rel

T

pp. l9Z-'193.

, p.

and the Supernatural,

Urus

p. lg0.

14g.

p. 344.

, pp. 256-257.

igion", p.

272.

t in ¡q*, p. 365.

8l^
"'See for example, Sermon.s 0n_Living Subjqcts, p. ZlZ. I am
reminded here of a sentence
Bgllgious Iypolqgv (New Brunswick, New Jersey: @ss,
ì970)' p. l0l: "The transformation of the entire wórld accessible io
human experience into an indicator of a higher religious meaning does
of course diminish its reality. yet this lends it át the same,iime a
superior reality through its harmony with the spirÍtual world.,, In the
following chapters, this will surface as a real tension in Bushnell,s
C

hri s to I ogy.

82S..
"In and By Things Temporal Are Given Things Eternal,, in
Sermons 0n Livilg__!ÞJscß-; "Spiritual rhings The 0nly 5o1id" and "The
rire spirit ìn úán.
ffifEl_in
83ruutr..-un¿

th. Sup..

,

SaNqtrr"

th. Sup.

, pp. 26l-26g.

85rh"

und

spirit in N*, p. 337.

pp. z1S ZlB.

tuqoo

I¡Qþ¡rst, p.

B7nutr.. und th"
88Th"
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43.

Su

, pp. 96-97.

spirit in Man, p. 332.

8gNutr.. und th.
90Morul

Uses

o'l

''¡qture

and

sup.

, p.

of Dark Thinqs, pp. I t0-ì l1 .
the_lgp¡¡glg¡q!, p.

t'r*

o

o?

'"Building Eras in

94sur*on.

Zl4.

Re

ZO4.

1zs.

, p. 266.

0n Livinq Subjects, p.123.

9serilding Eru,

in

, p. 266.

nulgtq11t-.to the
Supernatural, p.205;
97ruutr.. un4 th"

98ft.

ri
ggBrilding

41

5-4t 8.

Sp,i

t

i

sup.

,

pp. z0s-206.

n ¡¡an, p. 332.

E.ut

l00th. spirit in

, p. 264.
lulqn,

p. 339;

Natur:e and the Supernatur:al, pp.

l0lNature qn{ the Supernatural, p.

morefully

Nature and the SuÞernatur:al,
to2tr¡utur.

und Û,.

lo3uo"ul Ur.,

421-445.

sup.

of ou.

loaruafrr. und tlr,.

loSth.

pp.

4tg.

These ideas

will

be

iei^sof thisthesis. Sãealso,

, p. 211.
, p. 375.

srp

spirit in !ul*, p. 36s.

,

p. 64.
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l06L.onu.d Bacon,
"Concerning A Recent Chapter of Ecclesiastical

History'',N-ey.Eng]ang-er,38(September,]879)oPP.704-706
I'-'Amos
07"

Chesebrough, "Reminiscences of the Bushnell Controversy",
(Hartford: case, Lockwood and Brainard company, 1902):
centenary
fusl4e]1

ffi

lo8l.onurd Bacon,
"Concerning a Recent Chapter of Ecclesiastical

History", p.

705.

I'--Cheney,
09^,

p.
Bushnell's language theory is also the topic
of the first chapter of?03:
christ In Theology: "Language-and Doctrine"; änd
gI-!r,çessay'''0urGospeffiginationl,firstpublistrã¿tn
1869 in Hours At Home, and later included iñ ttre lggl votume, Building

FãJFïonl-

Eras In

lloqp¿-l¡

!¡qÍst, p. 12.

llt^,
"'Chrisln fheqlgX, pp. 51-52.
ttz"
"-Amos Chesebrough,

"Reminiscences of the Bushnell Controversy",
was Rev. Chesebrough who came to Bushnell's defence after t-he
publication of God In Christ, with a series of articles written under
the si gnature Cl-T. , orTe rîti cus Cri ti corum" . Accordi ng to Bushnel I ,
these artÍcles "saved his head"- See Cheney, pp. ZZ3-224.

p. 49. It

1t3-.
"-The

distÍnction

between these two concepts'

in

Bushneil's

is itself based on his principl. oi anal,ogy. For euihñell, all
reali!y is "ìanguage", the langirage of God. Humañ-ìinguistic s¡nnbólism
is only part of this moral scheme; it is possible only-because man has
been created with a symbolr:c imagination, and in turn, insphered in a
thought

synbolic reality.

"t4-'Feide'lson, 9J¿mbol jsm. and American Literature,- p. .l53. It
should become obvioui
tiresÍ s, how
I

reality as thoroughly "organiçJ'o ârd how he views
in Christ, as thorough'ly "organific,'.

Bushnell views
power

of

God

l15th.

the

spirit in Man, p. 324.
i,:i:!:,,,jì

I"-Chri
16^,

slln_Th-gqlsgy, p. 38.

"'Christ In Theology, p. 39.

117 ^.

iri:'r.i'
i

For the influence of Josiah

l'li]lardGìbffiJohnEdmundHowe]l,,'AStudyofthe
lheglogicaì Method of Horace Bushnell and its App'lication to his

CardÍnal Doctrines"; Jerr"y Wayne Brourn, The Rise of Biblical Criticism
j
i:. :r\
't'

'

140

,

Amer!gg,. 1800-1870 (Middletown, connecticut: t^lesìeyan university

in
Pl.:l'
1969); Roland Bainton, þle qnd lhe Ministry. In chapter tlt
ofhisthesis,Howe]lshowsttr@ushnel1'sprincip1e
gf ana'logy and_ that devel ope{ by Gibbs's phi lological Studies.'
drawi1gseveralalmostidenticalpara1telffiushnell, Aftei^
Howell concludes that Bushnell is nonetheless original in the way he
interpreted the meaning of Gibbs's theory for theólogical
I"-Christ
18^,

----:

In Theology, pp.

endeavor.

35-36

.l19^.

""Christ In Theology, p.

15.

'

l20Bushnell rejects
the theory

of origin as divine gift on two
grounds. He finds the scriptural base unsound, he says, anã here he
uses the Bible against the biblicists, pointing to thã history of Babel
as confounding any original 'language that might have existed.- But more
important to Bushnell is the rejection of this theory on the basis of
'its wrongly conceiving the nature of languageo
and oir tnis score he is
quite confident in predicting the eventual failure of ali attempts by
learned ethnologists to trace all human'languages to a common source.
In support of his view of the original diveisities ot language, Bushnell
cites the names of Johann Adelung and William von Humboldl- -See God In
pp. 12-16; on page 19, he uses Humboldt to support his opîñîon
Çf'"!rl'
that.1anguagemustbeconsideredasinherentinman.
l2lBushnell sees
the correspondence between sound and object as
arbitrary, or at least, so remote as to be arbitrary. God In chiist,
pp- 19-20. _ 0n pages 34-36, he rejects Frederic schiegeTsãtÏffiFÏs io
trace the forms or bases of words to the names or vocál sounds tiremselves.
According to Bushnell, schlegel's theory inverts the truth, i;ê. "what
he supposes to be fr.om the name, is plainly communicated tó the name',.
l22Bushneìl

said that he entered yale with "no language", which
wag ? problem not only of the transition from country homeðpuñ tó tne
cultivated society of Boston, but even more, of the äeficieircy of his
own understanding.of the literal nature of language- His modät at the
time.was Paley, ánd, as Bushnell sa'id, "if I cñanðed to have an idea,
nothing came to give it expression". (cheney, p. 20g) The idea of úhe
two-departmental character

of

human language

first

came

to Br¡shnell

through

coleridge, as pgrt oI the experience of t83l. see cheney, p. 209, where "
Bushnel] :uyt that through the Aids he discovered "how läñgüage oúilt on
qhysical images is itself two sTõIles high . - figure, figule on
figure". It was to Bushnell's surprise and"dismay
lrrat prriio]ogists
and theologians had_not apprehended the significañce ot the fuoldeparünenta'l
charaçter of every language. See God In Cñrjst, pp. 39-40.
123^
'--See

pp. 36-37, where Bushnell discusses John
@{l¡_!nrl¡!,
-Tocke's
Locke's view ofJanquãqe.
languáge. -Tocke'
theorv seems to be
hp identical wírh
s theory
with
Bushnell's--i.e. Locke presents a view of the two-departmental nature
of language, whereby words of thought or. spi ri t have thei r :ori gin i n

-ï:.:--_1.:r

- l4l
physical objects or appearances. However, the two men differ in the
of this theory. For Locke's theory holds that there is
no natural connection between words and ideas, ánd that the signifi_
cance of words is gíven by an arbitrary imposition.
consequences

ì24eoa

In christ p.

30.

l25eø_]¡_q_hfj¡!n pp.
45-46. Bushnelì
rhat even in the
first or literaTGþarffi'ent'of ìanguage, where says
so"unds àr.-próuided as
names for physica] objects and appearánces, there are no wôrds which
are exact representations of physical things. ,'For whether we take
the theory of_the Nominalists oi the Reatiits, the words u"e, in fact,
and. practically, names only of genera, not of indivíduals oi'species. To be even still more exact, they represent onìy certain sensatíons of
touch, taste, smell, hearing--one or a,ll". Hence tfre ópportunity
:ig!t,
in language, for endless mistakes ánd false reasonings, in reiärence
to matters purely physical," (God In Christ, p. 43),

.l

l26gpg-J¡-!-þfj-:!, p.
53. If we are rhus tiabte to be misted
by the forms-îñ-woFds, we äre also to pursue the original ty[e or
etymology of words with great industry. see eôã ir ór'.irt;"pp.-s3-54.
127S..

God= Jn Chri st, p. 55: ,,Accordi ngly we never come so
near.to a truty-GTTTõuIdãI
view of any truth,-ai when it is òffered
paradoxically; that is, under contradiclions; that is, under two ormore dictions, which, taken as dictions, are contrary-one to the other.',

128-.
'--It
was on this

basis that Bushnell said he could accept as
his way. "I had no such thought as that i-*us
making .llgr't of truth, and reflecting distrust anã ¿iiðoriág.rent on
reasonable and proper efforts to find the truth. I supposeã, rathei,
that I was showing how we may open a wider haven or tri¡irr thán our own
or al I mere formulas and abstr"actions could possib'ly contain. '' (Chri;¿
In Theglogy' p. 3?) Note in this regard, Bushnelt'i estuy i;ff'"ìffi
cornprehensiveness" in Building Eras in Religion, pp. sgo-4sg. fte
princip1eofconrprehens'ä'.method''inBushnel1's
theolog¡r, see for example,-H. sherton Smith (ed.), tqraçe Bushnell,
many creeds as came

pp.38-39'andJohnE.Howe.ll,1'AStudyofthernå:ótffi
Its Application to-His Cardinal Dóctrines,i, Ctrápter
II.

Horace Bushnell and

useful, as all
symbols are; they are produðtive of error only when they are supposed
to have absolute meanings clear of form and figure. See Chri st In

Theology, p. 51.

l30eoq-I¡--çE-:!, p. 73.

Two sources should be mentioned here.
-'
¡,¡.
coõõwrÏl-rTñõughti,
l^Jords,
and Thingsi, BibtiotheCa Sâiia O'
Iglt.y.

(]849),anarticlewrittenindefeñseofBusñneÍlffiõe,

'
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is an excellent presentation of Bushnell,s basic theory, and one to
which I am indebted in^these pages; Donald A. crosuv, Hó.ãðã gushnell,s
Theory of .Langqage, whire rimited as a study ot guiÉnetiffi;ffi
more broadly. with the nineteenth century coñtext, is nonátheless, a
valuable work- Note here in particular-that the-idea oi-';äio[u"ñ.à',,
so prominent in Bushnell's time, is inherent in his view of language as
living creation, and see in this regard, crosby, pp. lãs-i+s.-"'
l3leo¿

ln.ct"jrl,

pp- g4-85. See Christ In Theology, pp. 46-4g,
iamä principte in ffi
ihar rhere
Tluf.,,lrrhneìiluïs-Tñe
rs a "torm-etement".i!.eyqry_system of thought
which is peculiar to it.
In some way,._every indivi¿uãr mind generateõ to itselr a'iðÀrtãin
general form". Thus it is sometimei difficult to judg. a,"iiãr, and
Bushnell admits that it took him years of study anã rénu.iion-b"fo".
he could understand Coleridge, ".,-. . and, indäed, whom I n.ù." since
have read, at all, save in á chapter or two, whicñ i gluñ.äã'õu"., just
to see how obvious. and c:lear, what before v\,as impossiÉ1., ,¡u¿-no"

become." (God

In Chrjst, p.

132^
--See

the

Romantic

J.

87)

Barth, The_.SyrnÞolic'Imagination: Coleridge and

-Robert
(princeto
Traditigl

, pp"-eá-OO, where Bushnell says
thatwhenwearetry@ti"üeinterþretationõiãaoctr.¡ne

of God, this condition of synpathy requires
Spirit, or a state of divine consðiousness
t33erilding Eru,

il Rq

l3aquil¿ing E,îu,
in
l35eod

R.

an iniusion

of the Divine

p. 265.

, p. z5z.

In christ p.78.

I'-"ChrisLlJþSgl_qgy,
36^.

p. 64 and p. 83.
:137
^.
'-'Chrislj_tt_Jleo,þg{:
p. BS. In the 1869 essay, ',Our Gospel

AGiftToTffisðussingEdwaiãsA-Park,Ë-diiðourseon
"fhg.Theology 9f rhe Intelrect qnd rhãt ot the Feeling", eriññ.ll asked
whether there be any hope left for-theologic science: "ñonà-ãi-atl, I
answer m9:t_unequivoca'lly. Human language is a gift to the imaginátion
so essentia'lIy metaphoric, warp and wóofl that ii has no.*a.i 6Ïocks.
9l.*ggli[r9 to buitd a science of", (euiráing
---r- ¡rai iñ-nôiislðñ, pp.
271-272.)
138S..

Christ In Theology, p.'82.

t39ü,.irt tn th.ology, p. Bz.
ìaoil''flrt rn ft,.olngr p. 83.

ll" ' ::'"'r

i,-:

-
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l4lchrirt In Th.orogy, p.

g4.

l42chrírt ln lh.oloqy, p.

84.

l43ch.irt In Th.ology, p. 86.
to*rn.rr, ,,., ,n.
p 64.
Iascr,.lrt in ft,.ology, pp.
80-gl
la6cl',rirt rn ft,.olggv, p. gl
.
147
I

eo¿

In chri st pp.

48g-qd-L!-!¡¡_$, p.

l49eo¿

3l 0-3.l I

3t I

.

In christ p. 92.

50gp¿+-ü!t;l

, p. .ZSZ. Bushnell saw this subjecrion to dogma
as subjectiõñãTsoiF-Eñ-e Splrit
in man; this was evidenðed in New rnltàna
varieties
"distinct
of
life"
which animated the various Christîan
þv.1ne
bodies, and could.lead on'ly to the suspicion that *riistianitt i; Ñil 'Inqland^was a product of the organiztnö rorðe of human Jog*uät*.
see
-:
God

In Christ, p.
I5ì
'"'For

2g3.

"

Bushnell's understanding of the mystic as interpreter,
see God In Christ, pp. 94-96
see Erownl@q ðr eib'lical-¡Qr!!þism in A[er]!q, chapter xI, for an
i nterpre_tat
iical ' studv-ðt [h.-"
'Bible. Brown says that Bushnell's connectÍon with Ameri.uñ ãriticai"is slight, that his writings show no au,areness of bíblical studies
¡tudies
in
GermalY or of the critical opinions of ,American scholars. SaVs grðwn,"Pl:h1911 hoped that the reform of New England theologv ãnã the reconcÍliation of its warring facrions couìd bã effected bfa p¡rõä;
,ñãõ;standíng of language. An adequate theory of language'wouid overcorne the
use of biblical proof texts, rigid literálism, añd lhe constricting
clegg:. of-dogmaticians .
. But in developÍng the linguistic iäeas
of Gibbs in this manner he tended to make Gibbs'Éiulical õtudies seem
'unnecessary: a
.s!1"9!g dependence upon intuition, inspiratíon, and sympathy
to.interpfet g.biblical
text made study of originat ianguageé, investi'gations of authorrlip, and historical reconstrúctions uñimþoriant.,, I
think this an unfair charge. Certainly, Bushnell shows litil. j"u".n"r,
of critical biblical studies. However, Bushnell's dependence upon
intuition did not have the conseqr.n."Á rf,iàh-gnown tists. Interpretation,
for Bushnell, is not onìy an art, but arso a science. He mates-ìl;.;i'-'"
that intuition does not come to man as an unaided inspiratíon, bi¡t
9le?l
is itself dependent upon an "organic" approach, i.e. before'tfie
iñiérprãt.t

.-.t

.

.t . ,

_:.
;

:" ,:
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can penetrate through the outward text by an act of imagination and
empathy, he must understand the author and his work in their wholeness.
This, Bushnell said, requires years of study, both of the inner and
outer forms of a text, and of the creative individuality of the author.
See God In Chris!, p. 92, for example, where he advocates more
schoTãFlñÏF-ìnTñ-e ¡'historical , literary, and practical departments of
Christian study" in order to "the more cultivated and nicer apprehension

of

symbol

".

: :

CHAPTER Tl,lO

channing, "unitarian christianity: Discourse
^t,,{l.lliam Elìery
At rhe Ordination
of the Rev. Jared Sparks, Baltimore, ló.l9,,, A selection
lrom Thg_hjorkg_gf l,li]!qm E. chêg_l_!g (Boston: American unitariãn

Association-l

i;hought in the century between
the Great Awakening and Aod In ChrÍst has óften been traced-in terms of
- of
the evolution of liberal-neligÏõn Ïit-hin the congregational churches
New England. The Arminianism which alarmed ¡onathañ Edwards was one

in this doctrinal development: from Charles Chauncy to Channing,
the liberals were also distinguished by their principles ol rationalisñ
and anti-trinitarianism. For a history of this deveiopment, see Conrad
l,Jright,-The.Beginni.ngs of Unitarianism in America (Boston: Íhe Beacon
element

Press,

19-5-5).

2^
-Channing,'lUnitarian

Christianity", p.

189.

3^.
-Channing,

"Unitarian Christianity", p. l89

4Channing,

p. lg0.
"Unitarian Christianity,,,
-

5^,
-Channing,

"Unitarian Christianity',, p.

uggo

190.

¡¡_çhrjtro pp. t30-131.

"l¡le are earnest for nothing but
Tave no apþi^ehension of error save in denying the Three.
[,,1e practicalìy hold the Three without the "One Substance"". (Ctrrist In
Theo'logy, p. 174)

the Three;

we

::.

i::

TGod

In christ p.

129.

"Moses Stuart, Letters To The Rev. llm. E. Channinq, Containino
Remarks 0n His Sermon n

ñborated

!i.q nosition in his Letters 0n I_hglleüal Generêtíon of the Son of God,'
Aldfe:se9 lo.the Rev
sketch of fh
È. stre'ltón Smith,
Hórace
'4--ö: .d.,
-- - -----:
Bu_shnet I (New York: oiford únivär:sitv'press, r9äs j;-pp:
9wt,ile

channing did not r.eply to stuart, Andrews Norton of
Harvard responded on behalf of the tiberals in hís A Statement of Reasons

-

145 -

,11

ii:'l

l

'-"lr:!¡ll.ril
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For Not Believino The Doctrines of Trinitaríans Concerninq the Nature

Sthewholesystemdenominated',orthodoxy'',
and i! particular, the modern orthodox doctiine of the trinity.

He

sees Stuartrs statement of a three-fold distinction as at besl an
evasive attempt to rescue the orthodox doctrine from the cñaige of
absurdity. The vrhole trinitarian issue, says Norton, stems fñom a
qfoÞlem of language. Tl,. object of the art of interpretation is to
from.possible meanings the actual meanin! of a text. This
{islinguish
is done by considering which meañjng was "intended o!-And
Ûre author". The
probìem i9 solved solely by a process of reasoning.
no man of
reason.will suppose that while some texts can bear a trinitarian sense,
that this was the sense actually intended by the author. See pages
84-95. "Nothing is easier than-the method óf 'Norton's Reasoni,l" said
'Bushnel l , "and úhen impl i.ci tly fol io*À¿, noif't ng wi I I more certainl!show the problem resolved, how it may be possibie, with only a mode-rate
force, drudged il t!. ploddings, of uñilluminated scholarshiþ, to empty
9_eg:qqt most effectualìy of all that is necessary to its life".
( ullding Eras ìn Religion, p. 124) For a discussion of Norton,s views
of language and tri!lty, see Donald crosby, Horace Bl{qhnell's Tþeory_ql
Language, pp. 180-189.
---

l0qqg-Ig-ç!q$, p. .l35. In'1835, stuart

-

pubtished an English
translatioñiF-SlTãîermaðher's historicaÍ essay oir üre trinitv, íónThe Discrepancy Between the Sabellian and the Aîhanasian Methoä of
Representi!g the Doctrine of the Trinity", The Eiblicat Reposi
Çualterly Observer, 5, No. l8 (Apri1, lá3S), pp.

(July, lB35), pp. 1-'lT6. Stuart's lengthy
thy introduction
intro
to the essay
trinitarianism and an orthodox
of a modal trinity.

attempted both a criticism of.New England
modification of Schleiermacher's doctrine

llBushnell was-preoccupied
with the doctrine of the trinity
throughout his life. Dur"ing the 183'l revival at Yale, he expresseä his
particular difficulty with the togical absurdity of the docti^ine. In
his 1832 address on "Revelation", he J'said some things very cautiouslyin regar:d to the Trinity which, perhaps, will make a"litilä breeze".
(9h.lgYl P: 90) His fiist formal statement of the doctrine v,ras-tivån in
the 1848 díscourse
on "The Divinity of christ',, rhis discourse,-along
with the third chap_ter. of_Çbrist ILI Theology, "The Trinity", comprise

whatmaybecalled.Bushne1ffit''ofthedoótiine.In.

November,189a, he published in the New Engrandef the article, ,,The
Christian Trinity¡ A Practical Truthil, wñiãl" was republished in tfrã lgsl
volume, Bui'lding Eras in Religíon. This essay repräsents Bushnell's
attempt-to come to whaf he caTTed "a deeper view"'of trÍnity. gne other
source is of particular relevance: "Our helations To chrisfin the
Future Life", .Sermons 0n_Living Subjects, pp. 442-469.

2christ In Theology, p.

ll8

and

p. 124. 0n this basis,

distinguisffiomuotrrscr¡.]äiermacher,smoda1iim_and Bushnell

Stuart's orthodoxy: "Schleiermacher and his translator both assume the
possibility of entering into the interior nature of God, and forming an

147 -

authorized judgment concerning the trinity as predicable of it. This
I deny, and am thus left behind by them both". (page ll9) Bushnell
felt that in his denial lay both the strength and the vulnerability
of his exposition, "the merit, if there is any, the heresy if there
is none". He was judged in terms of the'latter, and eventually, as
much out of his own dissatisfaction as out of any desire to placate his
accusers, he went a long way toward lifting the veil of divine mystery.

l3erilding E"u, in Religìon, p. l1z.
lagrildíng E"u, ìn

R.

p. 146. Bushnell is often accused
ethod. But his radical assumption
God is not an assumption to know exactly whatmay or may
not be contained ìn God's interior being. He takes this as his lirst
principle because it is impossible for us, as finite minds, to admit
such a thíng as threeness of persons, and still retain any real belief
in the divine uníty at all. At the same time, he sees this unity as a
"grqa-t deepll, i tsel f the ground of al ì diversi ty. Bushnel'l thought the
word "unity" had become nearly amb'iguous in meaning through looseness
of application. For him, the concept of "unity" ii essential to his
:ymbolic theory. See in relation to this, J. R. Bar"th, The Symbolic
Imagination, p. lt.

a! this po
of the unity of

l5eod In christ

p.

137.

l6chrirt In lh.ology, p.
l7eod

176.

In christ p.144.

lsegg=J-!-!¡ri¡¡, p.

r

l9eod In christ

p.

140.

2oBullding E"a,

in R

45.

, p. .146.

2lchrist In Th.olpgy, p. 1zi.
22-.

It is perhaps in his doctrine of trinity that Bushnell's
principle of contrast'serves him best--and stands-oui in ifrãipest relief
against the trinitarian context in l{ew England
o)

"God In christ pp.l43-144.

24ch"irt ln
Th.ology, p. lz325Ch,,irp

In Th.qlggy, p.

122.

;1.):.:

4!:é-.::¡.:!¿

Ã''t.

|

-

l4B -

26chrirt tn Th.ology, p. iz3.
' o-,

p.

123.

''Building Eras in Religion, p. ì47 and Christ In Theology,

28chri.t In Th.ology,

p.

117.

zgBushnell's
basic presupposition of the anaì ogi c correspondence
between form and truth is the limiting factor in hi s effort to seek a
"deeper vÍew" of trinity. "So there is doubiless a like relation between
the divine nature, as thought or to be thought by us, and the terms
Father, Son, and Hoìy Ghost; only the relation i! more absolutely
inscrutable, because the nature of God is itself ínscrutable". (Christ
In Theology, p. 149)
30^,
--Christ

In Theology, p.

122.

3lchrirt In Th.ology, p.

126.

32^,

unrlst In Theology, p.

33ch"n.y,

p.

120.

z1B.

34I ut reminded
of Donald Baillie's reference to Karl Barth in
God l^lal In chrilt (New York: charles Scribner's sons, l94g), p. 136:

ffioftheTrínityrãaiiv'ô'inã,u,irratcóáìs'personal

way'; and indeed-it is but a hint of inconceivable
Ìl ql incomprehensible
distinctions
in God Himself ', and especia'l'ly of the paradox of the
revelation to man of a God who according
: - to His essence cannot be
revealed to man."

35Bushnell
rejects the idea that there is some triad in,man
is analagous to the trinity in God. Attempts to dïscover such a which
correspondence he thinks are over-curious and even fraudulent. "I even
lpgke of it with a degree of disrespect, as being a way to lose one's
'discretion'; for I can not resist the impr.essioñ that it is one of
those excesses of over-speculation, which'indicates a beginning of
mental disease, and which are the frequent infirmity of great ðchoJars."
p.. '133. See also, God In chrisi, pp: 178-179. sãe
sermons 0n Livi'lg=$Uqg!:., pp- 446-447,-wÏere Bushnell discusses why
G
eäi' rather tñan as ',six ôi:sixty;--36^,
""Cheney,

p. 418. One can see here that Bushnell's apprehension
of .the trini!v ir essenti.al'ly as a "practicaì" or experientiaì truth;
and apparently he was led to seek a more immanent grbunding for his ''
doctrine out of what v,,as an experiential need. hlhát is imþortant to
Bushnell is that the trinity be lived in as a p.ower rather than analysed

r

.lì.1

¡''

¿

.r,..:,.,r

':

tr^i l
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theory. see God In christ, p. 174, for example: ,,Every human soul
that will adequateTy-worl-iEeTî in religion, neeäs this trinity ãt-iñ.
instrument of its working; for, without this, ít is neither posiible to
preserve the warmth, nor to ascend into the true greatness oi God.,'

as a

370n. element
of Bushnel'l's early view of trinity is given in
God In christ, p. 147: that prior to the-incarnation, thäre ið no
appearance of trinity; consequentiy, that we do not know whether or
not trinity_results from the incarnation, whether or not it is only
a vehicle of revelation

Bgpd.-¡lç¡fUt,-p. 168. 0n this page,
Bushnel'l
epistemological prînõîþTe-õT anatôgy is evident. itrát-the "son,,'sñ.ãåiiitut.,
the "Father", Bushnell "knows" only in terms of finite powers of
apprehension. l^lhether the same is-required by "some subjôctivã, or"
internal necessity" in Christ, he can'not say.
39cod

In christ, p.

.l69.

4oeu¿

In christ p.

170.

4lGod
pp. 392-3

In chrirt, p. 17r.

azguilding Erur

in R

43eod

In christ p.

171.

44eod

In christ p.

145.

45çod

In christ p.

173.

46çod

In christ p.

173.

See arso, Nature and

,

pp.

the Supernatural,

1zg-12g.

47to, a discussion
of the Kantian elements in Bushnell's thought,
see John Edmund Howell, "A Study of the Theoloqical Method of Horace
Bushnell and its ApplicatÍon to his cardinal Dóctrines,', chapter Four;
Donald_Crosby, lpfqt. Bushnell's Theory of Language, pp. g6-ioi anã'pú.
225-227

48Not.

that Bushnell gives particular attention to antinomy
wherein each person of the trinity Ís repreiented,
by cross affirmations, to be each of the others. It is èvident to
Bushnell that both sameness and otherness should be asserted of the
persons of the trinity- "Indeed, this horror of Sabellianism, that has
kept the church, for so many ages, asserting and re-asserting it as a
test of orthodoxy that the Father is not the Son nor the Son.the Spirit,
number

VIIl--the class

l.-:.

,:
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:.tl
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appears in this vieb, to have been a kind of theologÍcaì distemper of
which it is difficutt to speak wi_rh respecr. And ít it prãðiiäly h...
that the doctrine.of triníty has lost a feature necessary to its
proper balance and soundness of proportion. As there wai needed an
assertion of otherness to exclude the shallow modalism of Sabellius;
so there was needed an assertion of sameness to quuliiv anã-mãte sate
the otherness. " (Chrlist In Theology, pp. '162-16i. ) w - "-' "'-'-

49ch.n.y, p.56.
50--In

several places, Bushnell refers to what he calls the real
value and por,ver of the Christían trinity, in that it ia notf'-.if.ctùàlly
persona'l and effectually divine. And hã holds up this combinãtion of Ínfini!v plus personality against unitarianism oir the one ñanã, an¿
pantheÍsm on the other. See God-l_l_!_[jå!,. p, ]ZS; Ct¡rist:tn Íhàoiogy,

p.,l4l;

Relisîõ!? pl-T36:-"io

gloitffi'

?ujlginq
Eras in
yet so nigh
is God;
reTãEed-ìì-ãTl that is inmoit, most inheieñt in
his nature and etern'ity, to our finite want, and ihe double kingdom
of
nature-and graceo by which we are to be raised up and perfe.i.J to.
the skies: a being who is at once absolute and rälatioiral; an-ilicontain!ng r a1'l-suppof ìng
_uni ty, and a manifol ¿ing humãniy-fersonat
love; the All in all itself,
anã yet above al'1, thiougþ ali,';nã-ï; - ''
qf whol g]ì9, and through whom, ana tõ wñom ue-gTortiãrÀuu..;; -s.. all;
also, guilding Erasl pp. 117-l?s
5lGod

In chr:ist p.173-174.

52ço!--l-o-ç¡rlrt,

p.

i3t

S3chrirt ln th.ol.ry,
uoqno,In

.

p. 1zo.

chr.ist, p. 175.

559gg-Il
j!U;t,.pp. lll-l'12.- chr.isr In Theolosy, pp.
For BushneTlrlunderltañ¿i ng_ of "moda I ím.hiéi".*ucher,
see Christ In Theology, pp. llg-ì.l9.

,
STchrirt ln th.otogy,

lle-ug.

145.

p. 126.
iirr;r:l:

58Aros

chesebrough's description is worth quotÍ,ng in full: l,It
seemed as if the systematic onset upon the book.was the Éesult of a
concerted plan to crush out the errors in it by one strong combineã
effort, and that for this end each theologicaì center was to furniifr a
champion. The first of these criticisms ðame fr.om the Diviñity School
at New Haven. ul9.f the caption 'what does Dr. Bushnell mean?-, thr:ee
articles signed 'omicron', àppeared in l.'e ¡¡ãw vòi[ :Êùángãii;i, ;hi;ñ

l':,.

¡,fï- l::r¡.+

I

- l5l
into a pamphlet of twenty-eight pages and extensively
distributed. In the course of a week or two Priñceton seminary gave
its weighty verdict in an article of forty pages in The giblicât

rygre gathered

and Príqcqton Review. The next assault was mããã by-TE-e
ous month'ly edited by seven ìäadïng
of Bóston, in an article oi sixty pages,
bitter in the extreme. About the same time there emanate¿ trom Bangor
Theol!9ica'l Seminary a volume of one hundred and e'ighteen pages,
entitled, 'A Review of Drr. Bushnell's God In Christ., The Tñeological
Seminary at East windsor furnished no formal review, but kept up a
running fire on the book in the columns of rhe ReÏiqious Heiald, a

Bepgrtory
Ch
ffirs

Hartfordweek1y.Therewereotherreviewsffibut
these were the leading ones, and enough of them to have demolished a
full score of heretics. Few persons óutside of Dr. Bushnell's own

congregation ventured to speak approvingly or even in tolerance of his
views, though many charitab'ly suspended their judcment as to.his
orthodoxy, hoping that the case was not as bad as represented. But
prominent theo'logians condemned the book as heterodox, and expressed
the apprehension that it was the entering wedge to the cleaving asunder
.of our churches, like that which had befallen the Massachusetti
Congregationalists in the Unitarian defection. The stress u,as tremendous."
'!Reminiscences of the Bushnell controversy", Bushnell centenary, p. 50.
59-,
--The

'long and involved. The
ghap!q1s-of Mary Bushnell cheney's book include an on-going account.
In addition, articles by blilìiston l¡lalker and Amos Chesebr"óugh in the
Bushnell Centenary give a summary of the events. Also relevánt is the

story of this controversy

is

ffiÉodge,'iReceniooctiinal-à;ãEccrãsiasii¿;ïConf]icts
in Connecticut",
The Biblical Repertory and Princeton
(October, .1853)sources for the controversy are: Remoffiint
Assoclation of Fairfield l^lest to

Review,

r

25

of

primary
the
on

ork:

t[e

à West to

Associ ated,Mi ni ster

l.::

,to the,General Association
lrre Astgciatign of
Connecticut, June, Fgilf&ld,l,J'est
1852.-

õl-._

al of

60gurhnatl
Cent.n.ry, p. 52. Chesebrough's defence in the
.'C.C.''ar@derstandHim?''and',l^lhatIs0rthodoXy?'',
attempted to show the inconsistency of Bushnell's critics, that they

could agree neither in their interpretation of Bushnell, nor in their
conception of the doctrines in question. See Cheney, pp. ZZ3-224.
6lSee Christ

62App.ul of

In Theglogy, p.

.l30

and

p.

t33.

the Association of Fairfield hlest to the Associated

IiSeeni as!ert^
lso 0restes Brownson's
pp.22-49, where Bushnell

lengthy review of Bushnell's Discourses,

is again criticized for not taking up the

:.-

'¡'. ':i::'

-152questi on
deny the
Brownson

of irnmanence. To deny the question, says Brownson, is to
doctrine. "BushneJI's Discourses",
The l^lorks of Orestes A.
.l884).
(Detroít: Thorndike Norse,

63^
--nemonstrance

l¡'lest

to th

64"
"-Appeal
Mi ni sters

an¿ Cqmplaint

of the.Association of Fairfield

of the Association of Fairfield

l,{est

to the Associated

65c. R. Bartol,
"Dr. Horace Bushnell and the Quandries of our
Theology", The Unitarian Review, 14 (September, 1880), p. 237.

--66Williston
Bushneì1
Centena¡y,

lrlalker, "Dr. Bushnelt As A Religious Leader,,,

p.

27.

67G.0.g. Park
.l0,(January, Fisher, "Horace Bushnell,,, The International

lBBl), p. lB; History of
Bevigu,
York: Charles Scribner's Sons,]8g9

Cñr@ew

'

68^
--George

B. Stevens, "Horace Bushnell and Albrecht Ritschl,
Comparison", The American Jour4al of Theol_ogy, 1902, p. 41.

A

69^
--See
for example, Building Eras in Religion, p. 274:',This
,ion away from the
endeavor, aìways going on,
imagination, into propositions of the speculative understandìng, makes
a most dreary and sad history " . to uncharitableness."

70S..

for example, Christ In Theology, p. .l2, where Bushnell
says.thatadoctrinenotsuffiisnomorethan.lpersonal
caprice or eccentricity"- In a letter to Bartol, he said that Christ
In Theolggv was "far more. adequate" and "more satisfactory"
Christ (Cheney, pp. 246-7)

thañ-Gõã-In

Cheney, p. 247. Bushnell has been char^ged with insufficient
,attention to research prior to his publications. -See forr exampìe,
GeorEe Fark Fi sher, "Horace Bushnel I ", p. 13: r,He wrote with air
insufficient stock of learning. He published and:studied aften¡ard
li,::':

7zç¡fi¡l-In

lhçqlogy, p. 12. Ir is on the basis that his
doctrinei@nerationthatBushnel]isabìetosee
himself in line wíth Nicene orthodoxy. see cheney, p. 335, wherre his
assenting to trinity as a doctrine of eternal generation is offered to
Dr. Hawes as ground for Bushnell's being in line with the l^lesüninster
Çgnfession. See Qhrist In Theolqgy, pp. 1r7-187, where Bushnell out-

lineshowheseesffirmsofNicea,landespeciaìl¡tp;l80,

-
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where he'interprets Athanasius'use

as his

ourn.

of the term "form,'to be the same

-t)

"christ_l¡_Thqq]!gy, p.

'

169.

7û-

'Christ_Ir:r_!!eolqgy, p. 170.

trt".logIl p.. 172.
George park Fisher, History
-r ChrÌstian
^,- -! 1?ü',"irr,tl
of
Doctrine, p. 420: "Since ..S.g
Hopkins, the doctrine of Tñ--

ffitireSonhadbeengil.n-úpforthãmoit_partin
.1821,
prínceton

thl:-regi.on." In
Samuel Miller oi
Theologicai Seminary,
pubìished -the ,Letters 0n unitarþqþm (Trenton: George Shórman, iszl),"'
in response to
d tor the doctiine of eiérnal
generation. said Miller: "thã doctríne of eternát g.nã.ã¡on of
the Son is so closely connected with the doctrine of the Írinity and
the divine character of the Savior:, that where the former is ge-neraìly
abandoned, neither of the two latter will long be retained.', (p. g0) "
Stuart replied with his Letters 0n The Eternai Generation of ii"re Son
"the Logos
Said Stuart:
5alo
Stuart: I'fþg
Lo
iho Logos
l .t.t.r" was
r¡râc eterna'lly
ol-cy.r
is eterna
t that the
the Son of God, I doubt.,' (p. lB)

tl

tt..lgq.V: p. t7z. See atso Chrisr rn Theolosy,
way of conceivinffict,
is by eternal generation, I dô not affirm ii,, because-I do noi know
lhat
it to be true; but I begin with a trinity generated in time, ascending
from it, with a certain measured confideirce, to the conviction that tñe
conditions and grounds out of which it is generated in time are eternal,
and that so it is itself eternal. consideied as denying a trinity of
essence and saving_ the str"ict unity of God, by conceìviñg a triniiy
predicab'le onìy of God as in act, the two schémes or doclrines coaiesce
in their matter; they only handte the matter which is common, by
different methods, and work out theír results under differreni fõrms of

rl,

p- 184: l?rtf
"A@ar

ì

anguage

i:.

77-qgd-h-!¡rirr, p.
TBeo¿

In christ p.

T9chrir!

-tT7

L:.

.

177.

In Th.ology,

p. 14g.

BOgh.ist
p. 146. Bushneil applies the same prin;
I! Th.glogy,
ciple to the question
of the eternity of the Father and spirit. See
for example, chr'!st.In Theology, p. 167: "So arso of the ipirit, as

regardsthed@òtttreconception;though.theiecan

be no doubt of the essential immanence and etärnity, in éod, of all
which beìongs to the idea..of spirit, viz., the etei^nal, necéssary proact_and power. " See a'lso, rregarding the peisonaìi ty ot: tne
9"gdiry
Spirít, 9I
The Sp;irit in Man,,pp. 9-13.

i

t1:.r..,i

_

154

SlChrirt In Th.ology, pp. l84-185.
'-----:B2Bushneì1
immanent

p.

trinity.

167.

gives this as a "second ground" for the view of
See for examp'le, Christ In Theology, p. 146 and

l--l

S3chrirt In Th.ology, p. l50.
S4Building Eru,

in

, p. l3z.

BsBuilding E.u,

in

, p, 132. See also Christ In Theology,
the future life" whffi

p. 168.

if

the

I

trinity is truly a "practical" truth.
S6Buildinq Eras

in

STBuilding Eru,

in R.

utqrtloj*

in Religion, p. .l36.

Erqs

Reliqion, p..l34.

, p. 133.

S9grildinq Eras in Reliqion, p.

9oerilding Eru, in

R

133.

, p. 134.

9lBuilding Eras in Religion, pp. 134-.l37.
92su*on, on tiuiog
g3s"rronr

-------'

On

S

r-iuing

, p. 443.
,

pp,

447-449.

-------;:;

CHAPTER THREE

lHoru.. Bushnell,
"A Commemorative Discourse Delivered in the
North church of Hartford, l{ay 22,.l853" (Hartford: Elihu Geer, lB53),

p.

3ot

2.-.^^-.^(-..L:^^¡^
-Sermons 0n r:.,.:-^
92.
^- Living Subjects, -p. ^ô

tq.-t.

G3!:!?d, Thg=grear Awakening
Harper and Row, 1957), p.-ï26.

in New Fngland (New york:

L

'Perry M'iller, '!From Edwards to Emerson", Emand Into The
wilderness (New York: Harper & Row, lgs6), pp. 184ffi
the
context of the Great Awakening'.s extreme rationalism and enthusiasm,
Jonathan Edwards' image of mañ in terms of holistic properties bridged
the traditional dichotomy between reasoning powers and iubjective
val ues. lrJe know that Edwards ' fol I owers f ái I ed to devel op thi s phi I osophy, and that the 'New DivÍnity! theologians who succeeäed him were
themselves.as persistent rationalists as the Arminians against whom
he directed his apology. 'Bushnell's symbolic method can-be seen as
his attempt at re-unifying mind in the face of that split between what
Edwards Amasa Park called "The Theology of the Intellect and.that of
the Feel ing".
E

"Moses Stuart, Letters
Remarks 0n His Sermon ReCen

to .the Rev. hlm. E.

6christ In Theology, p.

107.

7

.l07.

'Christ In Theology, p.

Channi

Contai ni
al timore p. 45.

8bh, E. Channing,
"Unitarian Christianíty", p. 196.
gceorge

Park

Fisher, History of C_hrristian Dogtrine, p.430.

loeud In christ

p.

153.

llBuitding Eras in Religion
,

p.

-

41.

'l55 -

p.

q14.

_,i:ll

I'r'_î i

.156

l3s"rron, on tiying

s

-

, p. 7s.

l4chrirt In Thuology, p. 9r.
lSeod

In christ p.

152.

l6eo¿ In
christ, pp.l56-157.

lTchrist In Th.ology, p. 94.
ttqnq

ln chrisr, p.

1zg.

l9cod In christ, p.163.
Zoeod

In christ, p.

152.

2lGod

In=chl"ir!, p. |sz. The charge brought against Bushnell,s
representaTîõñlT-Tñeld-octrine of the Logoã in eoã ln ónrisi,
that
it taught that the word is no person, but only ãldEr or caþacity,
"ut
having been embodied before in the material cieation, and exhinitäá in
christ only in greater degree. see for exampìeo Fairfield l¡Jest's
Remolstrance and Complaint, pp" 7-9.
22eod

In christ, p..l65.

23God

In christ pp.

'ognd-lrt
25cod

l¡rlst,

165-166.

pp, 1zz-123.

In christ, p"

123.

26-eog--]-!*!¡!j!,

p. 126. It is Bushnell,s treatment of the
sinlessness-õT-Eïrist-whiäh has been cited as the rori-iärïõui' ttrreat
to a view of the real humanity, and this particularry in view of
Bushnell's understanding of the human as tied inextricably to the
concept of existence as trial., a process of character-formation. 'lBut
what is it to be human, but to have a tentative nature--one that
learns the-import of things, and especiatly of good and evil by
experiment?" (God
2TNature

28-,

In Christ, p.

126).

and the Supernatural, Preface,

p. v.

.
tnÌs'rs
the title of the tenth chapter of Nature and the
Supernatural; it was reprinted in slightìy al,tered fõrmis:a ¡mãTT

volume

in

]861.

;.?:i.:1 -'.:

-15729s.mon, For the

New

Life, p.435.

3Os.rron, For the

New

Life, pp.446-452.

3lsermons

For the New Life, p. 447. Bushnell says that the
däring of christ's díiiniiv, ¡ut
o!l.y q more visible one. Now, christ is "not more truly but óñ'ly more
visibly separate than before". See also, this text, p.'319: "Thärefore
now to make the triumph evident, he ascends, a visible conqueror, to
the Father, there to stand as priest forever . .',.

resumecti

32ch.irt In Theologv, p.
331h.

Spirit in Man, p.

78.

46.

"'sermo@,p.Bz
35^
--sermo@,
?û,

36

p.

sermo@,

Bs.

p.79.

37^
"'Sermo@,
p. 86. In accordance with his
distinctio
nity, Bushnell says rreré ihut "it
requires a very deep and grandly vi:talizèd experience to know Christ
well enough to preach him
It wants a christed man to know who
Christ really is, and show him forth with a meaning." (p. 9l)

38S.rronr

, p.320.

fo" th,. ['l

See also T*he SpirÍt in Mano
läd, not as an abstlãõTiäniËìõñ
cold, far-off, theoretic immensity of absolute power, but as a'living
personinthesweetest,dearesttermsofcharityandfriendship,
faithful, attentive, tender and nigh.,'

p. 271: "t^l

3gSermons

0n Living Subjects, p.

aoütrit,t l,r
4lSermons

lhry,

p.

BS.

93.

0n Living Subjects, p. Bl.

42ln¡s may
account

in part for the fact that Bushner has been
called at one and the same time both a poetic genius and an elusive
thi nker.

û.?.

'"Sermons 0n

Livinq Subjects, o. 79.

¡

l.:i:i;r:::
' :ll:

-.

û.¿.

' 'See The

S

irit in Man, p. 262ff., where

subjectïve meanings of Christ

as

"grace".

45th.

l5B -

spirit in N*, p.

a6grilding Eru, in

"form" are given

the objectivethe word,

in terms of

269.

R

, p. zss.

4Tchrist In Th.ology, p.
loo.

Schrirt ln rh.olo
49eo¿
5oGod

, p. 93.

In christ, p. t61.

Jn_Ç_b"i$,

p.

162.

SlChrist and His
Salvation,
szChri
53^
--See

tt

und

for

p.

z3Z.

, p. z'tl.

Hi, Sat

l

example, Remonstrance and Complaintl pp. 7-9.

54^
--cyrus Bartol, I'Dr. Horace Bushnell and the
Quandries of
ogy" o p. 237 .
:'

Theol

55^
-"George

ourr

Park Fisher, "Horace BushnelI", pp. lg-19.

56ch.irt In th.ology, p. llo.
E-7

"'Christ- In Theology, p.

94.

u"Henry
58,.
F. Brownson (ed.), The hlorks
Thorndike Norse, lB84), 7
qn4 9gmplaint, pp. 7-9.

.
(Detroit:

S9Buildifg E"u,

i

of Orestes A. Brownson
ce

, p. 277.
li..::.-.,i

6ochrirt
6lSer:mons

62s..,non,

In tr,.ology,

t.:

p. 112.

0n Living Subjects, p. 452.
on

riul

,

p. 455.

:

::

¡1

--'..
t,¡..,!.1'.

.

159 -

63s".ron, on Liuing

S

, p.

64s.r*on, on Liuing

s

, p. 463.

65chrirt

461.

!n Th.ology, pp. 90-9.l.

66chrirt In rh.ology, pp. go-gz.
67s.rront

68S.*on,

On

l-iulog

.0n

Liuing

,

S

p.468.

, p. 465.

69ch.irt tn Th.ology, p. 9l
Tochrirt In Th.oìogy, pp.
TlNature

95-96.

and thg Supernatural,

pp.

t

-'.

62-6g.

li'.:.

l:rj:1.. :
.. i .:,
t..

"'¡'-"À

---i:!:-j¡i¿l:':rii:i

CHAPTER FOUR

l

'Christ In Theology, p.
,-See Cheney, p. 445.

225.

'1

?

"Cheney, p.

20g.

p.
tr

'Cheney,

p.

351.

209.

6see

"A commemorative Discourse", p. 22. My intention here is
that lB31 and l84B must be seän togethär. Moreover, my
interpretation is that the "new light" of tg4g úas precisely
thiÁ "
'This
'lspir!tual" or "s¡mbolic" understañding of christ.
is- the sense
in which Bushnell "saw the gospel" for the first time in 1848. And this
indicates how I see interpretations of 1848 to be significantly wide
of the mark.

to

emphasize

Tchrist In Theology,

p.

214.

8-.
"These troublesome terms, ,'objective" and
permeate
Bushnell's work. See also Note 2o neiow. He uses"subjective",
the terms in rris
doctrine of atonement,.not only to identify wherein chríst'i wôrk has
effect, that is, "objective" atonement having its effect in,or on God,
and "subjective" atonement having its effect soleìy in man; but atso
according to his synbolic theory, that is, that "objectiveú identifies
the outward form, and "subjective", the inr¡rard or iñvisible or spirit.

99.gd--l-!-!-bl5!, p.
195. It was precisely because this view
revolted Tñe-moraTTeñiibility, Bushnell'said, ti¡at it had no r.gÀn.r"tive power. 9çç fgl_example,. the Introduction to The Vicarious Sacrifice,
pp.xxxii-xxxiii:''IfChristhassimpì¡¿diedtoevffipenaìty, if the total import of His cross is that God'i wrath is
satisfied, and the books made square, there is certainly no beauty in
that to charm a new feeling into life . . .". Notice Bushnell's ieview
in this Introduction of Anselm,s Cur Deus Homo.

-160-

...

_ l6l
lOth. '"Edwardean" theory
was so-cal'led, parily frorn the fact
that certain seeds of it are found in the writings of Jonathan Edwards;,
more particularly because it was the characteristic theory of the
successors of Edwards. It Ís also called the "governmentá]" theory
because of its development of the theme of God ãs "moral Goveinor',or "Rector" of the universe- For the development of the Edwardean
theory, see for example,.Joseph Haroutunian, piety versus t{Òraliim.

The.mainprincip1esoftheEdwardeantheoryoffiized

by Edwards A. Park (ed.), lhe Atonement: Discourses and Treatiies bv
ey, Naxcy, F
Edwards,
Coñg . lma:l l
Àel l refers
to this Introduclol.y E:quy by park in The vicariqqr Sacrifice, p. 241.
Bushnelì_regarded the Edwardean theory
nä
acceptable form of an "objective" view, The truth of tñe theory, he
said, lay in its recognition that the value of Christ's life anä death
is measured by what is therein expressed,. His main objections to the
theory concerned its interpretation of what christ expiesses, how or
under what esthetic conditions the expressÍon ìs made, and tÉe object
for which it is made.
I lJonathan

Edwards,

A. Park (ed.),

Edwards

12S""
226-230.

God

Jr.,

"The Necessi ty of Atonement",
Di scourses and Treatises

The Atonement:

TN

p.8.

In Christ, pp. 194-203; Christ In Theology, pp.

t'-Channing,
3^.

"Unitarian Christianity", in A Selection From The
of l^l!lliam E. channing, p. 213. Notè atso ffiilfies
other versions of the "subjective" theory, for example, the radical

hlorks

Unitarians and the transceñdentalists, ai¡á coleridgä uña
Christ In Theology, pp. 231-238 and pp. ZB9-290.

See

r'it

ãiscip'les.

''4"Lle

have no desire to conceal the fact, that a difference of
opr.lion exists among us, in regard'to an interesting part of christ's
mediation; I mean, in regard tó the precise influenãe'of his däath on
our forgiveness. Many suppose, that this event contributes to our
pardon, as it was a principal means of confirming his religion, and of
giving it a power over the'mind; in other words,-that lt pioãures
forgiveness q.y leading !9 thqt repentance and virtue, whiðh is the great
and only condition on which forgiveness is bestowed. Many of us are
dissatisfied with this explanation, and think that tne Sii'lptures ascribethe remission of sins to Christ's death, with an emphasis sä peculiar,
that we ought to consider this event as having a späciaì inflüence in
rgr-noying punishment, though the Scriptures may not'reveal the way in
which it contributes to this end." Channihg, 'lUnitarian Christiäniiy",

pp. 208-?09

I'YChanning,
5^,

in

A Selection

_Fr:om

"unitarian christianity Most Favorable To piety',,
the Wor:ks:gf lrlilliam E. Channing, pp. Z3l-23g.-

-16?6^,
''Channing,
p.235.

1

"

17 ^,
Channing,

pp. 235-237.

lSChanning, pp.
Z3S-237. See also
Theology, pp. 23ì-238.

l9eod In christ

p.

for

exámple,

Christ In

268.

2ochrirt tn rr,.ology, p.

226.

2leo¿ In
christ

pp. 262-264. See also,

22sgg.l_!._ch"ig!.,

p. zsl.

God

In Christ, p.

269.

0r, from christ rn Theology, p. 235:
'iggqJqj¡li! , p..254:
christíaniTy-î-ãn-outwai^d
ret igion'of ;ãnffi'the
mold
of an inward religion 9f :pifi!,'- see also, ñature an{the supernatural

pp.510-5l],whereBushnelldefinesthechurcterms

of form,

and as

zaChritt

christ

,

part of christianity's outward objectivity.

Ir ff,..lrqy, pp. ZZ3-224.

'ugno In chrisr, p. 260.
26Bushnell
developed this view of atonement in God In Christ,
In Theology, .The vicarious.sacrifjce, and ror.giveñ
.

ffidffitsIIrandIVof
rhevicarious Sacrifjgg: The extent to which Forgiveness and Lar^r nrepresents
ashiftinBushne]l.searlierviewwil]beffi¿ðrtrris
chapter. In addition to the above sources, numerous sermons
are
for Bushnell's understanding of the work of Cfrrisi:- -- "':"- -" valuable
27-'Forgivehess

p.
by

and Law,,p. 120. See Barbara Cross, Horace Bushnel l.
138. cross incorrectly says that Bushneil had abandoned his symbolism

the time he wrote The Vicarious Sacr"ifice.

28gusf,nell
had to.explain to his orthodox critics that he began
his Harvard Discourse with his subjective view, not because he intenãed
to abandon or slight the orthodox side, but because he hoped first to
capture the synpathy of his Unitarian audience and then tò show them
wherein lay the truth of Christianity's objective side.
zeggg=¡__çU!$

, p; 24e .

3ochrirt In Th"ology,

ttln"

163 -

p.

zz4.

Vicaríous sacrifice, p.388.

3ïr,. Vi.u.iou, su.r
33Th.

,

Vicarious Sacrifice

34Go¿

p.

390.

p. 396.

In christ, p.248.

35s..

God In christ, p. zsz: "There is no doubt that the Hebrew
Rgople' whose relTîon l^ras-so intensely objective, held it in à manner
of.litera]ity that involved real miscoñcepiion. They saw nothing in it
but the altars, pl_lests, confessions, sprinkìings anä smoking fiies,
and-these they called their atonement, or the cóvering of tfrãir sin,
as if there were some outward moment in the things themselves--takeñ
outwardly these were the religion. But, meantime, there was a power
in these, by which subjective effects vúere continually transpiring
within them, and the outward moment of the riteo whicl¡ was a fictíon,
had yet an inward moment correspondent thereto, which made the fictión

truthful.

"

36eod

In chri st pp. 252-253.

37Th.

Vicarious sacrifice

381h.

Vicarious Sacrifice, p. 404.

p.

402.

?o

"'lermqfs
0n Livjlg_SuÞjgç_lt, p.
-----.---------aorf,.
p.

V,i.ufiotrr,

,

L1

"Sermons 0n Liv_lng_Su_Þjgçl¡-,

429.

404.

p.

430.

L2

'"Cnrilt tn lneolqgy, pp. 243-244.

43Cf'r'¡rt ln tf,.ology,

p. 251. This is the sense in which
Bushne11tffiof.'representationa.lobjàctivit';;that
is, that the work of christ is operative wholly on mán, but in order
to this,

and

with greater effect, as representatively oper:ative on God.

LA.

''Chri stl_l_Ileology,

4sch"írt In

p.

258.

th.olo , p. zsl.

- 164
46ch"irt tn Th.ology, p. zsg.
L7

"Christ In_llgqþgy, p.

266.

4SBrrhn.ll's distinction
between law before government and law
by government i s draw! gut at great length, and coveis a good quarter
of The Vicarious Sacrifice.
49th. Vicarious Sacrifice p.
5oTh"

188.

p.

201.

5llr,. Vicarious Sacrifice p.

202.

Vicarious sacrifice

EC

"lt¡u!ur. and the_lgperlslura!, pp. I t8-l
Ã? ""Jhs ljlqrious Sacrífice, pp. ?03-Z0S

l9

.

54th. Vicarious Sacrifice p.
207.
EÃ

JJ:150. According to Noah porter,
__l"Foßiveness and Law, p.

Bushnel1's@tywasfatal1ydefãctive:''Thereiino
roo¡n for punishment within the first condition of existence supposed
Þy him, which is the spher:e of impersonal and necessary right."He is
logical enough to require none but to make the evil coirseqúences of sin
to be only 'moral disorder'. under the second--that is, within the
sphere of instituted government'--there is evil Ín abundance. But as
this evil_is appointed for the ends of redemptÍon from sin already
penalty or,punishment in t-tre
incurred it cannot be penalty .
ethical sense of the word, as we understand it, is'not physical evil
alone, whether endured in the mind or.the body of the si¡fierer. It is
that peculiar pain whjch the soul suf,fers froñ the dispìeasure of a
person for disobedience to his wilì
That God lhould employ
what is the essential element of punishment, viz., the expression óf

His personal díspleasrrre, ought to be an axiom in theology.
That Dr. Bushnell has never recognized this truth except-in the most
incidental way, and has left out of his theories the cômmanding and
distinctive element of punishment, is to us a matter of surpriõe." See
"Review of Dr. Bushnell 0n'The vicarious Sacrifice"'in Thä New
._-:Englander 25 (Apri 1, 1866), pp. ZS1-253.

i:
, ., ,r -.
:: i'
I..tr'
' , 1,.
-.r:..)
li.¡r -r--

r

56-

rorglveness and Law, p. 139. See a'lso Fo¡giveness and Law,
p. 146: ."-ffin'thisworld;
exactffi
for all incorrigible subjects in the world to come":
57Th"

Vicarious sacrifice

p.

209.
)1:..-;,.,... -.-i:
¡'ilì--rr.,_l:1- r'
i.r.ì: ,:..:r:¡.r.::.

l:'

.:-i.

58-"forgiveness

.165

-

and Law, pp. 171-172.

59^
--see

Forgiveness and Law, pp. 181-182; also

6oeo¿

In christ, p.

261.

6lTh. Vi.arious Sacrifice, p.
621h"

p. lg0.

Vicarious sacrifice

p.

128.
340.

63Not. the
interesting reference to Schleiermacher in this
regard' God In ChJ"!st' p. 206: "The entering of one such perfect life
into the-wõlTd-TTJTIóry changes, in iaðt, ir,ã consciousnäss ói tn. race, just as the most accomp'lished, perhaps, of all modern theologians
assumes, wlien he undertakes to verify the truths of the gospel out of
the contents of the religious conscióusness of the Chrís[iah nations,
as compared with the ancient consciousness, ol^ that of heathen nations."
64Th.

vicarious sacrifice

p.

129 and

65Th.

Vicarious sacrifice

p.

127.

66Natur"

und the

s

p. 234.

67Th.

spûit in lulun, p. 43.

68cod

In christ pp.212-213.

69Sermons

7oTh.

0n Living Subjects,

Vicarious Sacrifice

p. 16l.

p.

p. 123.
139.

TlThe

vìcarious sacrifice, p. 139. See also Nature and the
at there is, ortiñoffiffithins
gut this, if we must have
as devel.opry.nt, we certaìnly admit . .
the word, is christian development; a development acóomplisheà, UV camying us across.and up out of the.gulf of unnature, where tñe -hope
utl progress and character was endéd." See also Búshne¡'; essay on
gI
I'Progress" in Hours At Home. 'l869.

S_upgrna=tur

72rr,u

vi.u"iom s..."i
p. 164. hre are reminded here of
thecriticnSon'whichwasmentionedinthelast

,'is the
chapter. Bushnell's doc.trine of ',form',, Brownson said,-founded
of Protestant Germany, especial ìy of the school
opposition to Paulus and Brêtschheider by Schìeiermacher

heresy

dominant

in

ánã-óe:blette;

ure

166 -

find it distínctly avowed in the pubìications of the Mercersburg

School in Pennsylvania, and we are great'ly mistaken if we do not dãtect
some obscure traces of it in Moehler's Symbolik and Mr. Newman,s Essay
9n ?e_vglopTent. Il its p¡!ncipie that Giñ--lrõãuces hímself outwaFdif
in finite forms, it underlies the modern doctrines of progress and
socialism . .". The Ï¡lorks of O¡ellqs A. Brownson, vol.-7, p. sz.

ttt¡"
7

Vicarious Sacrifice, p. 177.

4Th"

p.179.

Vicarious sacrifice

7sl¡S-yjçe¡þllsacrifice, p. 178.

that Christ,s whole
]ifeanddffiiäsamanifestationofsuffering1ove.
Note

In gathering up to man's moral perception "the whole personal lifãhistory" as suffering, the name.l43-149.
"Jesus", Bushneil saiä, is a',fund of
universal soul-help". See pp.
76Th.

the
was

Vicarious Sacrifice,

questi@i','ìn

pÞ.

in his sacrifice out of obligation.

" r*

20-21.

Here Bushnell discusses
respect to the idea that Christ

Vicarious sacrifice, pp. 35-36.

78Mr.h

of Bushnell's writing on justifícation is given to the
context, and in particular to ideas of tègal justificatioñ. See for
exampìe' Çhríst In Theology, pp. 270-271,-wheie he discusses the two
extreme views representèd-6y "specuìative orthodoxy" on the one hand,
and Unitarianism, on the other.'
791h"
vicarious Sacri fi ce ,
Forgíveness and Law, pp, 177 -180.
80^

see

Lawo

p. 178.
Bleo¿

for

example, God.In

See also

christ, p.

for

example,

2.l4 and ForgivenEss and

--------:In christ pp. 214-215.

ttqoo In christ, p.

'

p. 344.

83Not.

216.

Forqiveness and Law, pp.

.l55:156,

where Bushnell, in

tryingtoelabo@thesufferiñginvo]vedinCñrist,s
beconnì.ng.a

haþ]tant with us under the curse, useõ the interesting anaìogy

of a Wordsworth of a Goethe or a Cavour being cornpelled to look úpon thé'
preparations for his sacrifice.., l'.., . it wóuld hot be so much the
dread of death that would cost him suffering, but jt would be the
horrible conception of being,himself incorpórate in these ferocious
and disgusting monsters".

-16784s..ron,0n

tiuing

, p. ì43.

85ch.irt In Th.ology, p. zïo.
865..

God In Christ,
28?; The Vi carîõus-SacäTîce

pp. 218-238; Christ In Theology, pp. 281p. 245ff.

BTch"irt In
Jh.ology, pp. zìl-zlz
88""Forgiveness and Law,
Bgf

p. 176.

Su.fifiqg, p. 363,

f,.

far as we are stil l

',In
,Vl.u"iou,
incompleteements,andallkindsoiinsiituted
so

are necessary to the mixed qua'lity we are in;
but in so far as we are in the righteousness of God, we ãre raised
above them, into that primal law which God undertook, as the total
object of His administration, to establish in created minds.,,

means and machineries,

90"-Forgiveness

and Law,

p.

205.

ntTo" Vicaríous sacrifice, p.
377.
92-Forgiveness

and , p. 217. Note Bushnel'l's discussion of
"theol
, pp. 213:-Zìrii4 àñ¿ rf,.
.!f.
ppSacrífjce,
37ffinñäl
I,s discussion-õ-r
-Vlçqrious
ffifju'tlfìcation,''ap1ung.intobatho'ao¿general
unreason",

in The Vicarious S_acrifice, pp. 370-313

g3Cflrir!-

ln
p. 291 . Note 'Forgiveness
pp.
l'@thor Tf'q? , ic doctrjneffiiîv and Law,
identical; because the 'making just' , or ,making- righteous, , w-frtch
is conceived to be the sense of justification, is uñderstood to be a
complete subiective change, one ihat goes belów consciousness ãnã-rnãf.t
the soul inherently right--which is the very significance also of
210-211

z

sanctificati
"0ne

on. "

94-Forgivenegg and-Law,
_p.

21.l.

95-"Forgiveness

211.

is thffifidence;

and Law,

p.

From

the

96th.

spirit in Man, p. 41.

97tr,.

,soiri, in yry, p. 39.

Chríst In Theology,

otffi

p.

Z9?:

I'

g8S.*onr

0n fiuing

99!SIq9-!-f-E9,
l
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S

The New

, p.

Life, p.

oos.*ons For The
New

l4Z.

3.l.

p. 120. Bushnell did

at various
timesacknow]edgehimo.suchmysticwritersasUpham
Fenelon, Fox, Tersteegen, Gurnall and

l0l
^
-'Sermons

Thomas

0n Living SubjecB,

Kempi

s.

p. l0g.

02ltl. spirit in r,'t*, p.

zz. Bushnell was criticized for not
giving_suffffinTheVicariousSacrificetotheworkof
the Hoìy Spirit in redemption.
atment óf th.
"comforter" in Fgrgj.yeness and Law, and also his untiniiträã'.irãct on
the HolySpirit@
I

o3cr'ri

,t

t

n rh"ol ogy,

p. zzl .

l04Not. The
Vicarious Sacrifice" part II, Chapter I, for
Bushnel l ' s di scu
i stry as type of the healing of
soul s.

toutatr-on,

on

ttuin

,

06^
'--sermons
Sermons un
L] vl
Subjects,
9n Living

1

f

i n Bushnet
economy is planned for man's
poth]ng for man to do but to
But Letting God Love

pp. s6-57.

:

p. sr. Note again the relation

-tì on and human will.
wi l t . All
Al l of God,s
God
recóvery, and in one sense, then, there-is

let thil tove form him. r'loving-eoà-ii
us"- "stilr, there is something for yoü to do .
yoq afe. to present.yourselves to christl'. (The_spiril in Mán, p. 44.)
And,.'thewho]eendeavour'onyourpart,muffi',

-'For
- Bushnell it is always christ who saves man from sin; and
aìways raised out of unnature b¡r faith. His understanding ót
Ta!.is
holiness is not based on merit in man.- His emphasis is on gràcel and
ol !l',e.rea'lity of redemption in higtory. Howeüer, his basið conceptìon
of christ
as "new-forming" the soul or-character,-in conjunction with
such ideas as the hereditary power of grace, suggests at teast the
possibi]íty of a perfection which is still humañl-and this even though
107

Bushnell can be quoted as having said otherwise
loSsgrmols

0n

liying

, p. 127.
7.

ll0"-For a recent

study which

utilizes Bushneil's theology as a

Li::-

,1,::.

al:\

169 -

o|-g*plicating his social and political thought, see David Alan
Jones, "The Social and poiitical Thoüght of Horace-Bushnell: An
.Lnterpretation of the Mid-Nineteenth-century American Mind", oirr.
Northwestern Universi ty 1973.

means

lllMo.ral uses of
nark T[!¡gg, p. 2g6.

vsiologi.ur-viffiu

*qg.llaiura
regenerati on.

ll2Morul Ur.,
or ou"L
t

tu!¡,itaian

ll4ch"irtian
I

lfu,

pp.

Nurrure,

p.

175.

Nurture

p.

167.

an¿

285-2g6.

lSch.istian Nurture, p.l84.

l6[q!-ulg-Il_Ay

p.

See Nature and the

(New

248.

york: Charles Scribner,s Sons, l9l0),

llTNo.ul Ur., of
Oqrk Thjngg, pp, l 15-176. It was this same
pop
populat]0n"
of
oï
"law
which
Bushnell had
d'ì'n
hp saíd
cairl il'or
in mind when he
.'_law.
that rl-,.
the
black race in America would not survive emancipation. See fiis õii.ãorr"
0n The slaverv Ugtr_g!- (Harrford: case, rirfahv a có.,-iasöj; ,rF..ã-'*
hewas,'farfrómthi;[ìngthattheAfricanis
incapable of elevation", it was his judgàm"nt lhui',five hundred or a
thousand.yearsu were needed to Christiañize the race,
to elevate it
;nt-prãiãnt,they
into such cultivation as to save it from extinctiòñ.' or
are.kept. from-a decline in population, only by the interes! [ñÀi,
masters have in them. Theìr law of populatio-n, now, is the,u*" us
that of neat cattle, and as the herd'will owiná'le wñen the heiãsman
withdraws his care, so wi.ll they" It would not be stiangÀ,r.if-ui..r,
whìch taint the blood and cut dówn.life, should, wiÛ¡in iiitv years,
penetrate the whole stock, and begin to,hurry them off, in a-pioceii or
premature extinction; as we know to be the case with other bai"barous
people, now fast yielding to the infection of death." (p. lZ) -- ---

Il8c"org. Park Fisher,
"Horace BushnelI,,, pp. zl-ZZ.
llgRemonstrance

lzOctlri

l2llh.
122çf,ri

,t

t

and

iomplaint, pp. 23-24.

n Ï'.ol ogy, pp. z4B-Z4g

Vicarious sacrifice

p.

403.

rt ln rh.ol ogy, pp. '264-26j6.

i.':i-:.ì::
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123'--Forgi

_

veness

and_ Lar¡¡,

p.

14.

124''-Forgiveness

and La%

p.

12.

125-

.-"Fgrgiveness and Law, p. 35. The move brought upon Bushnel'l
theinevita@pomorphísm.Seeforeiamp1ä,Barbara
cross, Horace Bushnelì, p. .l53: "If Bushnell's transition from human
todivi@e.hadatlastdiscoveredanexp1anationofthe

atonement which started from God's necessities rather than man,s.
That in the process he had reduced God to the measure of man did not
trouble him and would not trouble the generation that followed him."
John E. Howell, in his thesis, "A Study of the Theological Method of
Horace Bushnell and Its Application To His Cardi.nal Doctrines", Chapter
9,
likewise accuses Bushnell in Forgiveness and Law, of making God
,,theexacttypeofthehumanpermprising,áccording

to Howel'1, that Marcius H. Hutton should label Forgiveness and Law as

''anthropomorphismrunmad,',in''Theo1ogiansofffi'¡c
ri tÀüö,îTl isiö1,';:"iãé:-"i'";.ðä"¿"iå' ithi s, see
Forgiveness and Law, p. 52: "Let it not be suspected that we fall into

presuviäiiáni

a case of inversion here, that imp'lies mistake in the argument; viz.,
that we conceive Christ in his forgiveness, or his propiiiation, to
bq f9ll9wlqs the type of ours. . 1". Another intei^esling inteipretation
of the "shift" in Forgiveness and Law is given by George park Fisher,

'.HoraceBushnell'',ffipróposit.iónatihebaseofthá
bggk_as. on'ly an expansion of that fundamental idea which runs through
all Bushnell's thinking on christ, that is: "It is God himsetf who is
active and passive in all the experiences of christ. They are an
expression of God. It is the divine, not the human, which acts and
suffers. The human is at best but a transparent glass, through which

we look

directly into the heart of
126'-"Forgiveness

and Law,

God."

p. 74.
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